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1 EDITOR'S NOTE

.11

'rite International and Intercultural Communication Annual is a yearly publication
of the Speech ComMunication Association devoted to the areas of international, inter-
cultural, interracial, hiterethnic, and cross-cultural communication. Conststent with the
goals of the Speech Communication Association, the Annual is designed to promote
study, criticism, research, teaching, and application of the scientific, humanistic, and
.artistic principles of international andinterculttlral communication. It publishes articles,
book reviews, and other featu,res of interest to scholars, researchers, teachers, trainere;
administratbrs, and practitioners of international and intercultural communication.

I.ike the previous four volumes of the Annual, this volume has several articles dealing
with various aspects of intercultural and international communication. This volume
continues the tradition of publishing book reviews in the section of "Review of Recent
'I iterature." Finally, this issue includes a cumulative index to articles and book reviews
published in the first five volumes of the Annual in orderto facilitate greater use of the
maierials published thus far.

It is difficult to appropriately acknowled,ge, by name, each individual who contributed
to the preparation of this. volume. First, I would like to express my appreciation to
present and former mem.bers'of the Speech Communication Association's Commission
for Inta.national and Intercultural Communication for their continued support to
sponsor and publish the Annual. My very special thanks to Davis S. Hooves, Margaret
1). Pusch and George W. Renwick, of the Intercultural Network, Inc. for their entre-
preneurship and financial support for printing this volume under a special agreement
with tbe Speech Communication Association. I am obliged to the Department of Com7
munication of Ari/ona State University for providing encouragement and support, in
varied forms, for preparing this volume. I am particularly grateful to authors of the
manuscripts, our consulting editors, Associate Editor William 0. Davey, Book Review
Editor Willard A. Underwood, our Editorial Assistants Suianne Lynn Drake, Robin
Salem, and Lara Collins Witt ind many others who helped me in preparing this
volume. I would,like to thank William Work and Wilson Korpi of the Speeib Communi-
cation Association for their continued support in publishing this issue. Finally, I want to
express my sincere appreciation' and thanks to my wife, fushpa, and my children, Kelly,
Neal, and Ravi, for puffing up with the late nights and long weekends which 1 have spent
working on this volume.

Nemi C. Jain
Ari/ona State University
EdUor



TAXONOMIES FOR PLANNING
INTERCULTURAL coy MUNICATION

ALFRED G. MAI Hi

When cultures interact, much of the result is determined by the characteristics of each culture.
Characteristics traditionally used in taxonomies of culture, such as culture area or psychological
type, arc not designed to predict the results of intercultural communication. Much more complex
taxonornies are needed. [his paper proposes that the most important characteristics are the
changes each culture has already undergone, represented by vectors of the amount and direction
of change. FT- M icronesia '25 years ago, t hese vectors include total amount and specific direction
of foreign contact, desire for e.bange and degree of self-sufficiency, and others. For caN culture
these vectors forma matrix. In intercultural communicatthe matrix of each culture is an input
for tile mitrix of the other culture. Me interacti'on of one Micronesian culture with another,or
with Japan or SPain, is a product, or sum, or otheretpirically determinable relation between
the matrices

Again and again intercultural communication runs i-nto that hornet's nest, the classi- .

fieation of cultures. When people of one group communicate with people of another
group, they need to know what those others are like. TO describe and characterize thow is
to classify them. For a football game, one team needs to know about the other. It coUld
classify the opponents as Californians rather than Pennsylvanians, but that is not partic-
ularly relevant to the game. Much more important is whether theopponents specialize in
offense rather than defense, or ground offense rather than aerial.

Such, characterizations by relevant features are like taxonomies in biology. The classi-
fication of animals by the prosence or absence oftback bones, and the distinction between
.plants that.have parallel veined leaves and .plants whose leaves !lave branching veins, are
analogons to classifications of softball teams and of cultures. In the natural sciences,
taxonomies provide order and meaning in what would otherwise be a jumble and chaos
of experience.'

,
lh the social sciences. taxonomies can Zio even more. When a social scientist knows the

relevant feature's of different gtoups. and knows how 4uch features generally relate to one
another, he may be able to predict the results when the groups interact. He can lay odds
on. which aiotball team will Win, by how-much, andiihether by rushing, passing, or

Aicking. He mity be able to predict the eff&As of' broadcasts sent from Southlandia to
Northlandia, and plan more effectiVe broadcasts.

T4is paper proposes an approach to making such predictiO plans in intercultural
communication. 't he end in view is to consi4r each cult4fe as a le of the vectors of the
relevant features. *the aim is to consider what happens when the table or matrix of one
culture interacts with that of anOther culture in intei-cultural engagements: When each
Matrix is partly an input and an output for the other, partly in cooperation, partly in
competition with the other, what kinds of product mix will probably result?

Suppose Chevrolet makes five different models of cars, and each model has.as its rele-
vant features its own costs for materials, labor, and manufact.uring, and its own rates of
profitability. Suppose further that Buick makes five different models, each with its costs
and Profitabilities. then suppose the two factories metged. Computational prograThming
in industrial management can determine the most profitable product mix of the
combined operation: 10% Chevrolet compacts, 8% Buick stationwagons, and so on,

0.`



2 !IC ANNUAL.

Naturally, the principal concern for studies of intercultural communication is not the
managerial obtimi/ation of profits. hut simply predicting the resuhant produjt mix. ;

When South 'India sends aggressive'civil rights promoters to fat.alistic, patriarchal
miners in Nort landia, the product mix may be partly predictable, and thereby better
planned. The first step toward such predictions and plans is to characterize and classify
the cultwes. Is one side fatalistic and hungry while the other side is pluralisfr and rash?
Should the game plan ot this football team emphasiu offense or defense, rushing or
passing? To predict and to plan we begin by organizing relevant features into taxonomies.

# 4

INADEQUATE TAXONOMIES

l'here are many kinds of taxonomies, but most of thein are.not fruitful in predicting
and planning intercultural communkcation. A ,brief look at four of ttiose that areinade-
quate for,these purposes will reveal more clearly the kind of thxonomy needed:

hrst, there are the evolutionary.classifications of cultures. Stages like those oftewis,
Henry Morgan savagery, barbarism, and civilization are often implicitly invoked in
accounts of communication between world powers and the so called emtvging'countries.
Fhc powers have evolved while the emergers are still at an earlier stage of developmegt..
Whatever else may be said about such evolutionary classifications Od scales ;? they are
not designed to predict the prodiict mix when two different cultures interact. They are not
transactional taxonomic% that point to the results of meetings between, say, agricqltural-
iste; in a stage'of barbarism and hunters and gatherers in a stage of savagery. This paper
nr;poses that for its purpose the relevant features of any one culture are not its own
stages of develOpment, but its past and present interactions with other cultures.

A second kind of taxonomy that is not fruitful for present purposes is the geograRhical
classification of cultures: This approachray be based on anthropological conceptions of
culture areas but it is often mixed and even polluted with.political, racial, linguistic and
other concepts. Even culturally, however, there are difficult practical problems of detd-
minins- which cultures belong together. Does Haiti belong with West Africa, and Mada-
gasdr with Indonesia? For the Japanese as oil hnporters, the Venezuelans and the
Iranians may have more in common than the Venezuelans and the-Colombians. Should
the: Koreans be grouped with the Chinese, or with the Japanese? How many culture areas
are we to have? Above all, the most important problem is that these classifications.are not
relevant to predicting and planning intercultural communication. The relevant features
of the peoples Of the world are their transactions with other peoples. .

A third k int of.taxonomy is psychological. There ace many psychological typologies of
cultures, such as Benedict's Dionysian and Apollonian) Thesetypologies have generally
been used to.characterize individual cultures, rather than cultures in interactio . These
'categories are generapy applicable to only a few Cultures rather 'than being general
taxonomy.

Besides these evolutionary, geographiciil, and psychological taxonomies, there is the
ubiquitous taxonomy of iliniqueness. The French are simply the French. This approach
chardterinscach culture in 'a particular and specific way and looks to no relevant fda,-

ge
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I AXONOMIES. 3

tures of widerapplication .to other cultures. This is in fact an anti-taxonomic approach.
It does not facilitate the development of specific ge .ralizations and predictions.

VECTORS I) MATRICES

l'his paper proposes a non-traditional approach to taxonomies for predicting and
planning intercultural communication: approach is based orNectors and matrices
of relevant features.

When two- or more different groutis of people communicate, it leads to culture change.
hese changes differ from time to time &rid from place to place.'There are differences in
the amounts of chlrnge, ithe rates of change, and in the directions of change. These
difference's are vectors.

Traditionally a vector is a magnitude that has direction, like ten degrees colderor ten
feet up. As m;h, a vector is an expression.of displacement. When a ship sails five miles
north, it is drplaced from pi tio p2. ThiAan be expressed geometrically,asta line on a,
plane, Qr algebraically as an ordered set of numbers, the coordinates of pi and p2.

With foreign crintact, a culture is displaced a certain amount and in a certainAirection.
It may become somewhat Americanized (amount and direction), or very dependent
(amount and direction). There are, of course, many amounts and directions (vectors) in a

culture contact system.. Vectors of this kind can provide a more dynamic system ,of
classification than the more traditional approaches. These kinds of vectors also provide a

system of anAysis ant4 classification that is more useful and.significant in anticipating the
product mix, of intercultural interactions.

A set of vectOrs can be arranged in a table or matrix. By common usage the horizontal
rxiws of such a matrix are entities, such as different cultures, football teams, or auto-
mobiles. The vertical Columns are variables:or for present purposes, relevant features.
Observations of cultures and relevant features can be arranged in a data matrix. When
certain, operationi arc appfied to data matrices they yield derived matrices. In this way,
known relevant features gran yield or predict unknown ones:*

develop this approach concretely,et me draw on several years of work in and on
Micronesia more than twenty-five years ago. I will Slect six relevant features for nine
cultures of the Pacific. I will arrange the relevant features in vectors of rows and columns.

it This will generate a matrix of vectors, of ordged sets of numbers, ileating the nrgni-
-

tude and direction of culture change. Data from the past can reall5; test the maVing of
predictions.

.
rota! Amount of h reign Contact

first feature is the total amount of foreign contact that an island culture has had..
This-variable can be measureti objectively in 'terms of man-years that foreigners have
spent in the islandyulture and the number of man-years that Islanderk have spent abroad.

I
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Die number of man-years is,"of course, a crude and gross variable. A man-year is not a
constant unit in its effect on acculturation. During a single year of World War 11, Ameri-
can troops spent more thae a hundred thousand man-years in the Marianas. During a
single year before World War I, the Germans spent only a kw hundred man-years in the
Whim". Yet a single German man-year may he equivalent to a great many.a.l. man-
years.

. . .. -
Altholigh man-years praide an initial measure of te,cal foreign contact, it requires

significant correction.' ht comparing two different cultures, theirtotal amounts of foreign
contact should be 0o-rated on a' in:r capita basis. Moreover, the degree of acculturation
and the total amount of foreign contact covary directly burnot linearly. Acculturation
progressesealong a ".rcurve building up cumulatively on ali previous cóntacts. Fai.rther-

rf%more, there are different_reason 4. totql contact. Fcir example, contact varies with the
location of a culture along the route. of communication that facilitate contact. Singapore

,on the crossroads of international trade and travel has more contact than Easter Island.
.eotal foreign contact als6 varies with the tbtaVpopulation of an area and with the
geographical distribution of its people. Singapore has millionsof people packed cheek by
jowl, while Micronesia has only tens of thousands sprinkled over a vast area of water.
'Nevertheless, one relevant feature, which can be measured in ifveighted number of man?
Kars-, is total amount ot foreign contact.

Specific Foreign Contact\
4'

A second relevant feature is the amount of contact that an island people have had with
a specificioreign culture. For example, it affects acculturation greatly that the Marshal-
lese had more' of- their foreign contact with Americans, the Chamorros lore with the

_Spanish, and the Palauans more wifh the Japanese.-The amount of contact with specific
foreign cultures may be Measured, like total foreign contact, in weighted units of man-,
years. Naturally, one raw man-tyear which has not been Weighted, processed7 and cooked
is not a constant and not equivalent to another man-year.

Degree of Isomorphism

The third relevant feature is the degree if isomorphism betWeen the social organization
of one culture and another in intercultural communication. In an interaction, a receiver
cannot be undcrstood without considering the relation to the sender. One basivelation-
ship is the degree of similarity in thesocial structure of the communicators. For eKample,
the modern industrial societies and institutions with which native cultures come into
contact arc largely administrative bureaucracies. They consist of many widespread and
similar units of,operation supervised by successively decreasing numbers of more central'.
ized units of management toward the top sof the pyramid. Different cultyres have
different degrees of isomorphism or congruence with this industrial pattern. nit kotnor-
phism, particularly of the power structure and of Ihe kinds of units of contr61, differs
amOng cultures and it has corresponding effects on intercultural communicatiott.'

Fortes and Evens-Pritchard called this the political system, although it is. a part of
social organization. They found that native African political systems were eithercentral-

A
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REVIEVOF RECENT LITERATURE

I .

BROz6CASTING IN THE TH 103 WORILD: PROMISE ANiiRFORMANCE.
By Elihu katz and 9eorge Wedell. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977,
pp. xvi + 3Q5, $15.

I

This 'Golume is an evaluation of radio and television broadcasting in eleven developing
nations. The volume grew out of colla,boration between the Depatiment of Adult .Vdu-
cation at the University of Manchester and the Communication Institute of the Hebrew
Univeroity of Jerusalem. Funding was (provided tAt the Ford Founaation: The eleyen
nations examined were Algeria, Brazil, t yprus, Indonesia, Iran,.Nigeria, Peru, Senegal,

. Singapore, Tanzania and Thailand. A case study of each was conducted in 1973,75
during a short visit by the authors; personal interi/ieWs were obtained with broadcasting
officials and others, available data and literature about broadcasting were secured, and

. the broadcasting systems were observed. Questionnaire data abOut broadcasting were
also obtained from a larger sample of developing natiOils, to complement the eleven cUse
studies.

A

The resulting book is interesting reading, filled with insightful examples and illu4tra-
tions documenting the general aisappointment with broadcasting's performance. High
hopes were held for radio and television broadcasting when these systems were intro-
&iced in Liltin America, Africa, aiud Asia. Today the picture of television that emerges
is one of a very high-cost system ktimed mainly at atyrban-elite audience ip nation's
capital ciky, featuring such imported programminglis "Kojak" and "I Love Lucy," With
little room for programs featuring the inherited cultural values of the society. Radio
reaches moist of the nation, but it coneributes little more thati television to national inte-
gration, dekelopment, or inherited cultural values. Why is broadcasting such a dis-
appoivtment? Katz and Wedefl suggest this is owing tt5: (1) too-close copying of the
British, Am'erican, and French. models of bfoadcasting which were transferred
developing nations (for example, all neWscasts sound about the/she wilrldwide:'ns a
rapid staccato account of unrelated events), (2) the high cost orlocil program produc-
tion, especially for television, that forces importation, and (3) the need for advertising
revenues from large audiences. Most developing nations feature strict government
control over broadcasting, another, possible reason, Katz and Weddl imply, for poor
performance.

This book represents a departure from thc pa...dominant mode of audience effects-
oriented communication research of tho past, focusing instead on how mass cominuni-.
cation-systems work. Such a case study 'method is advantageous for understanding the.
"whys" of a process, usually without providing quantitive data for generalization of the
jesults. The forte of the case study is to provide insight and understttnding; the present
I.'bok is an illustfation of the benefits of/This method in skilled hands. Butone might
wonder if eleven nations are too many cases; perhaps five orsix nations, each explored in
twice as much depth, might have been preferable. It is unfortunate that the authors chose
not to include any of their country case studies (available at cost from The University of
Manchestei) in the present Hook; this reviewgr has read several of these studies, and
believes thc inclusion of some would have been a valuable addition to the Hook.

iVa
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but thcy maintained theivocialand political corporatencss and identity. The Palauans,
on the other hansi, had lost much of both their self-sufficiency and their cohesion,while
the Yapese hadlost little of either. In short, we can distinguish self-sufficiency frory the,
other features:If all these variables were independent, we might maintain that the degree
of acculturation. varies inversely with self-sufficiency. It is also probable that when two
cultures interact they !Mit lose self-sufficiency, though probably not equally, nor
linearly. The one with the 'lesser preVious foreign contact probably loses more self-
sufficiency mbre rapidly. In all, self-syfficiency is measured as the proportion of
'imported goods to local goods. These 'goods can be pots and pans; they can also be
television programs, compater programs, school books, and other communication

.merchandise.and software. .4"

A

The Outlook for Change

)
The sixth relevant feature, and the final one for thivape )r, is how open a people are t

change and whether their desire for change is commensurate with prevailing opportuni-
ties and conditions. 'The outlook for change, like each of the other five relevant featurest,may be a complex of characterizations. It may be a genus that has rhany subordinate
species in the tattonom7, species like openness and commensurateness..

.
S e people are open to change, acculturation, or transculturation, while other

pc have little desire for change. In Micronesia more than twenty-five years ago, the
Chamorros wanted television, supermarkets, universities, ana major league baseball.
They wanted more than it scented possible to get."On4the other hand, the Woleai-Ulithi
people probably wanted less than could be provided by local possibilities. There arc risks
both ways, in wanting too much and wanting too little. Those avid for citange and those
who arc cool-at-Nest toward it can be exploited and played upon.

['he outlwok for change is co-variant with the yetention of self-sufficiency,,but theSe
two are also different features:They are measured 4rtite differently. Desire is most often
measured by questionnaires administered to the f)cople or by other tests, while self-
sufficiency is a ratio of- imports to domestic production. The outlook for change clearly
influences both the degree and ihe direction of change with intercultural communication.

V R' I ORS

These six features are not yet vectors, for a vector is a set of two or more numbers;One
such set of numbers is a magnitude that has,direction: three hundred miles an hour going
ninety degrees east, arid descending a hundred feet a minute. Such a fector is a displace-,

ment from pi to p2. It is a matter of degree and direction. In this sense, total foreign
contact is a matter.of degree, while specific foreign contact is a matter of direction. These
two relevant features are components of a single vector.

More generally,c. a ve?tor is any number pair or number triple or number quadruple,t,
eyen if it does not represent magnitude and direction. Social cohesion and social organi-
/ation, for example, may form a pair of numbers and become a vector in this more
general sense. Similarly, the outlook for.change and the retention of self-sufficiency form

4.

'VP
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a vector, even if one of Ate numbers is tem, that is, when there is no desire for change.
SKI) unit vectors, as they are called, are a special case but can generally be treated like
any other vectors. 1

Any vector can be the sum of seral other vectors. When a ship sails five miles north,
Send then sails another five miles north, the sum of these two vectors is the vector ten Miles
north. there is also a sum iihen the ship sails five mileS north as before, but then sails five
miles east. That sum is, of course, not a matter of first grade addition Any of the six
relevant feritures outlined for.Micronesia could be resultant vectors, although they were
not presentedkor analyzed in that way. The outlook for change, for example, may be a
vector of both openness to change and commensurateness with cvpiletunities. It may be
the sum Of several vectors.

Addition is only onetrf.the possible relations between vectors. They.can be multiplied,
rotated, and subjeoted to many operations. The operation which shouidore used in any
specific situation of predicting and planning intercultural corwunication is empirically
determinable. For example, if there is a vector for theChamorros representing a great
deal of desire for change in the.direction of Western ca)Pitalism and consumerism, and
there is another vector for them representing low isomorphism in social organization
with /capitalistic' consumer societies, do these two veaikers reinforce each other? Should
they be added, or multiplied? Of do they offset each other and be subjec tO some other
operation, perhaps subtraction? The use of one operation rather thanianotber is not
governed by algebra, rationality, or logic, It is derived *from observation and
measurement, computation and detection. The relevance of an operatidn is determined
empirically, and 'probabilisticalIy.

For our purposes the vectors above arc quite standard, but the matrices below are
Kmewhat special. A vector is a set of numbers, and a matrix is a set of vectors. A
standard form of 4trix has horizOntal rows ttiat represent entities such as Ple lau, Truk,
and Ponape'. In standard form, the vertical columns represent variitbles such ast)otal
foreign contact, degree of cohesion, and desire for change. Such a matrix neither meets
our purpose nor is consistent with our vectors.

A standard matrix is merely a box score. Erte)r cultUrefs like a baseball playei.,Oppositc
each name Mays and Mantic, or Tfuk and Palau is the number of hits and times at
bat, or man-years and import ratios. Such a matrix is merely a storage and retrieval
system. At sbest, it arranges information and gets it all neattnd tidi. In such a storage and
retrieval box, The output is thc same as the input. It is a redundancy machine.

.1

A box score is not.tirtally useless as a. matrix for intercultural communication, but it
leaves onc to navigate by the 1. el of thc seat of his pants and not by taking bearings and
laying a course. It leaves prect0r. 'on and planning to ad hoc guestwork and.not to a grow-
ing scientific expertise. The information that thc Chamorros had considerably morc
foreigns,contac4 than thc people of Woleal-Ulithi might-lead an American to think hc
could approach the Charnorros more directly, while the Wolcai-Ulithians might be
apiiroached less directly, through traditional chicts and other traditional chanriels. Such
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migh ts" and inferences are just situational hunches rather than systematic, rigorous, and
cOmulative knowledge. Utley are based only on a box score for the other side and ignore
the box score for America. The only output they consider is the results they want ratitler
than the total product mix. they do not consider the processes or operations by which the
oxscore is transformed into a plan.

or predicting and planning intercultural communication, We need matrices that can
te ct with one another through various kinchif operations and which will then yield

n w t puts. 'This means each culture is more than an entity and a row in a single
nuno t?ox score. Each culture has its own data matrix. The rows and coltimns of that

matrix a vectors that show the degree and directiiin of culture changes of that culture.
'They ma also be vectors Q 1 other sets of numbers, including rankings, that show other
past and esent interactions with other cultures. There are many wayS ih which a vector
can intera .t with other vectors of the same culture and with vectors of another culture.
Whole nr trices can also interact as represented by addition, multiplication, rotation,
and other rocesses.

A matrix, like a vett'or, states complicated relations in a relatively simple way. It can
state the interaction of the relevant features of a culture, and show the pattern or y_stem
of that culture. Iliese matrices can alsO show the product mix of two interacting cultures.
Although these matrices may be reducible to sers of box scores, it is only at this matrix
level that we can see how two cultures engage each other.

t,. TAXONOMIES FOR PREDICHON AND PLANNING
1

Taxonomies arc frameworks anj organiiat ions of experience. They group different
individual cases together by what they haMiin common. This sorting and grouping,
arranging and structuring gives order and meaning to experience. Most of our taxonomies
are very simple: a.botanical systim of algae, fungi, and ferns; a university system of liberal
arts, engineering, and social work. Nevertheless, taxonomies need to be as complex rt; the
fields and phenomena thcy delineate. They have to have requisite variety. Taxwomies in
intercultural Communication cannot deal with merely isolated features of any one cul-...
ture. In intercultural communication, one complex of features interacts with another
complex of features: and thc product is generally some kind of pluralism, a highly':
variable fedpration of scparatc but interacting groups of features. This has often been too
complex for simple taxonomizing.9 The necessary complexity may involve n-dimcnsions,
and it may also involve different taxonomies for differtnt purposes. Ow pueposcis trans-
lating from.the coding systcm of one language into that of another, a thtsrr9s-bf differ-
ent classifications of thc event4 of everyday life.10 Anothcr purpose is .prtdictinvond
planning intercultural communication. Such a taxonomy is initiated in this paper. fr has
to bc dynamic and not a static set of pigeon-holes used for storage and retrieval. It has to
be more than a simple classification of cultures African, industrjal, or Apolline and
approximate instead the. interactions and transformations of a complex process.

...

This calls jor greater technological resources than studies of intercultural communica-
tion usually use. Toda5/ these studies generally avoid mathematical models, even statis-

; tics,-often with the demurret that it is difficult to gct cross-cultural comparability of cate-
goriel and measures)! Yet, mathematics can deal with great complexities in changing, .

" r
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systems, and it is not limited to dealing with hard quantities. The taxonomy initiated here
is one of veVors and matrices. 'Riese enable us to deal with,complex sets ocviriables and
relationships. .1.hey provide a means for predicting the product mix.

The specific vectors suggested here may be unique for Micronesia, but that is not likely.
The use of data from the Past in developing a method of predicting should provide a good
test of that method. The use of vectors and matricescan be extended widely. It can enable
us to solve whole new orders of problems. When, for example, is equilibrium established
in the interaction among three cultures'? Which cultdres are more able to federate, and
which less?

Nams
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A SYSTEMATIC VRAM.EWORK E'OR

ANALYZING INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

F. SARBAUGH

lits artick presents a systematic conceptualization for understandinkund analyzingtinter-
, cultural communication It poses the questit of the difference between intercultural eo4muni-

catton and intracultural communication. It thgn presents a taxonOtny for categorizing "inter-
%

culkuralness" of communication transaettorat. Heterogeneity-homogeneity of participants is
taken as the main discriminator between ihtercultural and imracultural conununication. It
proposes establishing levels of interculturalness rather than thinking of intercultural and
intraeultural as discrete categories of communication. Four sets of variables are presented for
,use in establishing the levels of mtercrflturalness.,The ta no eloped presents a systematic
plan for combining the values of these fiariabks to pit uce seven levels of intereulturalness. The
levels presented are offered as a manageable start for -stablishing a method or categorizing
Cornunication events by their level of interculturaluess. e article also presents a brief descrip:
non of a study which is currently being Conducted to test t workaligity of the framework in
establishing the level of homogencity-heterogencity on two of the sets of variables in thcframe-
work I he a rtiele concludes with soMe directions for future research suggested by the conceptual
lramework presented here_

4

'Utter( has been a tendency to speak and write of inter-4nd intra-cuttpral communica-
, tion as though they Were dichotomous categories. Indeed one may do that; however, it

limits study and practice of communication to do so. Thinking of communication\as
occurring along a continuum of interculturalness ranging from highly intracultural
highly inte'rcultural could increase the precision of our stu\dy and practice. 5uch a
continuum would not necessarily matchonational boundaries) I likely would findittasier
to communicate with teachers from other parts of the world than with residents of one of
the "inner oity slums" in the USA.

Whether using the dichotomous view or the levels of interculturalnes% view, one still
fitces the basic question as to the difference between what is labeled intercultural and
what is labeled intracultural communication. The main difference seems to be in the
homogeneity-heterOgeneity of the participants in the communication eVent. If that
poSition is accepted, then the next critical,qUestion becomes: For what characteristics of
the participantk is the homogeneity-heterogeneity (similarity-differencel most critical in
explaining and predicting communication behaviors and 'outcomes?

In some prior. writing on this torfic, I have presented in some detail a set of variables I
believe are important in responding to that question.2 I have combined them into a.
taxonomic scheme which provides one way of establishing levels of interculturalness. It is
a scheme which frees us of what has been a cotpmon pattern of using differing national
background and residence as the criterion for categorizing a communication event as
intercultural or non-intercultural. The justifieation for a taxonomy, its compOnents and
structure, and some potential uses will be sUmmarized in the following pages. .

l'he framework for the system of categorizing interculturaluess was suggested by the
taxonomies of the botanists, entomologists and zoologists. They have an extremely large
number of individual species with which to deal, and they have converted this into a
manageable system through rigorous clustering of those species to certain systematically
recurring characteristics. Principles of propagation, growth, and control tin then k
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developed which fit each given cluster within the taxonomic system. For exampKone set
of practices is .ippropriate for grassa, while a different set of practices is reqdred for
legumes.

Jn sommunication, we too have a vast number of 'different kinds of communicative
acts occurring in different k iigis of situations. If we choose'to look at this just in regard to
the question of interculturalness of the communication, the question 6ecomes: Whatare
the distinguishing characteristics for ovarious levels of interculturalness? As indicated
earlier, the focus will be on th% homogeneity-heterogeneity of the participants.

Communication in which the parficipants are hjghly homogeneoul would be consider-
ed at the intracultural eild of .a continuum, and -those \which are highly heterogeneous
would be at the intercultural end. Homogeneity and heterogeneity have been consciously
used here instead of homoPhily and heterophily from the diffusion literature, since some
different bchaviurs.bjd characteristics are intended in building the system for inter-
cultural coinmunica ion.'

Culture, as used here, is a synthesis from several sources.4 It encompasses psycho-
logical, sociolbgical, and technological aspects. It is all that One inherits from one's
anceslors. It is the common sets of beliefs, behaviors and artifacts withinand outside that
..group. It is continually changing, sometimes quickly and visibly, sometimes slowly and
inperceptibly as a result of transactions within and outside one's social group and
through one's singular experiences and reflections which are then shared with others..

Communication, as- defined here, is the process of using signs And symbols to elicit
meanings in another Person or persons. It may be intentional or unintentional, but it has
occurred kvhen one perSon assigns meaning to the verbal or nonverbal act of another.
Also, considering communication as transaction will emphasize thc concurrent, as well
as the sequential exchange of code elements among the participants.

ESTABLISHING A TAXONOMY OF INTERCULTURALNE:SS

In establishing a commuMeation taxonomy to guide the study and practice of inter-
cultural communication, one may first identify thc universals among persons throughout
the world, as well as the differences. Among the universal experiences are birth, growth,
death, and other natura henomena such as the sun, micon, stars, hcat, cold, food, watcr,
shelter, etc. It is not sur ising that these 'become common topics of conversation.

What arc the differences among persons thioughout thc world? One that quickly
comesqo mind in any consideration of intercultural communication is language or code
system. Language may be either verbal, nonverbal', or both. We seek to overcome thc
limitations set by language by using translators. However, we recognize that conceptual-
izations vary among persons using different languages and the translation may still leave
great divergence in the meanings elicited in the persons of thc different language groups.5
We then say that translatiorA alone cannot bridge "cultural" differences.

l'hat leaves the question as to what are these critical "culture' differences and how can
they be bridged? For thc taxonomy presented in this paper, besides language or code
system, three additional sets of characteristic's wcrc used. One of these is the sct of"

20
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normative patterns of belief and overt behavior.6 A second, also in the belief realm, is
one's Weltanschauung or world view.' A ihird cluster, which may be affected by the first
two is what one rticipant (or group) perceives to be the relationship and intent of the ,
other participan gronp) within the transaction.8

fr

The axonomy is baseq on the assumption that it is the composite heterogeneity-
homogeneity across all variable sets that is most useful in predicting communication out-.
comes. One question which the taxonomy suggests for investigation is the relative
contribution to communication outcomes bf each set of variables. .71,

The next few pages will outline the way of.viewing homogeneity-heterogeneity within
each (*.the variable sets, then present the taxonOmic scheme for combining these four sets
into one system to eMablish composite lokls of interculturalness. To reduce the com-
plexity of the construction and presentation, two ends of the posited cotitinuukn will be
used with the world view and the perceived relationship and intent variables. For the
Other two variable sets,.code svstem and normative phtterns of helwJ and overt ,hehavior,
the two,ends plus an intermediate level will be used in the final scheme.

Admittedly, this approach lacks precision of measurement. However, it may be more
precise than the judgments which participants in an intercultural communication act
make in practice. Participants in a communicative act may have an iklusion of prjcision
of judgments which is not justified.

With the composite set of categories of homogeneity-heterogeneity, it seems that more
precision has been attained than is obtained by categorizing participants by geographic
or ethnic origin, a pattern of stereotyping many persons resort to on many occasions. It
may be that the heuristic value of the taxonomy will be gteatitr than its contribUtion as a
precise analytic tool. 'The use for hypothesis testing will depend on the ability of scholars
to develop.precise and operationally feasible systems for measuring differences within the
variable setii.

Code Sys m N.
The highest level of homogeneity on the code Lsystern variable occurs when the

participants share a common code system, both verbal and nonverbal. The highest level
of heterogeneity exist when they do not share any code elements. One kind of
intermediate kvel is where one participant is bilingual and the other is monolingual and..
has the same code system as one of the codwstems of the bilingual. The assumption here
is that the bilingualism of the one participAt carries with it some different\ways of struc-
turing reality, hence indicates some lowering of the efficiency of their coMmunication.
Efficiency of copmunication is used here to indicate the effectiveness of achieving
intended outcomes per unit of input.

This aspect of the language variable in intercultural communication is an obvious one.
Those who have been involved in communication across language boundaries have had
to cope with it. In the construction of thc taxonomy, the three different cOnditions of
sharing a common language, noted in thc preceding paragraph, were uscd CSI(stlare
the same code system); CS 2 (onc party is bilingual and shares one code with the other
participant in the transaction); ,CSI (the participants do not share any colic element).

,2
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:Note that here ahd elsewhere a subscript of one used with an-abbcymation (CS1) repre-

senA the highest level of homogeneity. As the subscript for any.Wariable increases, the
heterogeneity referrei) le is incyasing until the largest'subscript represents the highest
level of heterogeneity. Thus, in )ihe present illustration, CS is most homogeneous and.
CSI is most heterogeneous.

'

a

Normative Patterns of Belief and Overt Behaviorr

Prominent among the participants' nornuttive patterns of belief and overt behavior are
their values.and rofe dpectations. One may approach the determination of similarity-
dissimilarity (homogeneity-heterOgeneity) by comparing the participants' beliefs (and
()Vert acts) about what one ?must do," "ough,t to do," "may do," "ought not do," "must
not do."

For the normative patterns of belief and overt behavior, thenevels of similarity-dis-
-similarity are established by mapping the combinations of knowing (K) and accepting
(A) of these patterns among the participants. The hfghest level of similarity ikauld be that
each knows and each acepts thehormative patterns of belief aildlovert behaviors.of the
other. File highevt level of dissimilarity for two participants is where neither knOws the
normative patterns of belief and overt behaviors (I the other, and if they did knOw, they
would not acvpt them.

Building combinations of "Arruative patterns of belief and overt behavior" variable to
show levels of similarity and difference quickly brings into focus.the complexity of the
phenomena with which one deals in comrhunication. Using only two participants and the.
two dichotomies of knowing (K) and not knowing (R); and of accepting (A) and not
accepting( A), there are 16 possible combinations of knowing-accepting of the normative
patterns of belief and overt behaviors of the bther. Six of these 16 possible combinations"
are mirror images of another in the set, thus there are 10 unduplicated combinatiohs. This
ignores that there arf Wvels of knowing and accepting in each situation.

Fo simplify the construction of the taxonomy at this stage of development, three levels
of the combinations of the dichotomies olknoWing and accepting for a dyad were used:

4

.evel I (KAI) Most homogeneous.

a. Both participants know and both accept the normative patterts
of beliefs and overt behavior of the other.

b. One knows and accepts, the other doesni know but would aêcept
if known.

c. Neither knows the normative patterns of beliefs and overt
behaviors of the other but would accept if they did know.

KA:KA

KATA

TA:VA

Level 2 (KAI) Middle level of homogeneity-heterogeneity on this variable
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a. One knoWs and accepts, the other knows but dbesn't accept.

b. One knows and doe;in't accept, while the other doesn't know but
would accept.

j
c. Both know but neither accepts the paiterns of belief an8 OVert

behaviors of the other.. 'I.

Level 3 (KAI) Most heterogeneous.'

a. One participant knows and accepts the patterns Of belief and overt
behaviors of the .ottier, Kit' the other neither knows .nor would
accept the .beliefs and overt behaviors of, the first.

b. One neithet.I0Ows nor would accept, the ottier doesn't know but
would accept.

c. One neither knows nor wou1d accept, the other knows but doesn't
accept.

d. Neither,knows, nor would accept the patterns of beliefs and Overt
behaviors of the other

15

KA: KA'

KAIA

KA:KA

K A: K A

TCAIM

KA:KA

TA:KA

An assumption on which the above ordering is based is that communication difficul-,

ties arising from not knowing are more easily resolved than those` stemming from not
accepting. One complicating element in such an assumption is the tolerarr each
participant has for different beliefs and behaviors of the other. It should be recognized
Mat high tolerance can be'a ethical shared norm, a crucial component of homogeneity.

World View

The homogeneity-heterogeneity 4.)f world view may be determined by comparing the
participants' beliefs as to the nature of life (NL), purpose of life (PL) and relations ofti"man" to the cosmos "R MC". Participants mi have similar beliefs on all three dimen-
sions of world view, or they m.ight differ on all ree, be similar on two dimensions but not
the third, and so on. A mapping scheme for establishing levels of similarity-dissimilarity&
or world view of the participants has beeri de'veloped.

Level I Participants are similar on all dimensions.°

RMCI

Level 2 Participants are similar on two of the three dimensions.

NI.IP1.IRMC2 N1,1131.7RMCI

l.evel 3 Participants are similar on one of the three' dimensions.

. N 14 PI.2 R MC2 N1.2P1.1111 41. N1.41.2R MCI
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Level 4 Sirticipants differ on all three dimensions:

NIL2PL2 R M C2

As with the other variables, it 'Will be noted that the ends of the similarity-dissimilarity
continuum have been used to establish the pattern for the taxonomy. This is to avoid
having a system that generates so many combinations as to be unmanageable at this
stag.

Level 1 above, most homokiWeous, is referred to as WV1 in theftaxonomy; while Level
4 above, most heterogeneous, is referred to as WV2 in the taxonomy.

. The three sets ofcharacteristicsdiscussN thus Car are presumed to be relatively stable.
While they may change over time, that chat is not likely to shift in the course of a given
transaction and probably not in any short time span. This may not be the case with the
fourth set-of characteristics the perception o he intent of the other 6articipant(s) and
the perception of the relationship among th icipants.

Perceived Relationship and Intent,

Perceived ititent (PI) is ordered along a continuum from sharing and helping (PIO, to
ignoring ( P12), to'disrupting and injuring (Ph). A sharinAnd helping intent (PII) iscon-
sidered most facilitative of effective corunication, while the disrupting-injuring intent
(PI ,) is considered most likely 'to con'tribute to ineffective communication, if indeed a

,

4

transaction is eiren

Perceived relationship (PR) is described as having three dimensions .positiveness-
,

negativeness of feelings toward one another, compatibility of goals, and hierarchicalness
of the relationship. Positive feelings .tOward one another, shared goal; and seeing one
another as esivals rather than superior-subordinate is considered the homogeneous end

..-
of t evtassification (PRI) and the perceived relationship presumed to provide for the,
mos -efficient communication. Conversely, negative feelings toward One another, con-
flicti ig goals and a perception of being in a position of dominating the other would
rqUI in a perceived relationship ( R2) at the heterogeneous end of the continuum w,ith
tho tr nsaction likely to have low ef ency, if it is even initiated.9 A matrix is used to map
theise wo sets intent and relationship intO one set, ordered from homogeneous to
heteri geneous. This is done to reduce the number of variables used in the mapping of fhe
compvsite levels of interculturalness established in the taxonomy.

:

. .

4.

With thrge levels of intent, and four levels of' perceived relkionship developed as noted
earlier, there are 12 possible combinations of perceived relationship and intent. The
combination most cofiduc' to efficient coMmunication, the most homogeneous in the
model being developed h 's that combination which includes the sharing and helping
intent .with a ,level one p ceiVed relationship, i.e. positive feelings, compatible goals,.
and least hierarchical. That combination is labelled PRI, in the, taxonomy.

The most heterOgeneouS combination (PRI2) is the one where the relationship is
perceived as one of negative feeling,' conflicting goals, highly hierarchical and With
perceived ?Intent of injuring Or disrupting. The ten intervening categories can be generat-,
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ed by constructintg.the remaining combinations of the two sets of variable*. Some com-
binations are expected to be empty sets, e.g., one that includes hegative feelibgs, 6b,nflict-,
ing goals, and highly hierarchical relationship wittla sharing-helping intent. 'lie opuasite
of that coMbination abip...seeMs highly unlikely, i.e., a positive feeling, shared goals and
strimetrical relations?* with an injuring or di4upting intent. rif...

,
,--

4

48.

LEVELS OF INTERCUIJURALNESS

The ends of the continuum xt these four sets 9f Variabtes with an intermai-a; category
for tWo of them will combine lo fQrm the takonomy by which levels of ikerculturalness

jofcommunicafiOn are identified. 'The categories for each of the four sets with the abbre-
viations used are as follows:

I. Perceived relationship and intent. PRI, most' homogeneous
PRI, most heterogeneous

2. Code system CS, most homogeneous
CS, intermediate in homogeneity-heterogeneity
CS1'most heterogeneous

3. Knowing and acceptirig of.normative
patterns of beliefs and overt behaviors KA1 tst homogeneous

, KA, interfnediate
KAI most. heterogeneous

4. World view WV1 most homogeneous
WV2 most heterogeneous

'Fhose 'values of the four sets of variables generated 36 combinations for describing
participantsin a transaction. Adding another value for each vari bleor adding one more
variable rapdy increases the number of combinations. Using only the ynds of the con-
tinuum for ea'b.f four variables produces 16 combinations; with five variables, 32
combinations; and with six variables, 64 combinations. Three values for each of four
variables produces 81 combinations, or 243 combinations with five variables, or 729
combinations with six variables. The four variables and values stated above were seléCted
to keep the number of combinatithis within manageable bounds, while offering a large
enough set to ekplore the pptential,value of such a model of establishing levels of inter-
culturalness.

Composite levels of interculturainess were established by summing.the subscripts of
the symbols used for the four sets of variables.") With a subscript ofoneindicating maxi-
mum homogeneity on a given variable, the total ,of four was the most homogeneous
combination, level one, hence the .most intracultural set of participants. The following
will illustrate the Constructiop of the taxonomy and the levels:

PRI, CS,
PRI, CS,
PRI, CS,
PR 2 CS,

KA,
KA,
10\2
K

WV,
sAtv1

wy,
WV,

Level 1 (intracultural end.) subscripts total 4
LeVel 4 (intermediate level) subscripts total 7

P 4 t1 " PI

Level 7 (intercultural end) sitcripts total 10

0.

Or-

1.
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-4n the taxonomy as developed, level 7 wits the most eterogeneous, hence, the most
intercultural of all the sets2Developiiii the levels in this fashion assumes that all of the
four Variable set:s should be weighted equally in their.influence on communicatibn Out-
comes. Fhtt may or may not be the case, and is one of the issues which the taxonomy
brings into focus.

f
. $4:t

1 HE l'AXONOMY'S HEURISTIC VAJ,,t1E:
)

At this stage, the taxonomy of levels of interculturalness seems likely to Rave more
44 heuristic value.than explanatory or predictive power. The basis for establishing levels of

hetero neity within the four sets of variliblel w.t11 have to be made mbre precise to
increas . the predictive power of the taxonomy: -...._

IL

In the code syStem variable, forexample. the levels used were those which are described
easily and quite functio`nal. It recognizes the need for an intermediary (translator) when

1 e participants do not share a common code system. Die importance of having h trans-
tor who is bicultural; as well as bilingual, is generally recognized if onecclesires the high-

est possible fidelity of translation.

.t!
given that the participants dn not share a common code system, orre may ask how

different 'the code systems arc and how this influences the fidelity of the transaction.
What is tiv. relative precision with which each of the code systems can express differences
in affective and cognitive responses relevant to the transaction? What is the potential
within the two code systems for dealing with abstract concepts and relationships? What is
the relative redundancy Wallin each of the two code systems? What is the size of lexicon
and how does it affect the potential content of the transaction? The translation task may
be vastly different when the code systems differ on the above diMensions than when the
code systems are similar on those dimensions.

One of the tasks to advance the conceptualizing and theorizing about intercultural
communication, is to continue the search for, and the study and refinement of concep-

c tualizing those differences that make adifference in outcomes of trans'actions. Anthro-
pologists and scholars in other disciplines have amassed great numbers of descriptions of
behaviors (including communicative styles) of many "cultures" throughout the wOrld.
The accumulation of these-descriptions continues along with the concommitant com-
p4rlsons of one group with another. These descriptiods have provided and will continue
hi provide useful insights into variables that influence communication outcomes. These'
descriptions generally reflect soMe mVal set of beAaviors for a given group. The cultural
boundaries are 'generally- identified ,as being more or less 6ontipous with some geo-
graphic boundaries of 'Orisin of the persons from whom the data are eolected. When
travel was relatively limited, and prior to mass communication technology, this pattern
of cultural boundary setting was quite satisfactm.y. The persons within a geographic area
would have primary contact with others in that area and relatively restricted contact with
persons outside ,the area. With the advent or high speed travel and electronic media,

", communication boundaries and geographic boundaries have become less and less
synonomous. Thus, th use of geographic boundaries to identify ctiltural boundaries has
becOme less useft less meaningful.

2G
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SYS-6MATIC FRAMEWORK

MEM IFYING,MTWAL VARIABLES

If one were to atteinpt to describe all of the vast number of relatively hoMogeneous
groups thromghout ate worfit to provide WM! kind of massive intercultural inventory,

_.., -
.the task.and th9 site of the collartion would be staggering to the imagination. This sug-. gests the great rttz4 to identify those variables which are mpst critical to effective trans-

,actionS'; and the tttchniques which are most efficient for the participants tovther the
needed information on those key variables for the transactions in which they participate.

. Some form of cluster or faxtor analysis may .offer a ufeful tool for identifying the ,.
.critical clustetT-Jr-;ariables reflected in the accumulated kicrilitions of commpication
outcomes among persons of different levels of interculturalness. Some of this t pc of

lcanalysis may he done with existing descriptions; some may require Collection of ne data,
with a plan for sampling the available popueion of "cultures." 4.,

,
. ..

The d5velopment of a taxonomy of interculturalness dramatizes the vast number of
possible levels of homogeneity-heterogeneity of participants itl communk'ation ties-
'actions. It makes quite vivid the potential compLexity of the ,tommunication labeled
intelt ultural. Hopefuliy, it also provides a sy,stem for.chissifying those situations in a Way
that makes Obssible the developm it of communi4ati(vn principles which Mil provide
higher predictability and efiiciencj in transactions.) ,. ,.

.

If the taxonomy is to he uset l, it shoulsati:sfy the following three requirements:

Allow for rank ordering participan n a transaction along a caninuum of inter-
colturalness.

2. Be suggestive of principles which will increase tlie efficiency of transactions,
.

ally those at the higher levels of interculturalness.

3. ilraide a framework to. synthestfe existjng literature and to guide research to
produce 'cumulative I indings" to contrihnte to a general theory of intercultural
communication. *.

{N .1

SOME SUGGES 1 IONS FOR

One study to empirically test the viability of the taxontuny has been initiated in a
dormitt;ry which housia a high percentage of international students. It is expected that
this population will proAle a generous supply ofsdifferent levels ohomogeneity-hetero-
geneity of dykls to use in a communieat ion task where file transactions and the outcomes
can fic monitated for each of the levels of interculturalness,represented. That study will
offer an opportunity to cheek the feasibility of using the taxonomy in describing Not ici-
pants and rank ordering selected pairs of them by levels of interculturalness repreLted
within each dyad. It also Will ofttr an opportunity to test the usefulness of the levels in

rpredicting the nature of transactions between members of the dyad at different level of
14itcreulturalness, and in proviqing couusel to participants to increase the efficiency of
the transaction prior ro. its initiation.

It

411
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Focused interviews haVe been used to Illect the data b9 whi ,to calegorire the le.v,els
interculturalness of the participants. Data from the focused erviews were then .

developed into Q-sort items to facilitatt the data collectiomand e categoriring of par-
ticODnee the participant pairs are classified by levels of intercultucalness fort he

111% research, they Will be given a prescribed communication task to 'complete. Their com-
munication will IA: obstrved and described and the outcomes will be evaluated against
predetermineil criteria.

- A secona-area of study would be to develop levels of similarity-dissimilarity a code
system and test the effect of differ ing levels on communication efficiency.

It is generally accepted that tor communickilion to be efficient whoithere are dissimilar
code systems, the translators nesd to be bicurtural as.,well as bilingual. Empirical tests of
that proposition could.be carried out for given levels of interculturalness of participants.
Such tests could help identify the level at which it beciimes important for the translator to
be bicukural.

18.

Another question tO exprore is the extent to which the proportion of "t tst do" andxl-

"must not (IT (the obligotory beliefs and overt behaviors) to the "ough and "may"
categories inPuences efficiency of communication for pftrticipants of different levels of
intereulturalness. A further question involYing the normative patterns of beliefs and
overt behaviors is: What is the1uost effective means within a transaction among hetero-
gentous participants to increase the level of knowing and/ or accepting the normative
tatterns of the other?.

. .

, A classil ication and synthesis of the researeh on the impactAperccived intent and per-
. ,

ceived relationships among Rogicipants could clarify wh6t- is now known, and Mot
further research is %ceded in this' area.

1."

Per aps t hese exam.phv will illustrate somc of the types of research that will be suggest-
ed by the taxonomy. M opefully, it will provide a systematic framework for consolidating
th6' large volume olmaterials in the intercultural literature; for developing generalizations
about intercultural communication; and for classifying highly diverse types of inter-
cultural transactions for moreAanageable sways ot Coping with them in both xesearch
and practice.

As an aid to the practice of intercultural communication, the taxonomy can indicate
what information one needs a bout a heterogeneous other at a given level of intercnitural-
ness to achieve jntended conimunication outtomes.4s research develops in the inter-
cultural area, there may be some opportunity to establish the relative influence of the four
Sets of variables on communication outcomes, and suggest the most efficient cotnmuni-
cation moves to achieve outcomes desired by the participants.

NOTES

1.

E..Sarbaugh is Professor in the Department of Communication and Assistpnt
Dean of NW College of Coinmu nicalion Arts and Sciences at Michigan State University.
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4 .ila rmw Irry Sa ar and Richard Porter, ntercultural Cointihinication; A Reader (Bel-

mom, Ca.: Wadsworth Publishing ('o., 1976) placed.cultures along a continuum of
differences with the cultures identified by geographic and ethnic labels. A different use of
continuum is proposed here.

21.. E. Sarbaugh, Interculttook_Communication (Rochelle Park, New Jersey:
.1-layden Book Co., 1979).

'Everett M. Rogers and Floyd Shoemaker, in Cwionwtication of Innovation
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free, Press, 1971), pp. 14,214,240,Apresont homophily and heter-

, phily gs generarconcepts to cover similaiities and differences between change agents and
those they seek to change, and'suggest that these factors influence the adoption of inno-
vations. Their use of thesi: concepts is limited to a someWhat more restricted set of func-
tions and places more eMphasis on social status variables than is proposed fo,i r homo-
geneity and heterogeneity as used here.

4As with many other social science concepts, there are many definitions and explic0,7
tions of culture in the literature, among these are some similarities and some differences*
In reading materials from Many sourees, I have chosen a conception of culture which I
believe synitesiies elements from these definitions.

'For a discussion of this point, sec the following: Panl Ek man, W. V. Friesen and
P. Ellsworth; Emotion in the Human hire: Gui4e1ines fOr Research and an Integration
of Findings (New York: Pergamon Press/Inc, 1972); Paul Fkman, "Cr.oss-cultural
Studies of Facial Expressioh," in Paul Ek man, Darwin and Faciql Expression: A Century
of Research in Review (New York: Academic Press, 1973, pp. 162-222); Edward Sapir,
"Communications,".Encyclopedia of Social Scioaces, (New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1931), pp. 78-80; 1.eslie S pie "La nguage as Invention," Collier's Encyclopedia'l (1960),
p. 360; Y. .lanaka, T. Oyama, and C. E. Osgood, "A Cross-cultural and CrosAs:-Concept
Study of the Generality of. Seman4 Space" .lournal of Verhal Learning and Verbal
Behavior, 2 ( IGO), 392-405; Benjamin Whorf, Language, Thought, and Reality, (New

'York: John Wikey and Sons, 1956). ,1-1

6The basis for this category leads one into the massive accurriblation orsoOplogical
and social psychological writing on norms and rules. Two pieces of special interest arc:
Sanford Lahovitt, Introduction te Sociological Comepts, (NeW York: john Wiley and
Sons1977, especially ('hapter 1); Richard T. Morris,"A Typology.a.NorMS,".Aniericim
Sociological Review 21 (1956), 610-3. .

r

'World view or Wthanschauung is discussed from seyeral perspectives in the litew
ture: Warren Wagar in World Views: A Study inComparative history, (New York: 1-1Olt
Rinehart and Winston, 1977) deals with it as,theetinception of the nature of Cosmic and
human reality that discloses the meaning of life. RohOft edfield, in "The Prirrntiv
World View," Proceedings of the American Philosophical So .iety, 96 (1952), pp. 30-36,..
sees it as a cognitive sct by means, of which peple pere relationship between self,
others and the cosmos,7providing n base fdi- patternin day to day life; Walter ang in
"World as View and World as Pvent," American Anthropologist 71.; (1969), pp. 634-47,
emphasites the idiosyncratic aspect of world viewohe person's 'way of organiling data
coming from withibut and from Within.. Clyde Kluckhohn and F. 1 Strodtheek in

2 .1%
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Variations.in Value Orientations:(Fvanston, III.: Row Peterson and ('o., 1961), present a
man-fostu time, being-becoming-doing orientationfl also see the writing ol George A.
Kelly 01 a etiology of personal constructs as rekvant to this conceptualiiation ol
world view: See George A. Kelly, A Theory ol Personality: Hu' Psychology (if Personal
,Coustructs (New York: W. W. Nortoo &Co., Inc., 1963) along with the more recent work
of Jesse Delia ana associates in constructivisni. ['hese are a sample of the perspectives
which influenced the conceptpliiation of world view as used in this paper.

More work has been done on perception ol relationships than on intent in trans-
actions. Among the writings'which were helpful us developing this set of variables were:
)orot by James and Muriel.longeward, Born to, Win,( Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley,

1971 ); II. II. Kelley and .1. W. l'hibaut, Interpersonal Relatiohs: A Theory Interdepen-
(knee, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1978); F. F. Korten, "The Influence of Culture
on the Perception ol Persons," in 1.arry A. Samovar and R. F. Porter, Intercultural Com-
municittion: 4 Reader, (Belmont, Ca.: Wadsworth Publishing ('o., 1976, pp. 124-34.);
George Herriert Mead, Mind, Sell: and S;wiety, (Chicago, University of ('hicago
Press*34); Kenneth I.. Villard and 1.eland .1. Whipple, Beginnings in Relational Com-
munication, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1976); P. Wat/lawiek, Beavin and
D. Jaskson, PraRiancs of Human Qumnunication, (New York: Norton and ('o,. 1967).

9 I he three dimensions'of perceived r lationship generate eight combinations when
one uses the two ends ol a similarity-dissun nity continuum. It follows the same pattern
as presented for the three componentp of work tiesv shown earlier. PRI and PR2 referred
to in the tex.t, are levels one and lour in that kind of framework. Level 1 (himiogeneity) is
positive feelings ( ), compatible goals (( ) and least hierarchical (H .evef 2 is when
two ol the three variables are on, the homogeneous end and one is at the heterogeneous
end (e.g., I. I I or F ,G,11, or F,(11111);.1.evel 3 is where two of the three variables arr at
the heterogeneous end and one is on the homogeneous end (e.g.. Lever4 is as
described in the ;ext with all three variables at the hetZrogeneous end ol the continuum.

4

'''l his is a brief excerpt ol the comprehensive taxonomy developed by the author oP
this article; see Sarbangli., pp. 53-61.
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CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION IN THE MODERN
JAPANESE COWPORATE ORGANIZATION

U CHAO and WILLIAM 1. (iOR OEN

1 oday, almost all the world seeks trade with Japan. Ilulfireds of books and"artieles report that
country's remarkable economic success and attribute this success to unique management
practices. So much that we read and hear about the., Japanese. organitatiqn, however, is

,.' fragmentary !his essay attempts to discover a consistent and composite picture, by comparing
ten of the more complete and recent scholarly discussions of Japanese cUlture and communica-tion within their corporate orgamtations Die characteristics which Were found to compose a

'picture of Japanese corpol organitational life are: lifetime employment, a seniority based
system, broad fringe benefit and etimpany-basea unions. Communication within the Japanese
corporate orgaintation abide by the prime norms of harmony and group cooperation. These
concerns tor harmony are evident i t he ambiguities of the Japanese language, the use of face-to-
lace over written communuiation, the open-space offioe setting, the concept of shared leadership
and responsibility, and the ring: system through which consensus is sought.

A Japanese riddle designed-to musecrsons fo.(eign,to that country begins with thequestion: If a businessman in a btt.ws confronted with his mother, child and wife
falling overboard, whom would he save st'?. First he would save his mother, next 'Kis'
child and last his wife. The answer is not hfnny or incongruous to Japanese. The order of
rescue follows e esthbliOied mourning period. When one's mother dies the months of
Mourning are many-; after a c'hild's passing, the time of mourning is less and for a wife
shorter still. 1 modern version of the riddle follows a similar pattern but with a twist. if
a businessman is i at with his wife and mistress who both fall into the ocean, who
will he save first'? The answer the Japanese suggest is again obvious. He would save his

6, wife first, of course, because his mistress would'understand! The subtleties of the value
assumptioys of a foreign culture, however inscrutible on the surface, arc not without
reason.

1.

Since the Western overtures of Admiral Pefry and American battleships, industry
within the Japanese islands has grown until today all the world seeks to trade with this
competitor in textiles, steel, electronics, etc. On FORTUNE'S annual list of the 200
largest foreign indugtrial firms, nearly one out of five is now Japanese.' Peter Drucker
and a host of others contend that Japanese management operates from a unique set of
principles and practices which currently are threatened and in flux, but also eminently
worthy of study, if not immediate emulation. Drucker states: "Businessmen in the United\ States and Europe know Japanese industry as an important supplier, customer, and
competitor. But they would also 'know it 4s a teacher,"2 Further, Sethi suggests: "The
Japanese miracle 4/economic growth and re:overy has been a constant object of envy
and amazement in the,West .. . A clear understanding of thena e and the underlyingr
rationale of Japanye management practices must be a neCeSsar precondition for any

.evaluation of their effectiveness in other sokial systems.-ip -

.1.hc Japanese system is complex and based on socio-cultural values, rooted in
historical traditions and economie political Itituations. There is always a danger in
oversiinplifieation, and in the assumption that practices of another culture can be
transferred to the next. Yet, while history has shown that the people of Japan have been
extremely successful in adopting ideas and technology from the West, it is ironic t hat the
reverse may tw possible. To what extent can U.S. firms beneficially adopt Japanese
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management practice into the organization'? Before such a practical question might be
answered, one must ask preliminary questions: ( I) What are the uniqui; cultural

haraeteristics of Japanese management?', and (2),What decision-making processes and
c6mmunicatiom policies and practices are inherent to the Japarise business
organization'? Answers ,to these questions are preliminary to adoption, modiNation, or
rejection by American management of Japanese decision-making and organizational
communication policies and practices. Can those concerned that the American corporate
community develop more participative management and give greater attelm to the
quality of work-life, discover vahiable lessons ha the Japanese way?

So much that wcgtwar about the Japanese way is fragmentary, and therefore, in this
essay we shall compare ten scholarly discussions 'of Japanese organizational life to

, discover if there might he a consistent picture. From nearly 100 references we examined;
we chose for comparison six books and four articles from recent studies accessible in C.S.
libraries. rhey are arranged in alphabetical order:4

A u r's na me Article or hook title Published date

I. Ada m'4 Kobayashi The World of Japanese Busittess 1969

I. Balton Ijoing Business in Japan 1967

3. Bowen "Japanese Managers Tell flow 'Nett System
Works" * 1977

4. De Mente How to Do Business in Japan 1972
5. Dore British Factorv-Japanese hictorv 1973

6. Drucker "What We Can Leinn from Japanese
Management" 197 1

7. Johnson & Ouch! "Made in America (under Japanese
Management)" 1974

8. Miller "Management by Omikoshi, Traditional
Veatures of Modern Business in .htpan" 1963

9. Sethi' Japwww Busittess and Social Cotylict 1975

10. Yoshino Japan's Managerhd System. Tradition and
Innovation k 1968

Comparjd with othcr studies, these ten scholarly works provide greater breadth,.and
more intensive descriptions of the Japanese business or$anitation. In addition, a number
of other materials were consulted. Some of thcm ercd useful references and
hibliographies, some of them discussed only one or two henomena of the Japanese
organization!' and some of them offered background interpretation of organizational
behavior.'

the first section of this paper addresses general characteristics of Japanese
organizational life: the second, and central portion of this essay, compares what is
reported concerning thc several elements in Japanese communication and
decision-making in'husiness organintion,'A compwrative summary of our findings is
presented in Table I.

4

A
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF JAPANESE ORGANIZATION ,`,.1

Ljfetime Eipploy.ment

In Japan, when a person is first employed, the assumption is that he is employed for
life. Loyalty thus springs from mutual individual commitment for one's lifeand the
companVs commitmeht to the indivklual. Lifetime employment has lieen Well
documented itfreccnt studies. Nine of the ten stuAlies in our comparativs research report
lifetime employment.

The origins of lifetime employment cam he traced partly to the traditional ideas of
responsibility and partly to the speed of Japan's modernization. After the Meiji
Restoration in L868, Japan found it necessary to immediately adapt the technological
processes of the West, Vitt educational and training centers could not cope with the
demands of burgeoning NiAL.,iM ty: The alternative was on-the-job training. Wortek were
hired directly after gradmition from school as apprentices and instructed in com.pany
techniques: The long.apprenticeship in a company makes onc thoroughly familiar with
the practices and operations of thc company by the time a responsible position is
achieved. Since the policies and practices vary from place to place, a skilled worker
trakied in one company would not be as likely qualified in another. Loyalty natarally
follows thc traaMg of a long apprenticeship to a people who hold ea high respect forI learning the "correct" *way ta do almost everything. In addition, lifetime tenure is
supported by thc Japanese belief in "the firm as one family" (kigyoikka), "familistic
management" (keiei ka:okushugi) and the seniority system (nenko jo retsuseido).
Another reasonfor lifetime employment cams in the 1920s when it w. difficult for a
company to hire employees from another company. To prevent one's from
being hired away, companies reinforced the value of loyalty by adopting t tem Of
lifetime employment.

Under this system, there is very little or
companies. 4

prospect of changing jobs between

At whatever level ol organiration in the Japanese factory worker commits himself on
entrance to the company for 111C remainder of his working career. I. .ompany will not discharge
him even temporarily except iv the most extreme circumstances fie will noipluhe-companyfor
industrial employment elsewhere. fie Is a member of the company in a, way ryiembling that
which persons arc *members of families, fraternal organitations, and other intimate a d
personal gryups in the United States.'

-This observation is aslrue of the young executive as it is of the low-level employ e. The
practice of lifetime employment is clearly advantageous for the employer. Low em loyce
turnover means lowered training cost. Also, the system assures the company of a stable
work-force and virtually guarantees the'employce a lifetime job.

The lifetime employment system, however, is not as pervasivl in Japanese coMpanies
as onc might think because it is not applied equally to all workers in the company.

'11.Generally, Japanese companies keep about one third of their employees as "key
employees." ['hese are guaranteed lifetime employment and seniority based wages.
Through a variety of ways, the companies maintain a temporary work force which may
bc laid-off when a company is pressured by economic conditions. Most women, for
example, are considered temporary.

-.,
3:3
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Another factor that makes the lifetime employment system flex' le is the retirement
The normal retiremeknt age is 55. According to Sethi: "Retire nem benefits in the

form ofNensions are either nonexistent or grossly inadequate when compared to an
employee's peed, former status, omptirable Western standards. 'Ihis forces him to
seek work in order to survive."9 Therefore, a permanent employee usually becomes a

, temporary employee after his retirement, which means that he will do the same work but
at a lower wage.

Seniority-based System

A Japanese employee is paid-primarilyson the basis of his length of service. Age and
educational background at entry time are also imptirtant. Because of such a' policy the
wage or salary of a worker is not dete,pnined by the nature of his job, the level of his
competence or performance. Since most(torkers are hired upon graduation, years of
service are easily ca1culated by one's age.,In a recent year, the average wage of Japanese*
Wor.kers aged 40 to 49 was 1.79 times as much as that for workers aged 20 to 24.10 In
keeping with the cultural respect 10 oldet people, the older the worker, the higher hisr-
salary.. One's position in the organizational hierarchy Tiaturally corresponds to one's
seniority. 'Ihis may be illustrated by looking at the age of those who attended* seminar at
Keio University for middle management. Three quartet's of the participants were in thc 39
to 49 age bracket and the median age. was 44, about ten years older than men filling
comparable positions in the United States.11

However, the seniority-based system, described in all ten sources, is no longer as rigid
as it once was. Me need_for neiv technicians has caused the wages of yoting employees to
rise more than thpse of older employees. In addition, most large Alanese firms in recent
years have insailled a rormal appraisal program to regularly evaluate the performance of
'each employee. According to Harlon, allowances for age and' length of service have
declined in frequency from 1956 to 1966, while allowances for position, job classification
(shokumukvu). and ''special work" have increas-ed.12

In ,lapan, respeict for seniority is institutionalized in a kind of managerial godfather
practice. Every young employee hp a godfather within his ruin who is over age 45 and
usually is graduated from the same 'University. 'the godfather is not his immediate
supervisor nor direct superior. Rather, one's godfather, hopefully, will become tfie op
manager of a subsidiary or affiliate cwipany by tt.r time he teaches 55." A godfather
may have many employees as his gorhildren, but ttin employee usually has only one
god fat her.

The godfather is expected to.he available to provideadvice counseling, and-discipline
during his first ten years in the company. Four of the ten soutot examined report,this
practice. Before makinra decision about whom to give what task, for instance, someone
in the personnel department may consult with several employees' godfathers. A
godfather also is expected to intercede at appropriate junctures in thc advancement of
One's career.

Fringe Benefits

4 A large portion of an employe 's income comes from. allowances and benefits rather
than direct wages or salaries. For th average employee, on amount equal to more than 50
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percent of the monthly pay may come from special allowances for age, family obligation
and good attendance.14 Besides that, there are medical benefits, cafeteria privileges,
'compauy housing, etc., and bonuses that usually equal four or five months pay each year..
For upper management, fringe benefits may include a car and, driver, a vacation house
and expense accounts for lavish parties. Of the ten resources, nine describe extensive
fringe benefits.

Enterprise-based tlnion

Identification with one's company is so high that upon intrbducing oneself, one's
company's name( is also given.. Likely lifetime employment causes workers to identify
with the company rather. than ',with a particular skill, a fact that is reflected in union
or,ganizat0,n. Most of Japanese unions organize on an enterprise-by-enterprise basis. A

4 secretary, a manager and a maintenance man at fht same company may belong to the
same union. .

f
In a country with predominantly company unions, it is easier tt stabilize employer-

employe,e relations._ the-union itself will not be as independent as those of the iVest.and
there may be considerable discrepancy in wages and, working conditions between large
and small companies. Six out of the ten studies report enterprite-based unions.

In this sebion we have described four general historically generated and socially
approved 'Characteristics which in comparison to other cultures arc unique to the
Joiinese business organization..( I ) lifetime employment for those in management and
the core of the work force, (2) a system which places great importance upon seMority, (3)
a system which provides a wide array of fringe beriffits and (4)enterprise-based unions.
In the remainder of our study, we hall describe communication practices and decision-
making processes which are typical of the Japanese business, organization.

COMMUNICATION PRACTICES A.ND DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

How'does Japanese management function? In what way does it differ from American
management practico? A picture of internal communication of the Japanese'business
organization isoot consistently drawn as will be 'evident upon the examination of Table

I. Communication 'Tends to be Vague

Japanese tend to express themselves ambiguiously. They hesitate whcn they have t
say "no," and they may say "yes" but mean "no."IThe Japanese lariguage structure is
conducive to ambiguity.11 .1heir verbs come at the end of seutences and therefore, one is
mit able to understand wit is being said until the whole sentence ivuttered. In addition,
the Japanese language is quite loose in logical von ection. One can talk for hours without
reaching the point. Akira Suzuki, a leading s iolar, considers the ambiguity of .his
country's language as a manifestation of the need to get along with one another.16 Even in
ordinary conversation, Japanese will sit), h so, es ne," or "Honk) des .vo,"(gratifying
response) whereas an Aincrielin conversation might be more apt to include "No, I thio
think-so." Intuitive understanding or horagei, which can be translated as "belly art or
abdominal performance" is more important because, as many Japanese proverbs remind

o



INCIDENCES OF DESCRIPTION OF GENERAL CULTURAL AND COMMUNICATION
PRACTICES IN THE MODERN JAPANESE CORPORATE ORGANIZATION*

. Author
Characteristic

Adams &
Kobayashi Ballon Bowen De Mente Dore Druckef . .Johnson

& Otichi Miller Set hi Yoshino*

Lifetime
Employment

.

X X

.

X . X X X X

Seniority:based
System X X r X

!

X X1 X X X

...

X X

Wide Fringe
Benefits X

.

X X
*

X' X

.

.

X X X X

Enterprise-
bqsed Union . X .

. ,

X

F

X

.

X

1,
.

X X
..

Ambiguity in
Language .

.X, X
z

. . ...
X X ....._

,

X

Harmony ,
'EmOhasized .

.

X X

.

X

.

X I. X X X X

Ritual
Emphasized X 1 X . X X

Primary Use
of Face-to-Face
Communication

.

X

2. .
.

Open-spaced
Office' Setting

. .
....

Vague Authority
& Respoitsibility

,

X , X. X X X X X X X

Group Oriented X. ..X X. X X
.

X X
,.

X
,

- X
.

.

Ringi System of
Decision-making ; X X

...
X X X X X X X X.

Recent Modifica-
tion of Ringi X X X

.
" X X

i
X X

...

*Characteristics are listed in The left column, 1he sources appear in the top rovi. Incidence of mention of the characteristic is
noted by an."X". Complete bibliographic information on each source is included in the Notes.
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one, verbal language is nbti wortily of trust and in fact is even a dangerous thing.!? The
need for rinteriande of haiit}ony and avoidance of conflict carry`over into the Japanese
business organiz.ation, and therefore, Japanese communication practices tend to be
vague and general. Half our sourcesreport this phenomenon.

2i Communication Emphasizes Harmony

The emphasis within the organization is often upon the ability of the individual to
work cooperatively with his group, rather than upon one's ability to lead or to work as an
individual. The concern for group harmony frequently is evident in company mintos. For
example, the Hitachi Corporation motto reads: "The spirit of harmony is one which has .
always been most highly valued in our firm.""

In Japan, reptionships are very important. Therefore, there is much attention to gift-
giving and to politeness. The sense of public consciousness, hovviver, is not so 'strong.
One's responsibility is quite weak to*those whom one does not know. For example, a
person probably will say Surnitnasen (Excuse me) upon stepping upon the foot, of a
stranger on a train, but if it is the foot of a friend or an acquaintance, he definitely will say
Sornirnasen. The cultural concern for harmony in one's relationships, of course, carries
overinto an individual's behavior within his work organization. Seven of the ten sources
report the high value Japanese place upon harmony.

Perhaps the tendency of Japanese to speak with very little gesticulation, and a general
sobriety, (not to be confused with \estraint when it comes to' consumption of alcoholic
beverages, for heavy drinking is co mon) and the value oFhard work, order, security,
training and good manner, all coales e into a unique concern of this culture for secure
and harmonious relationships.

3, Ritualistic Communication is. Important

The Japanese love for ritual may be ob.
organization. The MatSushita Electric Comilany,
with a hymn to

erved wiijn the Jawnese business
or example, begins its working day

countiy, arid company. All the emp pyees assemble to sing:

For the building of a new Japan \
Let's put our strength and mind togethe
Doing our best to promote producition\
Sending our goods to the people of the orld,
Endlessly and continuously,
Like water gushing froma fountain,
Grow, industry, grow, grow, grow!
Matsushita Electric!"

r.

At Toyota and many other companies, the day opens with five minutes of suftrvised
calisthenics. Half of our sources report on group rituals such as company motto)ipng,
and physical excrcii6.

I.

,
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4. The Japanese-Busirtessm4n Primarily Depend Upon Face-to-Face Communication

When communicating within the business organization, one is expected to start with
face-to-face discussion. Not to do, so, is to show disrespect. According.to .Kosuke
Miyoshi, a letter is rather sort of a record or conclusion.20 If one sends a letter to a
company, he most probably will not get an answer, but after talking face-to-face, a letter
serves as a record or confirmation. The contrary is true in the United States. Only one of
our sources, however, -.mentions this practice as still true in today's Japanese business
organifation.

5. The Japanese Firm Utilizes Open-Space Offices
4 11,.

In the traditiortal Japanese home, a large single room serves multiple functiais. At
night, it is the bedroom, at one time in the day, it is the dining room, and yet another time
the. liviu room. This sense of open-space, likeWise, is characteristic of Japanese
aesthetics expressed in the business organization.

e

A typical Japanese office is located in a large open area filled with desks and tables.
There are only a few private offices for senior pxecutives: ln the open-space office, the
middle manager usually sits at the head of a long table with his work team seated around ,

it. Each manager thus can easily turn to another manager and discuss a common
problem. Conequently, individual conferenees in a very real senseVre open for others to
hear. As one might expect, the open-space office arrangement facilitates calling small
group conferences. Individual secrecy and the igrapevine are minimized' and internal
ceetnmunfation is facilitated. One of our sources reports on the Japanese open-space
office setting.

6. Communication is Group-Oriented

The Japanese are racially homogeneous and they are extremely grotip oriented. The
anthropologist Ruth Benedict *tressed the Japanese denial of individualism in favor of
collectivity orientation.21 Sirnilarfy, Fukutake indicates that group membership is
considerably, more important to the Ilaininese than to citizens of the United States.22 In
an ern*ial study of Japanese values, Caudill and Scarr reported strong
colleCt7k7orientation in Japan.2 Iiis not Imusuat, for example, for large numbers of
newlyweds'to enjoy a grotip honeymoon trip, and when Japanese .businessmen4ravel,
they most frevently travel in small delegations.24 Japanese culture lays great stress upon
acting properly. The "shame" of the group and "losing face" in the eyes of others holds
great cqntrol over one's behavior. Consequently, the words "I" and "you".tend 'to be
missing in daily conversation. Group centeredness carries over into the Japanese
organizatipn,

Japanese workers wcar their firm's uniform2They appear to havejess autonomy in:the
work situation.

)
In, a survey which asked wh,ether an employee should work at his own

pace, 78 per cent of a British' Engineering sample, aspmpared to ony 25 per cent of the
employees at the Hitachi Corporation, said that they preferred to work to their own
pace.23 Japanese employees often chccr each other when changing shifts, like baseball

39.
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players applauding a team-mate who has just hit a home run,26 This is yet another instance
of the Japanese unique emphasis on the grolip. One very.able executive described the
traditional organization in Japan as "Management by Omikoshi."2 The oinikoshi is the
portable shrine carried on the shoulders of perhaps a doz.en men. The fun of it is to carry
the shrine, shout "washoi, waishoe'. in unison, Ail add ,one's weight to the weight of the
other polo clirriers. All ten of our sources report the group-oriented character of the
Japanese.

7: Leadership and Responsibility 'are Diffused

Since in Japanese businesS a task is performed by a group rather than by,individuals,
responsibility is iilit located in any one person. The responsibilities of each organizational
unit also are defined milk in very general and broad-terms. Job descriptions arc vague.
The organizational chart is drawn in terms of divisions rather than departmental heads.
For example, "The export department shall take charge of exportation and necessary
investigations.and negotiations.-P

-There is a tendency to reduee the role of .a top manager to a figurative one, even fo an
ornamentd1 role (kazarimono). Very oftn, the top executive has grown up with a group,
knows its members and has a talent for keeping communication flowing. A manager'sttprimary responsibility in theet panyis to create a proper atmosphere and to maintain
harmonious interpersonal relat nships. Because there is no clear-cut delineation of
individual aUthority aria function, a Japanese leader's power is relatively uncertain- and

., .tacit. All ten studies report this charticteristic.

I.

8. Decision-making Practices are Consensual

Ringi is composed of two mins: rin means that stibordinates submit a proposal to their
peers and requesting their input an.d approval, gi malls deliberation and discussion, A
proposal is usufilly initiated by a'lower7level employeewhen confronted with a problem
common in the conduct of clay-to-day h.Loiness. The document drafted is known as a
ringisho. ringisho states the problejg and a suggestion for its tiolution with reasons
for accepting it. [he formal ringisho must be passed aroum) various divisions'and
departments to all concerned. Each person receiving the paper places his name-seal ofl the
document as evidence that he has seen and approved it, or 1)e may add a modification. If
he disapproves, he will return the document to the-initiatbr for revision of the proposal.
After a revision, the initiator may again circulate the document on tbesaftie .ioute up
through different levelti of management to top management, eventually reaching the
president. If the president stamps his seal, the ringAho is returned to the.Originator for
implementation,

The larger the organization, the more complicated is the decision procos because it
involves reviewing proposals from dozens of people whose major concerns naturally are
their own and those of their division. When a decision to be made is of major importance,
the initiatoe first will consult informally with the parties invoJved rather than only
circulating a formally prepared proposa1.29 In this manner, the initiator will mini miie the
possible disagreement and conflict which might occur when his document is circulating.
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The top executive seldom will disapprove the ringisiw'because the lower-level initiator
intuitively _wilt have considered tfie top eAecutive's viewpoint before writir(g the formal
document.

\`)
,is consistent with Japanese .dulture. The system has definite advamtages.

Proposals aLe initiated by those closest to a problem or an area which needs attention.
Thus, ringi offers lower-level employees a chance to demonstrate their capabilities and
also make fresh inputs into a highly-strUctured atid hierarchical organization.
Funnel-more; by circulating The proposal frittRisho), all those concerned in the firm will
heroine informed, and acquire ownership in thur decision-making.

Opponents of the fingi mode of decision-making argue that it is'too slow fo'r today's
rapidly changing technofogy and markets. 'They also contend that a lower-level employee
lacks a company-wide perspective. He tends to see things in short-range rather than
long-range terms. L1rJer ringi, authority is diffuse and, responsibility ill-defined. Giving
one'$.seal of approval to proposals piled high may become perfunctorily'bureaucratic
rather than a matter of critical 'evaluation. Finally, because the system depends upon
middle and k?wer level, managers to generate proposals, top managers tend to be
followers father than nfovers and shapers.

In a -few Japanese businessrganizations, efforo are underway to revise or even to
eliminate the consensual system. In 'them, the 'r i format has been simplified by
reducing the number of individuals who must .ex mine a proposal. Instead of circulating
a proposal, conipanies have the ringishqs broug t to executive meetings, In others, the
ringish9s may be submitted directly to top management in urgent cases..furthermore,-

'delegation orauthOritY is becoming more common. AlthOugh somewhat reformed, the
system of ringi continues to be in the mainstream of decision-making in today's Japanese
organization. Almost all recent studies cited the current use of ringk and seven of these
mention modern modifications:

Consensual dedsion-making also is the norm within a meeting of manage' rs. In a
meeting, the Japanese use a method of 'reaching agreement called matornari, or

,adjustrnent.10 Preliminary to discussion, a- senior member usually ;makes an opening
statement dealing with factual informatimi pertaining to the issue. A statement may_

- provide hints of a manager's preference, ,but it does not commit him to a specific idea or
course of action. Gradually:the members begin to sense the direction of the group arid
adjust their own views accor,dingly. Most Commonly, they have worked together long
enough to know wh,at asre the others' attitudes toward a certain issue. Thus, it is relatively
easy to limit the cohtlict and reach .a consensus, if not unanimitY. If au argument does
emerglipthe leader usually suggests a follow-up meeting, Or one of the more prestigious
metnbiS May try to reconcile the .two sides. Occasionally, one of The middle or
lower shuns members tries for some sort of comic relief.1 Togethe'r they will work toward
a compromise which/akes into consideration Ite...desire and feelings of both the majority
andminority. However, until approximately/R'per cent of the members arc in
agreement, minor4 Members may support their own points bf view. '

The reatpower iS in the hands Of the men of influence. There is an "otd boy network" in
Jap,aleso business. They tend to stay behind the WOWS. Informally, they shareimportant
ibaatiOu. Usually, before a meetingis held they have reached a decision and a meeting
prateeds Otactly as was infortnalliplanned.

1)

U.
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TheJapanese economy is directed toward a national goal, and almost everyone feels a
sense of particfpation in it. This may be traceable ta the historic and geographicfact that
scratching out a living on those mountainous, typhoon-prone islands has been tough and
requires a consensual commitment. There is a norm akin to the Protestant ethic.
Subordinates greet superiors with o-iso-gashii-desho: which translates "You must be in
an honorably busy state of affairs."3 There is a spirit of cartel in spite of the fact that
under U.S. occupation the cartels of Mitsui, Mitsubishi and Sumitomo were broken up,
1.n the seventies, however, the presidents of the 27 Mitsubishi companies meet on Friday
every month to plan a common strategy. The 17 Mitsui presidents meet once a month on
Thursday and the 17 Sumitomo presidents one Monday per month. The big borrowers
have a council, and unusually large bank debts in Western terms are permitted these
firms. Engineers from competim firms swap technological ideas.33. There is a club

atmosphere and a consensus building practice which helps the Japanese 'nation function
as one giant corporation.

SUMMARY

The characteristics which compose a picture of Japanese organizational life are,
indeed, overlapping and interrelated: lifstime employment, a seniority-based system,
wide fringe benefits and enterprise-based unlkins..The generai culturatcharacteristics in
some degree were describeg it; almost all of the.scholarly sources which were compared.
The nature of communication within the business organization, hOwever, was not so
consistently addressed. Internal communication practices of the Japanese bUsiness
organization abide by the prime norms of harmony and group cooperation. The
ambiguities of the Jipanese language, the primary use sof face-to-face communication,
the opervspace office setting, and the concept of shared-leadership and responsibility arc
natural extensions of tbe Japanese central values. The ringi system through which
'consensus is sought in Japanese decision-making, though slightly modified under the fast
moving constraints of today's organiz.ational complexities, is still anvery Common and
deep-seated practice.

Japanese management up to now has been able to take advantage of those practices.
Whethet traditional minagerial ideologies and practices may endure is uncertain.
Individualism is emerging in a number of ways. Greater clarification of one's job du0s
and the establishment 'of individual accountability arc beginning to appear. Today's
reliance Upon technology and complex information systems has shortened the time-span
for business decision-making and is forcing the Japanese organization to modify and
adopt faster systems. They are changing, but the major characteristics will not be easily

2

'rcOlacgd.

From this comparison of ten studies dealing with the Japanese industrial-and business
organization, hoofully, foreign businessmen\ who trade with the Japanese might gain
some measure,of intercultural understanding, and perhaps those who are managers and
executives in Americanfirms may experiment with some of the alternative approaches to
dm unication and decisionni-aking which are so integral ttiAjle Japanesd Corporate
orga iization, lbose of us involved in the research of organizational communication can
mos 'certainly benefit from study of the Japanese organiz.ation.

1
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\EFFECTS OF INSERVICE TRAINING
ON TEACHERS' ATTITUDES

'TQWARD CULTURAL DIVERSITY

ELIZABETH BERRY and PAUL LL KRIVONOS

This study investigated the effects of inservice training on teachers attitudes teward cultural
pluralism. Teachers in the Los Angeles Unified School District, who,took courses designed"to
increase cultural awareness. completed questionnaires before and after participatin in the
courses. Results inditate that teachers' tolerance for ambiguity increased after taking thf course
and that teachers in non-minority schools improved their attitudes toward cultural aiversity
after taking the course. Implications of the results of this"study for (achcjsriecrchers. and
practitioners of intercultural commu4cation are discussed.

"

Educational' leaders throughout the United Statehre beginning to recognize cultural
pluralistn as a valuable rationale for planning and implementing programs to improve
the quality of intercultural interaction. In an attempt to bring cultural pluralism to the
classroom, numerous task forces and commissions have studied multicultural education
and its incorporation into the educational system.' Until recently, however, dOtural
pluralism was either ignored or discounted as a worthwhile basis for formulating educa-
tional policy. "Anglo conformity" and the "melting 'Pot" were the acceptable theories
used to bring various ethnic, religious, and racial subcultures into the mainstream of
American life.2 "Anglo conformity" demands complete renunciation of a person's
cultural background in favor of the behavior and values of the Anglo-Saxon group; the
"melting pot" seeks a merger of the Anglo-Saxon groupg with ot r cultural groups,
producing a blending of their individual cultures into a at new in igcnous American
culture. ..

The most recent thebry of assimilation is cultural pluralism. "The presumed goal of the
cultura pluralists is to maintain enough subsocietal separation to guarantee the continu-
ance o tha ethnic cultural tradition and the existence of the group, without at the same
time inrfering with the carryingout of standard responsibilitiesIo the general American
civic life.") Maintikining the balance of separation for preservation of cthnic traditions
with the need for participation in Amcrican life poses many problems for society, and
education as an institution which fosters society's values. The question of how to encour-
age interactiqn among groups is not easy to answcr. One waY to facilitate this interaction
and to promote acceptance of responsibilities of civic life is to be awiire of and implement
programs aimed at improving communication among diverse ethnic groups in society.

There have been various attempts by both legislators and educators to find methods of
teaching cultural pluralism to teachers. The State of California, for example, in 1969
enacted a statute (Article 3.3) which mandated that by July 1., f984, districts' with a
"substantial population 'of diverse ethnic backgrounds must provide an inservice pre-
paration prtigram designed to prepare teachers and other profesioritil school service
personnel to understand and effectively relate to the history, culture and current prob-
lems of these students and their environment." Some tit' the methods developed by edu-
cational researchers focused directly on communication skills,5 soyile focused indirectly
on communication skills, such as in courses on Miran relations training and sensitivity
training,6 wh4 others employed experiential techniques to increase awareness of cultural
pluralism:1 In addition, increasing a teacher's empathy was also utilized to increase

tt'
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awareness of cultural pluralism.8 Thus, a number of approaches have been tried in train-
ing teachers to improve their understanding of cultural-pluralism.

School districts throughout the State of California have developed inservice training
programs and courses to meet the requirettents regarding multicultural training. The
Los Angeles ilnified School District with its 3p,000 teachers, lauTiched one of the most
comprehensive and varied multicultural inservice programs. In September, 1975, the
Boaid of Education of the 1.os Angeles Unified School District adopted rules which were
to entourage participation in multicultural staff development programs. The Board of
Education required that in order to qualify for a schedule advancement on the prepara-
tion salary schetfule, the teacher must complete two semester units authorized to meet the
requirementS, of Ankle 3.3. Teachers were required to take two courses: one general
survey course and one relatingto a specific minority group. Ninetken general coursesand
seventeen specific courses were offered during the 1976-77 school yar-, involving approx-
imately 16,000 teachers.9 The millticultural inservice trainim, program implemented by
the Los Angeles Unified School District represents a variety of strategies attempting to
create4n4re_positive attitudes on the part of teachers toward cultural diversity.

It
The aim of this study was to assess the effectiveness of the 3.3 courses in changing

attitudes of the teachcrs of the Los Angeles Unified SchOol Di§trict. Unlike most previous
research in the area of multicultural training, this study attempted to examine such
training in a natural, field setting. In addition, this study attempted to utilizelli large
number of subjects who were not self-selected and whose participation had very.real
consttquences for them.

The main research question examined in the study was: "What is the.effectiveness of
tbe 3.3 courses?" More specifidlly, we attempted tb study the following questions: Is
there a change in attitudes of teachers jtoward cultural pluralism as a consequence of
taking the courses? Are there any differential attitude shifts between those who take a
course about a spec, ethnic group and thosewho takc a general course? Does the grade
level taught by a teacher differ&tially affect a change inpis/ her attitudes toward Cultural
pluralism? Does teachingata rat;ially mixed,wschool differentially Affect a change in a
teacher's attitudes toward cultural pluralisinl-

iRestch Design a

I. 'METHOD

Given the pretest-posttest nature of this study, a repeated measures design would have
been the most appropriate research design to employ,. Practically, however, suclra design
was undesirable due to "the fear expressed by many teachers and administrators that
teachers, even if assured anonymity, would either not honestly answer thc question on
aqof the measures or would not answer tin: measures at all. In addition, strict anonymity
of subjects was one of thc requirements for being allowed to conduct this study. Thc

. rewarchers, therefore, were forced to adopt a non-repeated measures design in which
there was no identification of subjects by ariji means. Thc administration of thc Measures
thus became an independent variable.

-
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Subjects were 217 Los Angeles City School teachers in the pretest administ ratn of the \
measures and 191 Los Angeles City School teachers in the posttest administration of the
meas4res. All subjects were enrolled in 3.3 courses offered by the Los Angeles Unified'
School District. Pretest-posttest subjects came from the same 3.Jsourses. Though partic-
ipation was voluntary, all teachers inthe 33 courses included iitthe study filled out the
measures. Courses targeted for inclusion' in the study Came from a random sampling of
lists of the 3.3 courses offered within each of the twelve areas of the Los AngelelUnified
School District. Leaders of thirty-three 3.3 courses were asked to allow the teachers in
their courses to participate in this study. Of these, 18 complied with this.request. Thus, /
while thc sample does seem a representative one, it cannot be taken-as-a truly random
sample of all of the 3.3 courses offered.

A contr'ol group of 50 subjects from anothet school district in thc Los Anqles metro-
politan area took thc pretest and posttest measures at thc same time that thc experimental
subjects did. A control group of Its Angeles City School teachers would have been
preferable, but due to the mandatory nature of thcir participation in thc 3.3 program this
option was not possible. Control group teachers were selected because they did not have
to take. thc 3.3 courses at that timc, and because thcy came from thc same metropolitan

area as, fhe I.os Angeles teachers.

Independent Variables
,

As previously stated, thc administration of the measures (prctcst, posttest) forms the
main independent variable for this study. The most appropriate way to include thc other
independent variables into thc design would be to form a single multiple-factor analysis\.\)of variance (ANOVA). Thc ex post facto naturc of thc indepenyent variables in thisstudy
revented the use of such a design because of the lack of adequate cell size when all

independent variables were crossed. Instead, one 2x2x2 ANOVA an nc 2x2 ANOVA
were vsed to test thc research questions.") ..

Thc 2x2x2 ANOVA utilized the administration of thc measures (pretest, posttest), thc
,...grade level taught (elementary, secondary), and thc racial mixture of thc school (Minority

school over 25% rainwity enrollment, non-minority school under 25% minority
enrollment) as the independ9nt variables. The 2x2 ANOVA utilized the administration of
thc measures (pretest, posttest) and the nature of the course (general, specific) as thc
independent variables iSec Figure I for a graphic rcpresentatism).

Dependent Measures
..

4 \.7Two measuring instruments were used to evaluate thc effects of thc (3.3).multicultural
courses in changing attitudes toward cultural diversity. The first part of the instrumcnt
consisted of thc Scrambled Sentence Test developed by Costin which' unbbtrusively
measures hostility." The second part of thc instrument consisted of a 25-item question-

*,

I 1
naire designed to measure attitudea of respondents towarJ a variety of issues related to
cultural pluralisMSome items in the instrument were sc1e meted fro scales measuring
dogmatism, ethnocentrism, tolerance for ambiguity, and ethnic prejudice. Other items

A Q
t
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were included to measure attitudes particularly salient fop kis Angeles teachers including
attitudes toward teacher transfer and attitudes'toward the 3.3 courses. A preliminary
questionnaire of 35 items was first administered to fiftY teachers attending summer
school at California State University, Northridge. From the original list of questions,
twenty-five were selected for use in this study; tile ten-items dropped were vague, ambigu-
ous, and difficult for respondents to 4nderstand.

The data from this questionnaire were submitted to principal components factor
analysis with iterations and varimax rotation. A six factor solution was found with item
inclusion based, upon a loading of .50 or greater'on that factor and .35or less on any other
factor. The six factors were labeled as follows: Factor I, Attitudes Toward Ethnic
Diversity; Factor 2, Attitudes Toward Teacher Integration; Factor 3, Ease in New Situ-
ations; Factor 4, Tolerance for Ambiguity; Factor 5, Tolerance for Linguistic Difference;
and Factor 6, Attitudes Toward 3.3 Courses.

Figure I . Subjects Per Cell for Analysis of Variance *Designs

ADMINIS- MINORITY GRADE ADMINIS-
TRATION SCHOOL IAN FL TRMION

PR Fl ES

POS I TES I

Minority

Nonminority

Minority

Elementary
n = 78

$econdary

Elementary
, n = 20

Secondary
n *24

Elementary
n = 72

Secondary
n 48

Elementary
=Nonm n 17inority

Secondary
n 7 19

R U I.TS

Administration (Pretest-Posttest) Main Effects

COURSE

PRETEST

General
n 7 166

Specific
n 7 37

General
n = 143

POSTTEST

Specific
7 38

There was only one statistically significant main effect:from the pretest to the posttest
administration of thc questionnaire. In both ANOV As, there was an increase in Factor
4 'tolerance for Ambiguity from thc pretest to the posttest (Table I ). N obt her main
effects-were found to be significant in cithcr of thc ANOVAs between pretest and posttest
measures.

v
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TABLE 1
ADMIN1S,TRATION MAIN EFFECTS FOR

FACTOR 4 TOLERANCE FOR ANI.BIGUITYa

4,Source of Variation SS df MS F P
. ,

Administration (A) 22.27 1 22.27 4.98 0.04*

Course (13) 0.36 1 0.36 0.67 0.99

A X B 1.57 , 1 1.57 0.29 0.99

Error 1963.77 360 5.46

*p < .05
'Note: For all ANOVAs (each of which utilized Administration as an independent

variable), the Administration main effect was significant.'

Administration X Course Effects ,

There was a int raction effect between the.administration of the q' uestionnaire and
the type of course on Factor 6 Attitudes Toward 1.3 Courses (Table 2 and Figure 2).
Teachers taking general courses had less positive attitudes after taking their general 3.3
courses, while those taking strcific courses had more positive attitudes after taking their
specific 3.3 courses..

TABLE 2
ADMINISTRA I ION X COURSE INTERACTION FOR'
FACTOR 6 ATTITUDES TOWARD 33 COURSES

Source of Variation

Administration (A)
-..........

Course (B)

A X B

Error n

SS

2.08

11.1

5.45

493.87

df

1

1

1

377

4

.

'
)

MS

2.08

11.15

5.45

1.35

F

1.58

8.51

4.16

P

0.21

0.01**

0.04*

-t-
ip < .01
et) < .05
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4

3 -

2

FIdU RE 2.
ADMINISTRATION X coCiRsE INTERACTION FOR
FACTOR 6 ATITIT DES TOWARD 3.3 COURSES4

Pretest Posttest

Specific

General

aThe higlAelscore, the more positive the attitude toward 3.3 courses.

Administration X Minority School Effects

,There was an interaction between teaching in a minority school arid the administration
of the questionnaire for Factor 1 (Table 3 and Figure 3). Those teaching in a minority
school haa thcir attitudes toward ethnic diversity hold constant between pretest and post-
test administration of the questionnaire, while those teaching in a nonTminority school
,shfted more positive attitudes toward ethnic diversity after taking the 3.3 course thanbefore.

TABLE 3 .

ADMINISTRATION X MINORITY SCHOOL INTERACTION'FOk
FACTOR I ATTITUDES TOWARD ETHNICDIVERSITY

Source of Variation SS df , MS F p

Administration (A)
,

16.62
, 1 16.62 0.85 0.99

Minórity School (B) 44.12 1 44.12 2.26 0.13
Grade Level (C) - 279.94 1 279.94 14.37 0.01"
A X B 93.35 1 93.35 4.79 ' 0.03*.
A X C ' "40.87 1 " 40.87 2.10 0.14
B X C 54.50 1 54.50 ,. 2.80 0.09
A X B X C 24.18 , I. 1 24.18 1.24

Error 6018.54 309 19.48

"p <.01
< .05

5 1.
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FIGURE 3.
ADMINISTRATION X MINORITY SCHOOL INTER A&ION FOR

FACTOR I ATTITUDES TOWARD ETHNIC,DIVERSITY"

28 - - -
N.5 n minority ..§chool
Minority School

Prettit Posttest

'The higher the score, the more positive die attitude toward cultural diversity.

Control. Group

There were no changes in the control group (from the first administrak to the secon
administration of the 'questionnaire (Table 4).

TABLE 4
PREFEV-POSTTES I I-1 ESTS FOR CONTROL GROUP

ON HOSTILITY, FACTOR 1-5 .

Variables. df
.

P

Hostility 0.12 87 0.90

Factor
(Attitudes Toward Ethnic Diversity) 0.32' 85 0.75

. .

Factor 2
(Attitudes Toward Teacher Integration) .0.21. 0.83

Factor 3
(Ease in New Situations) 0.01 87 0.98

Factor 4
{Tolerance for Ambiguity) ' 0.04

'Factor 5
(Tolerance for Linguistic Difference) 0.48

87 4' 0.97

z

87 0,63

r
kai $4
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DISCUSSION

Across All subjects, there was an increase in tolerance for ambiguity after taking.3.3
coupes. For at least one factor, the 3.3 courses did have an effect in changing teachers'
attitudes in the desired direction. Since Allport)iuggests that a lack of tolerance for
ambiguity is related to prejudice,12 this finding shgests that the 3.3 courses might have
some effectiveness in reducing teachers'. prejudice. It should be kept in Mind, howevet,
that only.one of the several criterion variables showed any main effect change from pre-
test to posttest administration of the questionnaire.-

Another positive finding about the 3.3 programs was the interaction effect bephen
teaching in a minority school and the administration of,the questionnaire on Factor I
Attitudes Toward Ethnic Dive.zity. Those teachers in the non-minority sclools had a
significantly positive increase ir their attitudes toward ethnic diversity, while those in
minority schools showed no such positive increase. Teachers in the minority schools are a

, part of a cultural pluralistic experience and are familiar with cultural differences, while
those teachers not in minority schools have not had the opportunity to experience cultural
pluralism or ethnic diversity in ,the classroom. :Thus, the 3.3 courses-seem to provide
information, and experiences which help teachers who do not have direct. classroom

. experiences with minorities become more positive toward cultural pluralim.
1

Attitudes toward ttie types of 3.3 course evidenced some change from hie pretest to
postiest ad ministraOn of the:.questionnaire. Teachers taking specific courses were more
positive in their -attitudes toward 3.3 courses after completing those coursgium befOre.
Ttachers taking the general courses were'slightly less. positive toward 3.3 courses after
completing those courses than before. One reason posited far this effect is that the general.
courses are mainly taught by video tape with little opportunity"for interpersonal inter-
action among the participants, while the specific courses did provide for such interaction.
Further investigation of this possibility, revealed that those general courses taught by
videotape were' les s. preferred than those providing fo' r interpersonal interactloft.among
participants. Participants in those general courses allowing for interaction did not differ
significantly in their attitudes toward 3.3 courses from those taking the specific courses. It
%seeiT evident that teacher prefer to learn about cultural pluralism in a sptting which

-

allows them to interact with others.

From our findings, it does Seem that the 3.3 prognfins do have an effect on teachers'
attitudes, though perhaps not to the extent desired bjf educational poiicy makets..There
are a number of reasons to explain why the results did not indicate.a greater effectiveness
of such programs.

First, the'questions asked in this study were not directed tomard measuring the specific
goals set up by the 3.3 courses, They measured general attitudes; because of this lack.of
specificity in the questionnaires, the results may not reflect accomplishment of specific
goals.

. .

Second, there may have been a ceiling effect which did not allow for reflection of atti-
tude change. For the most part, teachers who participated in this study had fairly positive
attitudes toward cultural pluralism, ease in new situations,. were tolerant of ambiguity,
acid were tolerant of linguistic differences. It may be that there was not sufficient lati-

(
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tude for change in attitudes by thtse teachers; there may have been little rOtnn for shifts in
attitudes from before to after taking the courses.

Third, there are some methodological limitations in this study. There were too few
, subjects in certain cells to allow for testing of higher order interactions. Thus, any poten-
tial higher order interactions could not have been discovered in this study. The lack of
a.bility,to randomly assign subjects to treatment conditions and contpot groups may have
introdueed logical and psychological threats to the validity of this experiment. The fact
that a repeated measures.design was ruled out by practicalities may have decreased the
chance of finding changes which may have act ally occurred from before to after taking
the course.

'CONCLUSION

While theze were some findings that 3.3 courses offered by the Los Angeles Unified
School District Were beneficial in helping teachers become aware and moretolerant of
cultural diversity, the evidence did not suggest overwhelming changes in attitudes nor
satisfaction With the program itself. Active involvement of participants, however, did
increase their -preference for multiculturitl training courses. While there was no direct
evidence in this study of any attitude change based upion active participation, there is
evidence that people learn more'in situations when they feel positive about the situa-
tions." The teachers in those courses allowing for greater interaction did feel more
positive than thcise in courses not allowing as Much interaction. When plarinin,g such
courses, active involvement of participants slould be stressed.

Teachers who work in non-minority schgols did benefit from4taking 33 courses, and it
would seem important for school districIts to incorporate similar- types of inservice
courses, no matter what ttie ethnic make-up of their community. If one of the aims of
education is to foster cultural pluralism irrthe classroom, then teachers have the respon-
sibility to bring such an experience to students when it is not available.

By providing teachers with practical experience in intercuhural communication Which
can be translated in some way to classroom experience, teachers and students can both
benefit from, training in cultural diversity. It is vitally important that teachers be equip-
ped to teach in a culturally diverse classroom and to educate their students'about cultural
diversity. By combining theoretical constructs about multicultural diversity and inter-,

culturd communieation with pr4ctical applications for the classroom, the goal of
increased tolerance for others may well be achieved.

ThiS study was a first step in analyzing the effectiveness of multicul tut:al-training in a
field setting. Further entpirical studies are needed to investigate the effect of inter-
cultural interaction on improving attitudes as well as what other intercultufal communi-
cation training approaches proauce positive attitude change.

NOTES

F;lizaheth Berry is Associate Prcifessor in the Department of Speech Communica-
tion and Associate Dean of the School of Communication and Professional Studies and
Paul K rivon os is Associate Professor in the Department of Speech Comniunication at
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c.

IAL AND INTRARACIAL
TIONS

ROEIER I Silt! ITR

The study examined the effect of race, sex, and dyadic...composition on the percentage o time
inleractants engage in other-directed gate when speaking and listening, lite results demonstrated
that whites look more at theu partners than do blacks; females engage in inure other-directed
gate than do males. 4 n d the gate patterns of blacks and "nes of both genders do lull alter
situlicantly when they communicate with either white males, white females, black males, or
black females. Implications of the results for transracial interaction are also discussed.

V

Studies 0 eye contact have focused primarily on the effects of personality, social
context, an onyersational content on visual behavior in interpersonal encounters. It
has b\een reported;for example, that women engage in more eye contact than do men,1
intl.( erts are less likely to engage in direct eye'contact than are extroverm2 autistic
indiviiluals use minimal eye contact: couples in love are more (ye contact oriented than

dividuals less romantically involved,4 and supportive individuals arc gazed at more4....,
than I e critical persons.' Few -studies have examined the regulatory function of cyc
contact; that is, the role of gaze behavior in initiating, sustaining, and closing
conversations.

Examination of the regulatory function of tye contact has revealed that it influences
conversational turn-taking. Kendon found, for example, that speakers use sustaineclgaze
to indicate a change in speaker/listener roles.6 Ile also discovered that conversants look
more at their partners when liSiening than speaking which facilitates the exchange of
sp,eaker! listener roles. In fact, when th% preceding gaze pattern is violated, it has been
demonstrated that the turn-taking process is affected, producing simultaneous speech
and increased interpersonal tension.'

Studies conducted on the frequency of eye contact and its regulatory function have
been done primarily with whitc subjects. Minimal research has been conducted on gaze
behavior among blacks, and no reported studies have systematically investigated eye
contact in transracial encounters.

In a microanalytic study, Ca France and Mayo diVyered that blacks engage in more
eye contact when speaking atan listening, While whites look more at their partners in thc
listening mode." Since the sample cwisted of only three subjects two blacks and one
whitc thc findings are speculative.

I.aFranc and Mayo also conducted a field stuay of black/white cyc coritact patterns
-to 'test the Tenability of their laboratory reiults.9 :fhey examined only the listening
behavior oOnteractants in same race dyads and found that whites gaze more at one
another when listening than do blacks. This finding may not be generalizable to the

..interrKialiencounter since it has been observed,that interactants of both races alter titeir
eye contact patterns when communicating ih a black / white dyad. i ° Moreover, since each
eye contact varies in length, with some lasting only a fraction of a second, it is highly
questionable whether a rate!' in the field can accurately measure the duration of a Fize
with only a stopwatch thc procedure ostensibly utilized in thc study.

k
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Additional researchers argue without substantiation that black conversants engage in
significantly less eye contact than do whites." According to Albert Scheflen, racial
differences in eye contact patterns are a frequent source of misunderstanding in the
transracial encounter: the black supposedly assumes that the white is staring, while the
white conversant incorrectly concludes that the black is not listening." Although'
interesting, these findings are inconclusive, for they are unsupported by quantitative or
qualitative data.

. Given the existing research, it appears that whites and blacks may have substantially
different ga./e patterns which, in a transracial encount.er, may be misinterpreted and also
upset the exchange of speaker, listener roles. .ro determine if blacks and whites have
significantly different gaie patterns and whether these patterns exist in trjinsracial
interactions, this study examines black and white conversants in same race and mixed
race encounters. AccordMgly, for the present investigation:several research questions on
black / white eye contact patterns are posed.

I. Do the gaie patterns of black and white interactants differ significantly in the
speaking and listening modes?

2. Do the gii.re patterns of black males and black females alter significantly in the
speaking and listening modes when they cpmmanicate in a dyad with white males,
white females, black males, or black females?

3. Do the gale patterns of -white males and white females alter significantly in the
weaking and listening modes when they communicate in a dyad with white males,
white females, black males, or black females?

4. Do the ga./e patterns of male and female interactants differ significantly in the
speaking and listening modes?

ME11101)

Procedure*

rwo hundred undergraduates, one hundred whites and one hundred blacks, served as

subjects. Representing a variety of majors, subjects were recruited from throughout the
university with the assistance of professors and teaching assistants who secured
volunteers from thrir classes. Volunteers were assigned random numbers for selection
purposes. Subjects were gathered from nineteen classes representing a broad tange of
disciplines.

Subjects were assigned to mixed race (black / white) and same race (black / black,
whitei white) dyads of male/ male, male/female, and fermile/ female composition. To
ensure paired subject% were unfamiliar with each other, conversant s were asked when
they reported to the laboratory if rhey were acquainted with their partneN. Subjects who
knew one another were assigned to other pairs; eight conversants were excluded from ty
sample because they could not be paired with unfamiliar individuals.

),
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Seated three and a half feet apart and fachig each other conversational ditanee,.
accordingto Edward Hall' ' paired interactants were placed in a laboratory where their
speech and behavior could be unobtrusively recorded by a videotaft recorder. Theo
subjects were told that the purpose of the experiment was to explore the way people
communicate with a stranger. The expe'rimenter then asked each dyad to discuss whether
a collete education was worth the students' sitahle expenditure of money and time. ,

1104..
After completing the introductory remarks, the exOrimenter left the room and a

technician activated the videotape recorder. For five . minutes, a camera tape 4. each
dyadic encounter; the subjects were unaware their behavior was being recorded.

At the conclusion of the research, subjects were told the actual purpose of the
experiment, inforrned they were vitieotaped, and asked if their taped encounters could be
analyted. All .subjects permitted the experimenter to examine the taped conversations.

Videotape Analysis

rwo raters equipped with stopwatches viewed the tape through a Panasonic Time
.apse Videotape Recorder on which tape speed can he readily reduce4 Both conversants

in a dyad were analyzeii, with raters initially timing each speaking and listening
contribution an interactant during the five minute encounter. On completing these
judgements, the tape was re-examined; raters independently recorded the number of
seconds each conversanispent looking at a partner's face (other-direct4d gate) during
each speaking and listening contribution. With this procedure, the investigator was able
to accurately compute the percentage of time the interaetants grind at their partners
when speaking and listening"

fwo raters were used in thc videotape analysis to increase the reliability of turned
judgements. Interjudgmcntal reliability was .99 on measuring gate duration and the,
length of each waking and listening contribution.

7

RESULTS

In eMploying a 4,,is 2 2 factorial design, three factors dyadic composition, race, and
sex were investigated to det e thei effect on three measures: (I) the percentage of
time a subject engages in ot r-directed gaze while speaking; (2) the percentage of time a
subject engages in other-directed gate while listening; (3) the overall percentage of time a
subject engages in other-directed gate while speaking and listening. Factor onc dyadic
composition has four levels, each representing the race and sex of the unmeasured
intcractant in a .two person group: Ma male, black female, white male; and whitc
female. Factor two is the measured interactant's race which consists of two levels: black
and white. The third factor a conversant's gender also has two levels: male and
female.

The analysis of variance revealed a significant main effect for race.' 4 1 he mean gate
scores for whites were significantly higher in the sPeaking (p < .01) and listening (p< .05)
modes than were the scores for blacks (Tables 1 and 2). Accordingly, the average
percentage time for other-directed gate was significantly (p< .05) higher among whitc
than black conversants (Table 3).
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TABLE I

MEAN PERCENTAGES FOR OTHER
DIRECTED GAZE IN THE SPEAKING MODE'

Race
White Black

53.27 31.14
48 48

. .

52.91 43.45
48 48

X. -7 53.09
n = 96

X = 37.29
= 96

TABLE,2

MEAN PEROENTAGES FOR OTHER
DIRECTED GAZE IN THE LISTENING MODE

Race
White Black

S 70.55
48

40.91
48

,

76.09
48

73.18
- 48
NteN

X = 73.32VIP
n. = 96

X = 57.04
n 96

61)

X = 42.20
= 96

X = 4818
n = 96

X = 56.73
n = 96

X = 74.63
n = 96
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TABLE 3

MEAN PERGEN:CAGES FOR ()THIN
DIRECTED GAZE IN THE SPEAKING AND LISTENING MODES

Male

Female

h...a

Race
VAite Black .

61.91 36.02
48 48

64.50 % 58.31
. 48 48

X 63.20 ,

n = 96
X = 47.16
n = 96

0

X = 48.96
n = 96

N. 61,40
n 96

Intraracial analysis revealed that 'white Males, white females, and black females
engaged in significantly (p< .05) more other-directed gaze when listening than speaking.
Black males had 4igher mean gaze scores in the listening than speaking mode: however,
thc means were not significantly different.

the main effect for dyadic composition was not significant. It was found that the gaze
percentages in speaking and likening for blacks and whites of either gender did not alter
significantly when they communicated with white_males, white females, black males, or
black females.

,A significant main effect was discovered for gender. Females engaged in significantly
(p < .05) more other-directed gaze in thc listening mode than did males (Table 2). Though
the gaze score for females in tile speaking mode was higher than that for males, these
means were not significantly different. Overall, females had a significantly (p< .05)
higher mean percentage time for other-directed gaze than did males.

61
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DISCUSSION

In the speaking and listening mOdes, whitea gaze significantly more_at their partners
than do blacks. This pattern is maintained regardless of the composition of the dyad, for
blacks and whites of both genders do not significantly alter their eye contact orientation
in the speaking and listening modes when communicating with either white males, white
females, black elales, or black females. Contrary to past research,,this study indicates
that blacks and whites do not significantly change their eye contact patterns in a
transrAcial encounter."

Intraracial gaze analysis revealed additional diffetences and similarities in eye contact
among black and white conversants. In contrast with LaFrance and Mayo's results, it
was found that black males and females gaze more at a person when listening than
speaking a pattern alto evident among white conversants:of either gender.16 In fact,
black females, white female;., and white males engage insignificantly mote eye contact in
the listening than speaking rnside; no significant _difference _in speaking and listening
percentages was found among black males. Interningly, it is the black male who seems
to possess the most idiosyncratic eye contact patterns. For example, on closer
examination of the gaze scores for speaking and listening, onc finds,that the percentages
recorded for black females are closer to those Of white males and females than the scores
computed for black .males. This, is evident in the speaking and listening modes during
which black males engage in substantially less eye contact than do black females, white
maleS, and white females. The finding broadens La France and Mayo's conclusion that
black males arc less eye contact oriented in the listening mode than are black:Iemales,
white males, alit white females.

The findings arc also significant because they indicate that blacks and whites display
significantly different eye contact patterns in transracial encounters. This is important to
know since these cyc contact differences may be a source of misunderstanding in mixed
race interactions. In addition, racial differences in eye contact may upset the exchange of
speaker / listener roles in interracial encounters.

In terms of thc attribution`process, future stidies should investigate how blacks ana
whites interpret one another's gaze patterns. It is possible, forexample, that whites may
negatively evaluate the eye contact patterns of blacks, since there is evidence that listeners
who gaze infrequently at Caucasian speakers arc often considered uninterested and
aloof. Similatly, research on staring suggests that blacks may construe the sustained gaze
of whites as a sign of hostility, emotional disturbance, or disrespect.17 Examination of
the attribution process should help determine whether black /white differencei'in gaze
patterns produce tension in the interracial encounter.

In addition to exploring attribution, researchers should systematically examine how

6 9

conversational flow in the transracial encounter is influenced by racial differences in gaze
orientation. It appeared in this study that whitc speakers oftcn had difficulty yielding thc
floor to black male listeners. On several occasions, a white speaker paused, gazed at his
black partner, only to findi the listener looking away, seemingly unaware he was being
signaled to take the. floor. White speakers sometimes resOrted to verbal commands to
facilitate the exghange of speaker/ listener roles in the interracial encounter. Careful
investigatibn of gaze behavior in transraicial interactions mai uncover additional
problems blacks and whites experience in initiating, sustaining, and closing
conversations.
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Finally, n was found that women, be thty black or white, gate more at their partners in
the speaking and listening modes than do men of either, race. When gate behavior is
examined' within each race, the lollowing gender pattern emerges: white females engage
in Ow most eye contact, followed by white males, black females, and lastly black males.
This finding supports preVious research conducted in the United States and Fngland that
white fermiles gate more at their partner% than do whites and blacks ofeither gender.18 It
remains for future studies to ascertain why whit\is! women seem to et4ge in more direct
le contact than do black women and white and black men.
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A SITUATIONAL APPROACH TO CRITICISM OF
INTERCULTURAL DISCOURSE: AN ANALYSIS OF THE

'PUERTO RICAN CAMPAIGN OF.1940

WILLIAM 6. DAVEY

In the area of rhetorical analysis of intercultural discourse, refinement of existing critical designs
is necessary to increase their cultural sensitivity. l'his paper (I) suggests/n modification of an
existIng critical modekbased on thc situational theories of Bitter and Brockrcide, and the cultural
pattern model suggested by Stewart; (2) applies this revised situational approach to an inter-
cultural coMmunication event, the Puerto Rican political campaign of-1,940; 4(3) evaluates
the utility of this revised approach and suggests some implications for future research in inter-
cultural communication involving rhetorical analysis.

As the field of intercultural communication matures, the need for refinement of its
research methodology becomes more evident. This circumstance has led scholars to
adapt various methods to it, influding tivaditional rhetorical yalysis. Such rhetorical
studies, however, have often lacked the cultural sensitivity necessary for penetrating
intercultural communication research. In an attempt to overcome this obstacle, this
paper will:. ( I ) sugoest a usable modification of an existing rhetorical model, (2) apply
that model to an ihtercultural communication event, and (3) evaluate the utility of the
model and discuss implications for further. research.

'The present analysis proceeds from the assumption that communication and moderui-
ration are linked, and that by studying speeches and writings one can gain insight into the
process of social change. The idea that communication has a profound effect on a society
is supported by research concerning communication in deveroping nations. Everett M.
Rogers concluded that "communicafio 's an essential part of social change, and perhaps
all analysisr of social change inust ultimate focus upon communication processes."
Wilbur Schramm argued that communication contributcs to economic and social change
in developing countries by establishing"a climate in which development can take place."2
It would seem that eommunication, on the one hand, establishes a situation which pro-
motes the possibility for more communication and, on the other hand, the form and
content of the communication is controlled hy the situation. This suggests that the key to
understanding the role of communication in social change is to identify the cultural
aspects of thc situition. Accordingly:criticism should be approached fr9m the perspec-
tive that the form, content, and effectiveness of discourse is based on the situational
demands. Approaching criticism from such a situational perspective, and accepting the
tiption that the form and content of discourse must be adapted tb.the particular circum-
stances, including cultural ones, this studyanalyzes thc rhetorical situation and strategics
associated with Mufio, MarIn's political campaign of 1940.

In deiveloping a situational perspective, the starting point was the model of thc
rhetorieal situation developed by Hitler.' According to hiS essay, all rhetorical situations
have three components: ( I ) exigence, an imperfection marked by urgency: (2) audicncc,
thc ageint capable of modifying the exigence; and (3) constraints people, places, things,
and tqaditions effecting thc modification of the exigence.
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Bitzer's discussion was important to this study in tv ways. The concept of exigence.
permitted the isolation of specific issues calling the discourse into existence; and -the
concept of constraints tirTivided flexibility in identikying imriortant extralinguistic factors
affecting the modification of thc exigence. Bitzer'slparadigm Mime, however, offers no
method for dealing with the communioation activity itself. When augmented with
Brockriede's situational dimensions, however, the resulting synthesis provides an
adequate framework for criticism from a situational perspective.

Brockreide's concept of six situatiOnal dimensions "forma' t, channels, people,
functions, methods, a n14 contexts" allows the critic to analyze both the nature of the
rhetorical activity and the rhetorical situation in which it occurs.4 His treatment provides
the necessary variables to analyze, and also permits the analysis of the relationships
between the situation and the issues that sparked the discourse. A workable critical
format combining both perspectives is-created by considering the concept of rhetorical
exigence as merely a situational dimension, suggesting that every rhetorical situation has
an imperfection, either real or perceived, that warrants crital attention., and it is that
exigence that determines the nature of the rhetorical act. A sfnthesis of these situational
theories provides dimensions which can bp used to structure the analysis. 6iven the
dimensions suggested by Bitzer and Brocheide, a further extension:must be made to
devertkp a critical procedure. The critic gains insight by not only describing the individual
dimensions but also by developing relationships among the factors. Three relationshifis
serve as the focal points for this study and may be labeled: rhetorical determinants,
rhetorical environment, and rhetorical strategies.

Rhetorical determinants are the synthesis of exigence and function. Determinants
, indicate not-only the reasons why the communication is called into existence, but also the

predicted way the exigence will be modified. Rhetorical environments combine contexts
and people.. Environments are ,of two types: historical and immediate. Historical
environments deal with the largyr occasion in which at any point thc immediate
environment occurs. Rhetorical strategics refer to the interrelationship among formats,
channels, and methods. Strategies affect the nature and the substance of the rhetorical
works themselves.

..

The application of this model is relatively uncomplicated when analyzing discdurse in
a unicultural- setting. However, when applying it tii cross-cultural discourse, the critic
must be aware of the cultural factors impacting-on the rhetorical situation. InterculAral
criticism requires the analysis of discourse within a coitural framewo'rk. To effect the

11P/ merger of cultural factors and the rhetorical situation, Edward C. Stewart's notion of
cultural pattcrns seems appropriate. Stewart conceptualizts a culttiral pattern as
consisting of thinking: assumptions, and values -which have reference to actual
behavior.' When attempting intercultural criticism, the critic must give close attention to
thc cultfiral patterns mapifested in the acts of thc speaker(s) under analysis. In terms of
communication behavior, these patterns are manifested in speaking, writing, and modes
of interactiyn. Intercultural criticism requires the identification of potentially

. incompatible tladitions, interaction norms, assumptions. values and the like which may
have important implications for evaluating the discourse. The components suggested by
Stewart, and ful y compatible with the situational model of rhetoricalcriticism suggested
earlier, fit well in the discussion of rhetorical environment and will be utilized to analyze
the rhctoric of.l.uis Muth)/ Marin during the caApaign of 1940.

A
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THE CASE OF 1.1115 MUROZ MARIN AND THE 1940 CAMPARiN

Ehe 1940 political campaign was the first in a series of 'steps that culminated in the
commonwealth system of govelnment for PUerto Rico. It is considered by many social
scientists to be the birth of a peaceful revolution which ledto political, economic, and .

social change of significant magnitude. In addition to its historical ignificanee, the .
campaign presents a unique opportunity to observe the effect of several euttural patterns
that had a profound impact upon the outcome of the campaign. What follows is an
analysis of the campaign of 1940 from a sitUational and cultural perspective,discussing
the rhetorical environment, the rhetorical determinants, and the rhetorical Strategies.

Rhetorical Environment

The rhetorical environment surrounding the 1940 insular election had its origins two
decades earlier. In 1'929, Maio/ Marin returned to Puerto Rico after a prolonged stay in
the United States. Upon his return, Mut-1w became the editor of La Democracia and a
vigorous agitator for independence. Although remaining an ardent independegtista,
Muni)/ rose in the ranks of the Pro-statehood I ,iberal Party and was elected to the insular
Senate in 1932.

Recogniiing that Puerto Rico's economy could make permanent progress only by
internal changes, MuAoi Marin and Rexford Tugwell devised a pladto redistribute over
two hundred thousand acres of corporately owned sugar land. These corporate plantation
owners exercised political as well as economic domination over the peasants and tenant
farmers 14 controlling the amount of available work, buying votes during elections, and
dispensing large amount's of money to those poliiical parties which supported their
interests, [he patterns of interaction between peasants and landowners were governed by
tradition and were antithetical to 11.5. pojitical interests. Ehe jiharo (peasant),
intimidated by the power of the landowner and by fear of losing his meager means of
subsistence. obeyed the sugar barons rn political matters.

Muth)/ Marin's campaign against the sugar companies and absentee landowners was
so intense that in May 1937'; Antonio BarcelO and his follo.wers expelkd Mao! from the
Liberal Party under pressure from the sugar barons.6 On June 27, Muñoz. convened a
meeting of the "Pure, Authentic, and Complete Puerto, Rican Liberal Party." A
resolution was passed that sukported independeike for Puerto Rico iind demanded
Barcelo's resignation as President of the Liberal Party.

Muñoi. Marin's attempt to gain eontrol failed, and for a year he was without political
party or money. Further, he had lost the backing of New Deal forces in Washington. The
influence of Muth)i. Marin, with its promise of reform, almost disappeared. Although
many belieed he would pass into political obscurity, Luis Muliot Marin salvaged his
political future in the period of 1938-40. With little popular support, no funds to buy
votes, and no tegislative program to achieve wide a ppeal,.M utioz turned to thejibaro and
agregado,.the disenfranchised peasants and tenant farmers of the interiors Although thcy
were poor and illiterate, the jibaros were a complex people whom Muliot hoped to reach

"Vbwith hi ew party. The jibaros and their plight became the central issues in Mufloz.
MlirTri ' p lit ica I program.
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It is necessary to understand thc unique personality and.cultural patterns of the jibaro
a one is to pereeiye how M Liao/ Marin organized these illiterate peasants into a powerful
electorate. Historian Salvadof Brau suggests, "The word /thaw, that fOr the first time was
applied to the peasants of Piferto Rico in official documents of the eighteenth century, is
of Itidjan origin. With it is designated one of the numerous groups of nations into which.
the Carib; people have been divided, and the: jibaro nation is precisely distinguished by
'their primitive and unrefined habits_..." Literally, the Indian wordmeans "being free," a
phraSe which seems to describe the independent spirit of the jibaro.

The jibaro is further characterized. in a sonnet, El Gibaro, published in I:49 by Dt.
Manuel A. Alonso:

Brown color, bright countenance,
Languid look, proud and penetrating,
Dark chin, pallid countenance,
l'hin face. nose proportionate.
Medium stature, deliberate walk;
Heart of longing illusions.
Sharp mind, free and arrogant.
Restless thought, heated mind.
Human. affable. jUst. generous.
In affairs of love, always ehafiging,
Always toiling in seauch of glory and pleasure,

and, in love of his coUntry insuperable:
I his is, no doubt, a true design to copy

a good Puerto Rtean.8

iv legend of the jibaro also is found in Puerto Rican 'children's stories. His
personahty is divided into three characters: ,Ille411 Bobo (Silly John). Juan Animala (Fearless
John), and Juan Cuchi lb (John the Knife), 'the first is unlucky. pathetic, and simple; the
second is clever, tearless, affectionate and loyal to his own anddangerous to strangers;
the last Juan is annan driveri to cr$pc by the misery around him.' Together they form a
.composite of the complex personality of the Puerto Rican jibaro.

i

As a writer, M talc)/ Marin also devoted his attention to the jibaro. In Tuerto Rico:
l'he Amertcan Colony." Minh)/ wrote: " l'he jibaros are infantile, passionate, shrewd in
their simple dealings, susceptible to re.ligious qUackerj". and manage. to carry a

.surprisingly heavy load of generosity along with that of their poverty. They have
fkquently been imposed upon by the outside world, and haye developedli naive ancor of
NLtpicousness that enrages the politicians and rural confidence dien'.who try to prey
'up4/r1them."1"

A

. ,

One of the most, compreheatve studies of Puerto Rican culture and the jibaro is.., . ,
heodorelirameld's.The Remaking of a Culture: Life ana Educatibn in Puerto Rico. Vilik
ts careful .tu y, the author enumemted those traits selected by his respondents-to typify

the jibaro, tese included; "dignity, luiminality . . ..scrintistits, folkwisdom. cour-
ageousness, brothet bless, firmness of eo;iviction. independence, respect for achieve-
ment, htve.of one:s own plot.olland, and bard morking habits. pn the negative side were
suspteimirtess. authoritarianism. cupidity, Hgidity, reticence, and defeatist attitudes:"11

10

4
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While it is difficult to reconstruct the toial personality of the Puerto Rican jibaro of the
1930's, the preceding 4escriptions seem to characterize the typical jibaro.

In insular politics, the ihros were largely ignor0 as a significant political entity. They
had been romanticized tO the extent that most politicians ikglected to take them
seriously. It was easier for the large sugar interests to buy their votes for a small sum than
.to support the vast economic and skial reforms that would give thejibaro justice. Year
after year, the jibaro gold his vote, believing his fate was sealed by the sugar interests
wheTher the vote was sold or not. Although thl.practiee was widespread, the jibaro'g
shiewdness and digpity could not be compromisclimhy the corrupt politician. It was

' known the Pbaro could, be bought; tiut only if his dignity could be preserved.

It was to this peasant populace of the in'terior that Munoz Marin dedicated his new
party. On Juty 5, 1938, he issued an ultimatum to Antonio Barcelö to resign his
leadership of th(liberal party within eight &Acts or M lino/ would organize a new political
party. Barceló condemned the proposal as "the most Ambitious petition ever formulated
Oder the burning Puerto Rican sun,"1 2 As a result, Mulioz and his thllowers met in
Arecibo and., founded the Popular Democralic Party. On July 22, 1938, the party
iinnou need its registration in two small voting dis-tricts Barranquitas and 1,uquillo, Prior
to the 1940 election, the party was a,ble to register in the remaining seventy-five districts.
'the rallying wry became "Jalda Arribi;" "Up the Hill," in anticipation of the pending
election struggle.

Despite the numerous obstacles that Mao/ Marin's new party faced, historian Robert
II unter noted that M unoz had at least three factors in Liii favor as the election of 1940

approached: (lf he had a nime prominently associated with politics; (2) his followers
included some ol the most prominent intelleduals and professionals; and (3) he had the
ear of the jibaros who had largely been ncglwcted by other political parties." In .luly 1940,
the party held its 1 irst constituent assembly with 3,5.00 delegates' attending. In tw4i years
Muiloz .hatl constructed a small but efficient political organization.

l'he final aspect of the rhetorical environment which merits discussion is the role of
personal and cultural factors in the development of M111107 Marin as a significant
rhetorical. figure. While the notion that personal factors affect an individual's rhetorical
works is generally accepted in critii:al tticory, the idea assumes added significance when
dealing with the I .atin culture, 'lite role of birthright, charisma, and other credibility
components becomes especially critical. ki atteMpting to describe Muiloz Marin's place
in the rhetoricaLenvironment, it is necessary to discuss those factors related to his ability
to actfieve a leadership rofe'in Puerto Ric'an cUlture.

From cultural anthropologist John Gillin's analysis of modern Latin American
culture, two significant factiors related to rhetorical effectiveness can be isolated: (1) in a
4ocially:stratified culture such as Puerto Rico's,,memberships in a prominent family,
either by birth or matriatk is an important Cite' tor in achieving recognition in the highest
'layer of society;.and (2) possession of a traditional I .atin social personality is necessary
for developing interpersonal relakiimships with Latih-American cultures. Such a

personality embodies ctilturahraits such as cognizance of individual worth and dignity,
idealism, and a'n action-orientation which includes verbal facility." Viewing Mtifi07,
Marin's life in terms of these cult Oral concepts, it is possible to describe the relationship (4'
prrsonal factors and the situation that produced his rhetorical works. .

fig
"".
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Rhetorical Determinants

For Mufloi and the Popular Democratic Party to be successful, several conventional
practices in Puerto Rican politics had to be modified iu very specific ways. Mao/ Marin
had to achieve brork based electoral support without splitting the new party and the
prospective voters with divisive campaign issues. lie also had to hold together in one unit
the party machinery of professional's and intellectuals with varyMg" political status
positions. Moreover, since Mufloi. could not count on receiving campaign funds from
traditional sources, the large land Owners and sugar companies, the Populares had to
devise ways of raising honest money to finance the campaign.

Most importantly, if Muiioi was to gain the c( 'nee of U.S. iioliticians, he had to
overcome the widespread electoral corruption th ad plagued Puerto Rico for years.
lire practice of votc-sflling by the jibaros for a small 'amount of money or other"gift" had

to be abolished. Mufloi Marin had to convince the jibaros that politics was important to
them, and t hat they could receive social and economic justice from an honest leader. This
was Mufloisilmst difficult task because it required the establishment of a class feeling
;Among the jibaros in order to promote a complete reconstruction of their political
expectations an) actions. Finally. Maio/ had to establish that he was worthy of-

, leadership Within the lraditional Puerto Rican culture. Ihe total of these exigences and
rhetorical functions presented Muiloi Marin and the Popular Democratic Party with a
task no less formidable than effectin a fundamental change in the social order. IS

61

RhetOrical Strategies

I The rhetorical strategies chosen by I .uis Muilot Marin were a complex manipulation
of formats, channels, and methods. By first analy/Mg the substalie and formlof each
rhetorical issue, .and then discussing the formats and channels used as vehicles of
expression, it is possible to trace the chronology of the campaign and to clarify how each
rhetorical strategy ,was designed to satisfy the rhetorical determinants. To achieve his
rhetorical goals, Mufloi employed four types of rhetorical strategies: a strategy of
avoidance, a strategy of identification, a strategy of mass dialogue, and a strategy of
saturation.

In attempting to achieve a coalition of interests among the varied components within
.the Popular Democratic Party, Muñoi had to avoid any ideological stand that affected
the precarious balance necessary to put the PDP in power. Maio/ Marin's first
retorieal strategy was to defer the philosophichl problem posed by the status question.
On January 12, 1940, Muiloi declared, "The question of meitical status, as far as the
Popular Democratic Party is concerned, is not an issue in tile electoral campaign."'
Manuel Maldonado-Denis suggests that it was this policy of temporary de-emphasis of
the status issue that allowed so many independentistas to be attracted i the party. They
were convinced that once the serious economic problems were solved, M WW1. would
move toward independence." Since M uiloi believed that the status question was never a
burniiig issue for the fj aros, i as a logical step to shift from a problem that the Popular
Democratic Party couldn possibly solve to issues that affected the peasants directly "
In arymrinns combination of Spanish and EngliXh, M talc)/ populariied the slogan "El
status politico no esta en issue" as a device for remembering his pledge.

I

If Muilor and his denocratic movement were to have any chance of success, he had to
persuade the ifbAros not to sell their votes. Although Maio/ had no money to buy votes
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even had he so desired, philosophically the Populai es were committed to political
reform. Bel ore the devuleopment of the PDP, the rural poor had never known the
meaning of political power Both liberal and conservative politicians agreed that the
jibaro was a forsaken man and that no political movement could begin in the mountains.
Mato/ felt differot y lie knew the jibaro was a hard w d.ing, proud, and generous man
who was suspieCous of political leaders. Ills can aign against vote-buying provides
numerous examples of rhetorical indentif icatnitiith the cultural patterns and aryacts
of the jibaros of Puerto Rico.

[he identif ication began with the adoption of a symbol of his party; a white flag with a
large red pava, the hoiLnemade t raw hat of the jibaro, in the center. Because of the high
rate of illiteracy on the island, each political party typically adopted a familiar symbol
such as a palm tree. to facilitate identification with th party. For many uneducated
Puerto R icans, voting simply meant selecting the approp, ate party symbol on the ballot.
Maopseleeted the pava, the single most identifiable poSSession of the i'll!' aro. For many,
the selection of the pava represented a moral committment bpk.Muiior MT-aria to promote
their interests.

Mut-1o, influenced the 'Niro ihrough other iionverWal symbckla. Always in a sport shirt,
he would sit for houN speaking to the poor, drinking coffee from cups hewn from
coconut shells, and discuSsing the necessity ?i)r political justice and economic reform.
Earl Parker I lanson, a friend and co-worker of M Ow, recounts an appropriate incident
at a political meeting wheh Mulloi took a bottle of Coca-Cola and began to drin
man in the crowd remarked that another politician would be wearing a coat and tie, and
have the drink served on a silver platter in a glass," l'his man," the jibaro said, "is different
. . l'his man leaves off the coat, hat, and necktie; his clothes are wrinkled and full of
sweat because he has conic farpod worked hard; he drinks ea-Cola from the bottle. lie
acts like one of us and I am for him."19- M alio/ responded ith a fan'tiliar answer: "I-
appreciate your support, but I happen to drink out of a bottle oilly because it is
convenient and there doesn't seem to be a glass around here. But if you people supported
me for that reason, if you voted for candidates becausethey drink t,of bottles instead of
glasses, every political son-of-a-bitch on the island would run aroun ick ing on a bottle
all of the time. But that is not the way you vote. You vote for principles t at I will explain
to you, and that is why we ,)till_win this election."'")

During his political speaking, M alio/ Marin appealed to attitudes consonant with the
personality of the jibaro, "Distrust all politicians even me," Muiloi told the people.
Further, he 'argued. "If you want to sell your v(Ste', go ahead, it's a free country:But be'
vire you get something for it, you can:t get both justice and the $2.00." lie comparod
polities with the lifestyle of the peagants. lie likened the selling of votes to the jibaro's
selling his baraea, a small wooden shield that protected his possessions against
hurricanes, ro the jibaro, this was inconceivable. Another target attitude to which
M talc)/ appealed was the jibaro's sense of masculine dignity. Again, spea k ing abou ote-
selling. Mao/ declared: "If a thief were going to take your house and crop, and yot id a
weapon to defend yourself against the thief, would you sell the weapon to that bandito form.
a few cents? Or would }Int use that weapon so that the thief cannot take your house and
crop. the same is true iv it h the vote. Hie vote is a weapon that you have and that all
people have to defend their right to work, their right to a good wage, their right to a piece
of land, t heir right to a home .. ."" By appering to the Oa ro's love of his own piece of
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land and his.dignity, Manuel Maldonado-Denis writes that "the leader of the Popular
Democratic Party used a political rhetoric which was very popular with the P.uerto Rican
people."

Several observers suggest that Mao/ Maiin's strategy of mass dialogue was a Otto
his suCcess. Hanson writes, "Mufior received attention from the beginning not only
because of his clear and simple logic, hilt also because his naturalness setAim off from
other political leaders ..."4 Agrait suggests that Muñoz Marin revolutionized political
oratory in Puerto Rico by speaking in a conversational manner instead of the lyrical
harangues so typicalof political speaking on the island." Biographer Thomas Aitken
describes Muilor Marin's style in the many roadside conversations: "He spoke well,
clearly, with imagery, and with sincerity; and he listened with deep attention, his large
eyes fixed on the other speaker as ffMighed the man's t houghts."26 A typical example of
Maw Marin:s conversationAl dialogue took place numerous times at political meetings.
Muñor would single out an older man and ask him:

How many times have you voted?
Five times, Don Luis.
Did you ever see any change in Nur life as a result?
No, things only became worse.
I hen sive ye one chance. Don't give rpc your vote.

Lend it to me. If we don't keep our promises,
then never vote for me again. Isn't that fair enough?

I don't know, Don Luis. I here'll always he politicians, right?
1/vs. But you can always get rid of me. I can't by worse than the other guy, can I?

Now I tell you what to do:whether you vote for me or not, you take a tablita and you
hang it in your house. Any man whom you elect who doesn't keep his promise, you
put his name down on that piece of wood, and you never vote for that man again.27

Although Mufior was campaigning vigorously in the interior of Puerto Kico, his one
man carn*ign was not fast enough. 'File Popular Party could not afford to buy radio
time; so new ways of communicating with therases had to he discovered. Drawing from
his campaign experiences in the United States, M uñoi developed alternative forms of
saturation that were perhaps the most unique aspects of the campaign. In the course of
the election, Mufior pponally brought his program to more than five hundfed of the
seven hundred eighty-six election districts on Puerto Rico. To reach others, he made two
hundred record* of speeches at eighty-four cents each and sent them to villages with
instructions that each was to he played ten times daily from loudspeakers on ox carts; by
that method. Mufior Marin made thirty thousand speeches in fifty days.

In addition to his speaking, M MTh/ also employed two written forms of mass

communication: HCate(ivnu) del Pueblo (l'he People's ( 'atechism) and a newspaper El
Thum I he Paples Catechism was a pa M phlet in question and answer format explaining
both the economic and political issues and the evils of vote-selling. In response to a
question about vote-selling, the Catecismo replied: "If you sell your votes, somebody has
to put up the money with which to buy them. After that, whoever wins the election is tied
to the fellows who gave him the money to btiy your votes. Dial is why you have seen many
political parties win while you have never won, Fhe only way in which your votes can
Count to diminish Our hardships is by not being sold, so thayhe party that triumphs

)
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shall not .owe anyone except you."1" I he Popular Party estimates sonic 40,000 copies of
the Catechism were distributed throughout Puerto_Rico. l'he Catechism was read to
group% of !Niro% in town squares, markets, and in homes throughout the island.

Another fournalistic method ol saturation was the pubkition of a linpaign..,.

.newspaper, El Hater, named for the small area dear the jibaro's home where h drank
coffee and talked with his friends. Whenever he found time and money to pu lish an
issue, Munoi discussed vote-selling, land reforms, health care, and distributed II llatey
free to t he people. Muni)/ recall% one dialogue concerning vote-buying that was reprinted
in 300,000 copies of El Hater. Hie sugar workers in Santa Isabel on the south of the island
were employed by the Aguirre Sugar Company. lite year was 1939 and a minimum wage
of seventy-live Cent% per hour had been in effect in the l nited States, and the rate was
applicable in Puerto Rico. !he sugar workers asked the. political leaders if they should
be getting the wage, and the politician% insisted that the law was not applicable to the
island. l'he worker% sent Munoi a telegram and he arranged for two Popular Party
attorneys tdoalce the issue to court. Rather than contest a case that they were surei,o lose,
the sugai central paid the minimum wage retroactively. M lino/ aCquired the checks and
went before a large group of workers. As he dispensed the wages, the follovAlpoig dialogue
toOk place. Calling to their attention! hat he had won the ulase as he liad promised, Mao/
began:

dnl this for you, and I want you in exchange to do something for inc.
Yes, Don I ins, anyt hrtig you Itsk.
What I ask will be a little difficult for you to do, but I still think you should do it.
Yes, we'll do anything. We are-grateful to you.
You how\mueh did you get'? Flow much were they owing you?
rho/ were owing me eighty-five dollars.
And you got your money'? !hey paid you what they owed you?
Yes, Don Luis, they paid me.
Now tell me this. Flow much did you get for your vote in the last election'?
l'hey gave ine two dollars.
Who gave you two dollars'?
the candidate
Is he a rich man'?
No, he's not a rich man. .6"

!hen where did he get the motiey'?
He got it from the Aguirre Sugar Mill.
l'he Aguirre Sugar Company Voas stealing eighty-three dollars from you. Your leaders

that have been elected with the vote that you sold were telling you, you don't have the
right because they got the money from the Aguirre Sugar Company. The Aguirre
Stigiir Company was saving eighty-three dollars on you alone,
You, how much did you get'?

I got one hundred and two dollars, Don Luis.
!low much did you get for your vote'?
I got two d,ollars and fifty cents.
Do you see what a bad deal you got'?"

El Hater was written in the simple language of the ifNiro, .1he paper became so popular
that it grew from one to four pages. The circulation grew in proportion to its popularity
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until it surpassed the circulation of all other insular newspapers combined. With its
increase in circulation, El Batey performed an unexpected service in that it provided
badly needed funds for the campaign. The uniqueaspect of this method of funding was
that many conservative businessmen btlieved 'that Muñoz had no chance of winning the
election and viewed El Batey merely as an excellent advertising medium. Consequently,
Maw' was able to fund his paper and campaign through advertisements purchased by
the political opposition. -the slogan, "Verguent contra Dinero" (Self-respect versus
Money), penetrated thousands of Puerto Rican homes via El Batey, and soon became the
kcy issue of the campaign. Mao/ hoped the jibaro would choose his self-respect over the
two dollars he would be paid for his vote.

As election day drew close, Murioi took to the radio to continue his fight for voting
reform. Muño, made two pre-eltction speeches. The first was broadcast on November 3,
1940, and pres ed a challenge to all who listened. Muth)/ began: "I appear before youegr
i close this Ca aign. which has been carried on not merely to bring triumph to the

Pflular Democratic Party. this has also been a campaign to mold a real public out of
what others would' like to make an electoral herd of sheep . . . This part of my work is
fi nished. Now it is up to your 0

Mut eragain stressed the Popular Party's abhorrence of the practice of buying votes.
UnequiWcally, Mao/ Marin stated thc Popular policy: "The Popular Democratic
Party r+es it clear that it does not buy men, it does not buy votes, and he who, calling
himself aPopular, is thinking of selling his vote to the Popular Democratic Party. and I
say this clearly and finally. Tbrty-eight hours before thc election .shoukt immediately
withdraw from the Popular Democratic Party, because this is not a party of animals for
sale; this is a party of burdened men and women who know how to defend, as creatures of
God, the justice that God wishes they should have ilL)eir passage through this life."

On the night before the election, Muoi again spoke to tho radio audience. In an
emotion0 voice. MOO/ stressed-the need for honesty and declared that dignity might be
gained from not being corrupte.(-d. iiloi exhorted: "I .et no one stop you from voting! If
it rains, remember quit the nhuger o our en ntire future is worse tha one day's rain. If the

li).
rivers rise, remember that the injustice of a lifetime is a current worse than the waters of
the rivers of Piierto Rico for a day. If you have no clean change of clothes to wear to the
booth, come in your work clothes there is your future! With your votes you arc
.working for you') future. It is not a holiday; it is the most serious day of work since you
'were born."'-'

I

As the election ',returns were announced, i4 became apparent that thc jibaros had not
sold their votes. Mario/ Marin assumed active control of the late as its president. The,fiet
idealist who had taken the time to listen to the masses ( poor men and women had
achieved the third mst power! ul ritNtion in the Puertokkiln goverment. Main)/ was
able to pass the legisfative reforms promised in thc Campaign. Rhetorically, the. situation
also changed.. According to Mao,: "When the Populai.. Democratic Party came into
power, soch a translatafn of oratory into legislation, legislation into history, il'ccurred
that the whole tone char ed."' Shortly after his election victory, Moilo, Marin and the
PDP embarked on a pro ram of political relliemation that led to the conceptualiiation
and establishment of the ..;ommonwealth of Puerto Rico,

4..
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CON(TUSIONeND IMPLICATIONS

I he previous sec, ions have suggested a critical paradigm which incorporated both
situational and cultural dimensions, and employed that nmdel in criticizing the 1940
Ptierto Rican eampaign..1"his section wilt attempt lo evaluate the utility of the situational-
cultural model presented and suggest some perceptions and implications for fu r .search.

In previous research..the author employed a situational-strategic analysis of the 1940
''campaign without extensive analy;;is of the cultural patterns of the jibaro and Mao/

Marin.'4 In generalthe framework was adequate, and the evaluation of the rhetorical
effectiveness of Muñoz was similar to the present study. The previous study' also con-
cluded that he was effectime as a loader, successfully achieved modifications in the status
quo by employing unique rhetoricalstrategies, and benefited from a series of events, from
personal characttristics, and from the Ii S. occupation of Puerto Rico. While this study
noted several social scientisk.who suggested that Munoz Marin was a political oppor-
tunist and overrated as a leader, these claims were shown to lack validity, given the data
and analysis.

Accepting the general utility. of a'situational-strittegic nmdcl of Criticism, the present
study added the concept of cultural patterns to t e strvture. Analyzing-the campaigu
culturally, has provided additional insight .and a somewhat different conclusion. It
linnot be denied that vote-buying was eradicated, that economic domination by the

sugar t. murals was reduced, and that the style and. content of political oratory was sig-
nificantly chan 941. fhese were econominttid political issues which were dramatically
modifkd by Mao/ andthe PDP. However. if One kioks at the cultural dimensions, the

t claims that Mao, began a cultural r'evoltetion nray be seriously questioned.

In order to be successful in the 1940 campaign, Maio/ h-ad to diminish the political
power of the sugar centrals. over the masses. Unkss the vote-buying tradition could be
stopped, the PDP had no chance of success. Becatv personalism, the tendency to put
power into the hands of a person because he was identified with the patterns and Aspira-
tions of his followers, was common in !AVM American politics, Muñoz had to identify
with the nature of the jibaro and convince him thal N.could receive political and social
jusice through Wilt)/ and the PDP. During the period 1938-40, Mao/ was able to
develop a high level of personal identification with t.V masses through rheterrie designed
to maximize the similarity betweeif Muñoz Marin's position and the cultural patterns-of
the jibaro. He reinforcedlthojibaro's skepticism, personal dignity, masculinity, warmth,
and coneern for others, through his speaking and actions. So pervasive was his influente
that many have argutk1 tAit the people gave Muflor what he wanted without consider,-
tion of its merit. Gordon K. I,ewis is typical of those wilt) feel that the figure of Muflozas
a leader is exaggerated. "For the truth.* that, since his first great campaign of 1938,
Muth)/ has nbt so much led his people as followed their major prejudices."' There is
something to be said for I.ewis' contention that in Puerto Rico "the 'people' may just as
easily want what they get, as glt what they want."'

Gen ally, Muiloz Marin was able to satisfy the rhetorical issues demanded by the
rhetorical situation. His widespread, popular identification with the masses created what
Mulio/ called the "people's mandate." rn effect, it meant whatever Don I.uis asked for he

r
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egot, not based dti practical reasonipg, but on personal loy.alty.T4s attribution of great

power assisted Mao/ immeasurably in his program of political and economic modern-
iration.

While economic and political reforms are evide9t, culturally Mao/ did little ttS
change the status quo. Although Mu flor urged the jibaro to vote for' principles rather
than personal traits, the principles he articUlated were economic and political. Mao/
never aigued against the concept of personalism. Certainly, he urged honesty, justice,
and reform, but his major strategies were based on his ability to achieve personal identi-
fication with the jibaro. [he efkctiveness of this campaign and the others which followed
was vested in a fundamental cultural more which received scant attention and was not
modified.

l'he combination of cultural patterns in a situational-strategic critical design permits
an interpretation that was not available in the situational-strategic model alone. It
appears Mu Aor capitaliied on Ins ability to manipylate a fundamental cultural pattern
for his benefit. While- thk implies that Muiloi. used the politics of personalism to create
policy that was politically expedient, and at the same time satisfying to the people, it
seems more accurate to suggest that Maw used his personal tilentification with the
jibaros to institute what he considered the most practical policies for their benefit. A. J.
Jaffe's assessment oft he relationship between Mao/ and the people seems most reason-
able: "For the most part, the people And their political leaders have stimulated each other,
in what may he thought of as a feed ba-ck system. e undirected actions and attitudes
the very wishes of the people were channeled alon , lines believed conducive to

.. economic growth, and the elected government officials b ith directed these popular atti-
tudes and assumed the task of achieving the promised growth.""

While this is only an inttial attempt at evaluating existing critical designs for inter-'
cultural analysis. itis appropriate to suggest that frameworks which do not incorporate
discussions of cultural patterns are capable of generating potentially incomplete analysis.
Snch wa . case with Mo/ Marin and the campaign of 1940. Similarly, a recent paper.a

,

employ! traditronal critical methods concluded that Reyes I .ottez Tijarena was pro-.
foundly ineffective in the New Mexico larul grants issue. 'n Had the author evaluated the
cultural dimensions of the discourse, a far different conclusion may have been generated,
including extremdsi positive evaluations in the promotion of racial solidarity, self-
concept. and political activism for Chicanos.

I he present study has suggested what appears to be a productive direction for analysis
of intercultural rhetorical events. What is apparent is the need for either modification of
procedures to incorporate cultural dimensions, or the development of new and more
innovative approaches.
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EFFECTS OF CULTURAL FACTORS ON MASS
,cOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

SIANLEY E. MAI 111

Ilis study explores the rilationithip between difierent cultures and mass communication
systeMs rhe author contends ttiat cultural factors, either unique in themselves or combining to
produce unique cularal patterns, are significant determiners of the way in which the mass
communication systems ot particular countries develop, and predispose these systems to exhibit.. certain identifiable .characteristics Using the case study appAnieh, the atithor cites specific i
cultural variables io the USA, USSR And Egypt, and demonstrates how theY have produced
unique systems and practices of mass e4 munication in those countries. 'the implication is t hatm
international .and intercultural comm ication can be improved by interpreting and assessing
communications from different nations or particular culture areas within the context of their
cultural heritage

While volumes have been written about the elfects of mass communicatien upon
culture, comparatively little attention has been paid to the converse: the effects of cultUral
variahles upon the development of mass communication systems. We are aware that the
mass media in different.cations exhibit certain distinctive qualities, which are usually..

attributed, to political orientation, or. .to the current stage of social, econom, and
political development: Arc these adequate to explain why the complete Watergate
experience could probably have occurred only in the U.S.A.? Can they account for
eertain peculiarities of the Soviet press, or of the media in an Arab country? Can wc really
interpret the communications of a nation without knowing something of the cultural
factors which have influenced them?

This paper will attempt to establish a relatiottship between cultural factors and the
nature of the mass communication system of a particular country. -The contention is that
cultural factors are significant determiners of the way in which a mass communication
system develops, and predispose it to exhibit certain characteristics, This does not mean
to ittip that other factors, such as foreign mass. media practices and technology, do not
also influence development. H o we ver, these latter are more or less shared by all nations,
and tend to produce conformity, while we are interested here only in those internal
aspects which may have produced significant differences.

HODOLOGY

It should hemated at the outset that the methods employed in this study impose certain
lithitations. First, only 4ree nations were selected as examples, and these were not
selected.at landom. Rather, they were confsciously chosen by the writer because they
represcqcontrasting cultures which provide gopd examples for demonstrating the main
.thesis of the paper, and they reflect the personal interest und direct experience of 'the".4,
writecon,d, the cultural luctors selected were only those which aro judged by the
writer to have a demonstrahie influence on the development of the mass media of the
reSpective countries. Third, the research method employed here was the case study
approach, utiliring careful personal observation over a period of many years, combined
with a search. ot the .relevant literature.

0

A larger tifimber of countries and it more exhaustive list of cultural variables could
haVe been tested more systetnatically. More refined research methods, including cptilent
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analysis, might have produced more scientifically valid conclusions. These might be
emplo'yed in future research. It is, in fact, the intent of this study to present, within the
space permitted, athesis sufficiently developed and supported by evidence to warrant
such further serious investigation.

e

By "cultural variables" or "cultural factors" we refer to customs, beliefs, attitudq, and
value systems of a peopk which are manifested in distinctive patterns of thought, ,

language, and behavior. It should be pointed out that in the cases discussed in this paper,
some of the cultural variables cited ma y. not be unique to that particular country. It is not
necessary that they be unique to exert a significant influence. What is -important to
conNider is the degree to which a certain factor i,s present relative to other factors in the
general cultural pattern. Naturally, not all cultural factors in all of,the subject countries
can be evaluated. 'Therefore, what we have sought to do in this paper-is to select three
countries with widely diergent cultures, i.e., the U.S.A., the U.S.S.R., an Egypt, and
then concentrate on a few dominant cultural variables in each country which an account
for certain distinctive characteristics in its system of mass .ommunication.

RELA FED STUDIES

Other writers have gi'ven us a basis for predicting and characterizing the mass
communications systems of certain countries in general terms. Siebert, Peterson and
Schramm' have placed various press philosophies into categories derived from bro'ad
political outlines: authoritarian, libertarian, Soviet Communist, and social
responsibility. Namurois2 grouped media systems according 'to the nature of their
control, which again reflects political orientation. While these classifications enable us to
interpret the content of the media of a certain country to a certain degree, they do not tell
us enough about a particular' nation's media because they treat cultural factors
superficially. This is not intended as a negative criticism, for their purpose was to reduce
complex systems to elements which could be more easily analyzed and compared, and as
always in such cases, something is lost as something else is gained.

Other researchers have also sought to generalize from the particular, either attempting
td trace media development linearly ( Merrill and 1 .owenstein1), or in terms of
modernization and national development (Lerner's, Schramm5). More conscious
approaches to the effects of cultural factors on thc development of mass media systems
have been made by Nixon') and Gillmor', who studied the relationship of certain
variables, among them religion, with the amount of press freedom existent in a nation.
This relationship was further explored by Lipset8, who suggested that Catholicism,
because of its rejection of other ideologies, is incompatible with the idea of political
democracy, which would, of course, affect the degree of press freedom. Farace and
Donoheez9 studied the effects of .43 qiltural, political, and demographic variables on 115
national mass communication systems, but their emphasis was on the predictability of
(he level of development of media systems, rather than a qualitative assessment.

All of these stu -s arc useful as generalizations, and they do havesome applications in
the arca of internat onal and intercultural communication. We can now predict, for
example, that a poor ind largely illiterate nation with a high population growth rate is
likely to have little pr ss freedom, and we can interpret its communications accordingly.
However, there are finer qualitative distinctions which much be recognized and
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understood before mass communications between differeni cultures can become
effective. In other words, .existing research in this area has been inadequate, as far as
generating greater understanding beWeen nations of divergent cultnies is concerned. It
would appear that generahiation has been carried far enough: if we Sre to communicate

'N-more effectively between nations, we need to refine our studies, directing them more
deeply iiito individual cultures. Fhis paper is intended to be a step in that direction.

I IIRVI...CASVS-

To address this in its broadest terms, we often notice that the press al a particular
nation has some distinctive quality, frequently a quality which we in the West regard
negatively. tor example,.the prevalent Western view of the Arab media is that they tend
to be exaggerated and bombastic, which leads to low credibility. If we knew the origin or4
reason 'for this tendency, we would be more likely to make intelligent interpretatiOns.
Likewise, Westerners are often appalled at the seeming lack of logic in the utterances of
the Soviet press. Is this the result of conscious prevarication, or is it rooted in swethin4
deeper?

CP

If these characteristivs appear difficult for us to understand, consider a Third World
111, itiien who had never experienced political or ,presS freedorti when 41e/she was

onfronted with tht: Watergate phenomenon, a situation in which the media were largely
responsible kir the removal of the workt's moscpowerful leader. During the Watergate
period, the writer,leetured torgthree groups ol ihird World journalists who had been
perplexed until the Cultural heritage of the American jouinalist had been traced for them.
I'or,indeed, the American iourpalist iiinique among journalists in the world, pist as arc
her ,his eirmiterpar,ts in the Soviet '.Union and .F.gypt. They are all products of theirrlpartiedlar cultures, .and we Can understa their functions and practices only it we
understand soinythiug of the cultural inn ences which molded their thoughts and
behavior.

Ihe I' S.A.

0

Some oT the most obvious traits of contemporary American society can be traced to
its Milli in the early 1 7 t h Century. 1 tiis had been shown by countless other authors, but it
would be well to recapitulate here, for sonic ol thein have had a profound influence On
the philosophy and practice pl the American, mass media. Mobility is a prime example.
Americans were' horn riiohile. for the veryliature of coloniiationyresupposes mobility,
both physical a nd psychic. As Lerne-panits thit, mobility is the first step Iii the
inodermration process.'" Mobility created a necirtor early American settlers to communi-
cate, not only to maintain t heir economic, cultural, and p sonal ties with their homeland,
but also(to share k nowledge and experiences with inly i ants of other colonies. 'Ihis gave
them a feeling of sip-curio; in a sonietimes hostile environeent, and later against a common,
enemy.

Mobility continued to he a strong American trait. It became almost an obsession with',
them as they pressed westward, and Americans are still the most mobile people on earth,
I his has multiplied their need for . information, and has forged an, intricate

corn munieatians network. However, as the channels in this network became 1 o tiger , the a
characteristic% of the cormnunications changed. Speed became vitally im'portant,

t
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(heir indrvidual freedoms were further a,4,sefred in the' First Amendment' to the
1..Znstitntion, which guarantees the freedoms clf speoch,..press. and assembly. It is

sigruficant that this was the first a mentjment, lor they had already seen the power of the
printed word in'tikie pamphlets of lhonias Paine arid otherrevolutiona ries. /Meng with
this power ot the press eari'le not onlv. tho,right, but t4 responsibility, to speak up, to
make themsekes heard. ,From the earliest days, Americans spoke up in 'meetings. in

church4ser iceS, in tow n councils. When sticiet,y became too c'omplex for their voices no be
heatd personalli, they spoke through their elected representatives, or significantly. the
press, a lumen all

'

4"
4 .

,

I her e have been many other cultural Influences on the dtvelopment ol,the mass mediaII,

in the tI.S A.. hut perhaps these will %lilt ice to 'make the point. I here however, one
renrahroli4 cultural characlekistic. which, although important, is bequen V overlo(*ed:
the'dro. e toward conlormity, to "Americanism,- to the ``American wa Probablyuo
o0er major nation on earth has been lin med ol soinany diverse cult s, yekhas become

ilso_cultinally homogeneous. I anguage, dress, values, lood, n c, and lile styles arc
basyillwhe same throughout its vast alp?. Its homogenet can be appreciated when

U.
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wi..th it, messages became briefer, and mtire cor Foise. his penchant for spettd is perhaps
best illustrated by the l'onv Fx press, or by the keen competition to see'ure the First
information itoin the ships arriving in New York Harbor, a development which

.eveywidly led to the estabhshment of the .Associated

I4erhaps even stronger than the trait of mo'bility, however, was that ol indetrendence,-
or own Kut right rebellionsricss. A largc proportion oft he early settlers of America were
kigitivAlrom tY';nriny, or "pnitestant4," in nuire t han one sense olthe word. Others were
'adventurers with. an independen turn of mind, and eVen prisoners,.outca§ts of their
'native sot:idles. It would seem that' a natural screening procesS had.-produced a

popijlirti4.3n whieh was largely independent, self-sufficient, and suspicious of authority.

pr-
[his was rell cted III the dralting ol the Constit'ution. lhe American people made the

.gmernment f( themselves: not to impose authority (rya them, but to guarantee that no
ant horit winild*ecome so .strowg as to deprive them of theiCinalienable" rights. I-hey
left fhat the gmernment was theirs, not thaf they were tligillkrnment's. I his is a feeling
which persists today. despite the apparent expansion of executive power.

, ,

ne* press accepted this role allprepresentative and defender ()I...the people, and
espanded it. It not only provided them with a sense of power. but it proved profitable as
well, as Illustrated br the crusades ol .loseph Pulitier and others through their
newspapers ,and journals. A mern."an journalists, who became a mori distinctive breed
than in other countries, were.not content, Inertly to observe and rePort. Why'? First, they
w.erc suspicious of authority, which wehave discussed. Second. khey were influenced by
tire PuriPan_erhic, which ineiint hard work, sell-sullieiency. selkirtnial, and adherence to
a strict moral code Along with this moral code came a perhaps obsesive tendency to
ferret out wrong-doing, which' manifested !Nell early in the thd Salem witch hunts.
Per haps it would not be making too hpond an assumption to suggest that this te deney
has nilltiencedkt he A mericin press to pursue investigative journalism to an extraor linary
degree, with,the muckraking era. Viet Nap, and Watergate serving a nilestones along
this path

4
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comparing it with Red China, the U,S.S.R., Bra/il, India, anAl Canada. Fven the much
smaller and older nations ol eastern and western I urope ate far more heterogeneous.
I Ins, along with mass production and advertising, has been a tremendous catalyst to the
development ol mass communication. I he drive to conlorm has had other effects as well.
While most urdustriallied nations have several political parties with widely divergent
philosophic,. there are, lou all practical pill-11)0%es, only two political parties in the U.S.A.
hirthermore, it is next to impossible to distinguish the.toal, and ehilosophies of one
Irom the ottier I his N ol course reflected in the American Media, for'although t here are
dillerences of opinion. tlieie is ,tisually basie.agreement on't4le major issues, particularly
when it Conies to a question ol authority stepping on the collective toes of individuals.
Should the mcdia's role iii Watergate, then, havekbeen a surprise?

I he U S.S.R.

A similar case can be made lor the It. I he popular conception k that the Soviet
system of mass communication was created in the minds.of Marx and Lenin and forced

pon the populace as a new-phenomenon. I his may have been tre in one or More or the
1-ast.I.nropean states, W here. he corririiiiniist sysiehl Was superimposed upon a relatively
democratic societs at the end of World War 11:, hut the Soviet system ol mass
communication was not brought on by a revolution, any more than the American system
developed mit ol ans particu.lar event. It is the product ol evolution: a natural
consequence of R ussiancult oral history.

I his is iior to sas that the principles ill. Marxism ilinl. Leiliilishl were not compatible
. .witb Rossian thought it the time: they were eminently compatible. What should he made

cleat . !losses er, is that noTatter whet her the Bolsheviks or Mensheviks, or any other,
parts predominated. or for that matter. whether -the tsarkt regime had been recoil-.
strt kited, the Sos let iiiiss 'communication system would have exhibited niany of the sa Me

Ncharticteiistk. inst asNit is impossible-lor foreignerrs to understand Watergate without,
solne actplaint ince ss ith AMerican cultural history, the Soviet communist R ess model
IN tiqually inct ripicher OA' without rinic knowledge of the cultural de eThirment
of Russia. . . . t,

.,
%.,

Pr obatits tlw onls Oar allel bet'ween R ussian and Amer ican modia ZVevelopment was the
...cull'igence of journals ol literature and opinion in the Uith Century. ,From there, the

disci genee becpinovsuide and rapid. I-on while in America these pi.urnals were largely
superseded in the late I.Kt II -.mid early l9th centoire,s by the mote popular medium, the
Awspaper, the nom ol literature nnd opinion remained the main type ol publication in
Russia din mg that tii c Despite its seemingly limited popularity, the journal played a
malor par t mili. ;octal. .lolit teal. arid eidtor al development ol the Russian nation, and it
ori t he gr oundw ink li.0 the principles and piacticcs of the Soviet mass communication

system .
",.....,,

--;"

I hc hist educdtional idol ms, if theY coukl be so termed, weix him ght to Russia in-the
viols 18th Centui v tiv Veter t he Ctieal. Ills ejlorts to bi mg !cation and sophistication

%h om westem I mop(' cleated the basis lot the development oe an educated elite: an
intelligentsia II\ tb( tune Alexandei assumed r eign in Igo!, t here .wa.s 'It wide and deep
eriasin het weer] the s et y small mmouty ol educated citiieris and if he ignolant and illiterate
masses, wn h in idling i vv.:NWT a middle class to lill the gap. I I i'ider these vitcumstances,

r"
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true mass media could not derelop as they did in the U.S.A., particularly during the
populist et'a ol the 1820s and 1830s. flower the literary. political. and philosophical
joui nak thro,ed under these circumstances, growing both in number and influence.

1 here 'were se% et al r easons tor their remarkable growth. First, they were used by the
liberals to fan the spar k generated by the French reyolution into a flank of yearning I'M *
greater freedom 1 hen the defeat of Napoleon by the Russians added the dry tinder of
nationalism Some Russian intellectuals were quick to adopt the ideas of the Frena
socialist wr iters fr udhon, Saint Simon, and Fournier and these became woven into
the fabric. of Russian poluival thought.

Nationalism also spaw ned a second group ol intellectuals: t hose who wanted to return
to the old MI uscor ite trditions. the Orthodox church, and the rural patriarchal system.. ,
In fact. t hes rejected eer %thing Western. except the new German Idealism, lire dialectic
approach ol Hegel and Schelling appealed particularly to the Russian mentality.
1 ompkrns writes "It made no great demands by way of objectivity or paihful
aicumulation ol facts...11re mind could leap to all-embracing theories which would light
14) the unirerse.""

1 his conflict of interests led to a great polenne in the jourhals representing the two
intellectual gr oups. and the stronger the conflict grew. the more secThing Justification'
there was for stretching or circumventing the objective truth in order to present their
ar grime ni s. 1 hese groups were not only fighting onc another. but both were engaged in a
bitter conthe tlyt he go% crnment. I sar Nrkolas had instituted his Iron Code of
censorship. II which journals were suppressed, and writers and editors laded,
declared eroled

Nikolas went er, en Itythti'. Ile attempted to use the press, such as it was, as an
mstr ument of state potter,: that is, an instrument for developing "proper" attitudes and
beliefs, and tor inctructing "propel" behavior. I his implied, as all effectIve propaganda
systems must. that all contra! y (1,1- questionable ideas or information must be suppressed.
Lken some of' Russra's greatest literal y figures were subj rem- censorship and
persecution Pushkin was censored for his "Ode to Lib.0." (logq1's "Dead Souls" was
banned. and Dostoeyskv was sentenced to 'the firing squad. Fortunately for literary
histor v. the I sar commuted Dostoevsky's simtence aithe last moment and sent him
mstead to four years of haul labor in Siberia, to be followed by military service. This led
to his. publicatrOn of "1 fre.l.louse of the I )ead." a str iking parallel to Solihmitsyn's"One
Dav in tih. 1 de of Ivan 1)enisovich."

In order to foil the censors, writers and editors wrote in an "Aesopian" language. using
Implications between the lines, mythological or allegorical references, dpguised
identures, circumlocutions, and other devices. ", . the writer, as if he were a thief, used
any artifice to get his thought to the public between the lines,- wrote Pares." I.ev

ik homirov, a mern,ber of the execuiive committee of the revolutionary group Narodya
Volya, returned alter an eight-year absence from Russia, and wrote that in deciphering
this "Russian cuneiform script, Becliebub himself would break a leg."1' This subterfuge

a was especially t .y after the European revolutilons of 1848 frightened Nikplas into
his "Reign of I et ror," under which censorship became even more oppressive. Despite
his, the per d produced such literary greats as Pushkin, Dostoevsky,
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Lermontov, and I olstoy. However, it also pr'oduNd Other giants who, although less
known, effected an equally profound influence upon Russian literature, the press, and
the entike course of Russian history.

One was V. (i. Belmsky, a liberal editor who made some of his greatest contributions as
a literary critic, and who as such condemned art lor art's sake. "In our time, more than
ever before," he wrote in 1847, "art and literature retlect the social issues. l'o deny art the
right to serve the interests ot society is not to raise, but to lower it, because this is to
deprive it ol us vitality; that is, to make it the subject of some Sybaritic pleasure, a toy for
idle luipers."1' Belmsky had a deep influence on contemporary writers, and set many
bases lor modern Soviet literary criticism.

Another was Alexander Ilerien, whose journal "Kolokol," edited in exile in London,
has been called by instorwns the most important journal in Russian history. Ile
expanded on liclinsk y's litelary philosophy, and pressed his socialist views to the extent
that he, became known as "the lounding lather ol Russian 'socialism azl. poliicl
radicalism..?

1 here were many others whose names need not be cited here. I he point is that they
were all.writers and editors tor opinion journals. even (i. V. Plekha nliv, the founder of
orthodox Marxism in Russia, and V. I. Illianov, who later became known as Le lin. As
time wore on, revolutionary thought expanded, radicalism bloomed, censor rip and
6ppression became a way ol life, and terrm ism, shocking even by today's sta s,
thrived_ Much ol this was instigated by the journals.

Meanwhile, the masses iemained ignorant and uneducated, and a Addle class, as it
existed in the West, still had not developed by 1917. Vlie conditions w Inch had led to the
development ol a mass communication system in the U.S.A. nearly a century before still
did not exist in Russia. 1 he rulers realiied, however, that a mass communication system
must be established in order to consolidate and perpetuate their power. I heretore, they
imp)sed a systt5rn on the masses, much in the same manner as Nikolas, who had
attempted to direct the thoughts and behavioi of his subject* When I enin founded his
national tiewspa per. "Isk n a," he saw it as a vehicle of prlopagandli and agitation, ivid a
"collect ivix organi/cr,"fs a sti ucture which would hold togethcr all ranks of communist
orgamiatirm. I his, of emu se, became the model lor all Soviet newspapers, which means
that Soviet readers have never experienced alive hing different. It should be borne in
mind, however, that this did not conic about as a diiect mandestation ol Maixist ideas,
but as a consequence of existing conditions: a legacy of Russian culture.

9

I et us recapitulate this cultural legacy, which is reflected in the nature of the Soviet
mass communication system today. One charactyi istic is the practice ol censorship.
Although writers and editors abhorred it, they leatned to live with' it, either
circumventing it, tolerating it, oi defying it and sut tering the consequences. lust as it has
become *non mal buiden ol then profession, it has become a fact ol life lor the reader.

Fine R ussian reader illso had to develop an agile mind to cope with the device the
writers cleated in the 18 lOs and continued: the Aesopnin language. 1 his is not only used
frequently today in clandestine publications, but one might also hypothcsiie that thiC
tendency is n esponsible for Ai: Soviet piactice ol burying news of at impoltant policy

(;
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change in t he body of a le ngt y discourse, so that it takes a very caret al examination by a
knowledgeable readei to uric vei it. Similarly, changes in the Soviet hierarchy are of ten

1-,

noted before an of licial announcement by an arspearance or non-appearance in a
photograph. or list ol names.

A tradition positiyely identified as an Influence on later times is the functional use of
Melo( ure to express social themes. I his made it easy for I enin to change literat urelrom a

vehicle 1or social and political expression by and for intellectual into an instrument for
furthering government aims and policies. Even today, writers who stray too far Irom-t his
line soon lind themselYes in trouble. Pasternak and Sol/henitsyn are but two of many
who have been severely ei !timed or punished. By the same token, joutnalists are to be
imbued with the qualities ot "part iinost" (party orientation), and "Yisokeya ideinost" (a
high level 01 Marxist-I emnist ideology), which must be demonstrated in their writing.
Objectivity, as the West undewstands it. is not mentioned as a desirable quality, although
truth is. but again. tiuth must be judged within the context id the accepted aleology.

I he leason lot the omission of ohjectl ny is obvious when one considers another
aspect ol R ussian cultural legacy: the Russian. mentality. Probably as a result of the
continual battle with the censors, the bitter ahd prolonged polemics with th political

is rivals and the influence ol dialectical philosophy, the intellectuals, including ournalists,
nevei developed a real sense 01 obje tivit In 1890, F. .1. Dillon, who was the St.
Petersburg col respondent lot the I .otu.),Liv ally I elegraph." wrote in he Fortnightly
Rey les4" that t lie Russians-lack that i cycle ice lot lacts that lies at the root ol the Anglo-
Saxon character A R ussian can no more bow to a fact, acknowledging it as final and
decisive, than he can to a mere opinion 1 ounded upon insult icient or no grounds, he is
ever ready to act in del lance of it."1"

111

. Markham points out that "Russian journalism generally was not objective and
independent, but I rantily. sometimes even bri ally pi isan. In the Russian
journalist's ethical code. le she had one. thrre was no dedication t he public weal, no

4feeling 01 responsibilit to society, no respect lor lair play or 1I stOnt 'trds,ol trrah based
on scientil ic ot empi teal tests..."

Similarly. I ompku s states that because of pressime. on writcis and journalists ije
R ussia, journalism "never petended to be anything but partisan, and the Russian journal-
1st was not bound to observe the ordinal y standard; 01 vet acity and hiit rhe
Russian press used any method at all, he said, except the objective pi esentation of facts,
"including sneering at the naivete ol anyone who doubts their statements or does, not
accept their argument, and casting s.ispieioii on their opponents and their sources of.
information." Tompkins summariied t he t wo okdimiina ti characterist les, of R ussian
thought as (I) "a preocupation with t cot y to the exclusion of facts, an(t) the accep-

,

tance as a fixed point in thought of s nue concept arrived at (usiially isjniieoiie else)
mind) intuitively." Perhilps it should be pointed out that these wele tendencies which
were 9hserved, and they he ascribed universojty within a particular culture.

With a knowledge of this backgri und, a statement such as this which appealed in a
1960 Communist Party resolution on propaganda is hat d lv sm prising: "It is necessin y to
rally around every newspaper and maga/ine gifted pu bli.cr4p and propagandists, skillful
popular-I/us of revolutionary theory, able to respond in an ()pet at lye manner to burning
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qucstnins withoivid and striking writing in the press." It is merely an extensimi of the
Bitssian cultural legacy, exploited and refined into an ellective instrument by the Soviet

1144\
Egypt.,

A case lor the mlluence ol culture patterns ov the mass communication systems ol
mr n il the Arab nations can also be made. While there are cultural differences between
the A b countries, most ol then o share a strong cultural heritage. We shall center ourt
observations on Egypt in this pa r, but the cultural variables cited here have also been
present in other Arab lands

ro

I he overriding cultural 'influence ot the Arabs is the religion of Islam, characte1ed as
rigidly authoritarian. Dean refers.. to it as an "integration of religion, political system, way
ol life, and the interpretation of history" in which "every activity down to the smallest
detail is regulated by Koranic prescriptMns.") This authoritarian pervasiveness has
remained a constant throughout Islamic history. For, according to Dean, the Muslims
have "never experienced a tirocess of intellectual change comparable to the Betormation

. in Europe." It is extremely difficult to effect any changes in thd Arab countries without
the support of the ulema, or priest, who interprets the Koran, and who is usually
deternunedly conservative When major changes do take place, they are usually brought
about by strong military rulers. However, although an institution may changu, the
authoritarianism remains, Under these circumstances, it would be extremely unlikely to
find a mass cor) man:anon system with any appleciable degree ot freedom.

Egypt has proven no exception. Although it has been subject to western influence'
through British and French control, it has had a tradition of strict press control, except
(luring transitional periods whep power had not yet been firmly established. This was the
case atter the abdication of King Farouk, when the press became very active in the
nationalist struggle. However, in 1960 President Nasser put all the print media under the
control of the Arab Socialist IlnionAhe only politic.al party allowed to exist..President
Anwar Sadat decteed prvss freedom some time after the October War, but press control
still remains through various government pressures.

Fhe press has exerted a very strong ihIldenee over the Egyptian populace: perhaps a
surprising lact in view ot an illiteracy rate in 1973 of 74. Even in the 1920s, when the
country was 9/Wi illiterate and the newspapers were primarily party organs largely
devoted to political propagaralan the press held considerable sway over the people."
Ehis is made possible by hat became known in 1940 as the two-Step Flow of
Inlormation theory," combined with an oral tradition which perhaps knows no equal.

the powerlul oral tradition ol the Arabs reaches far back into history, far beyond the
lth Century, when Islam reached its intellectual peak, only to be dragged down under

the rule of the Ottoman Empire. It reaches, beyond the Koran, the oldest Arab hook,
Which was committed ti writing between 644 and 656. It had its roots in wintry, much of
it composed betwe,en 564 and 622 A. D. Poetry was the sole means of literary expression,
and it took a powerful hold on the Arab people. "It was in the life of the people," 1.al fin
writes, " . it moulded their minds and fixed their characters and made them morally aml

.1
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spiritually a nation long before Mohammed welded the varim conflicting groups into a
single organism 24

Every tribe had a poet., who became a pwsonage ol some distinction. Ihn Rashiqn
wrote tliat the Arabs wished one another jo. 6ut lor three things: "the birth of a boo, the
coming to light of a poet, and the foaling of .a noble mare." Hie poets did much
themselves to promote their own esteem. .1 heir Atry glorified the bards themselves,
their'lanolies. and their tribes Much of it was vanfglorious, according to I .affin,:'
proclaiming alor and brilliant feats, full ol menaces and ehallenges."26 Bloody re.yenge
and contempt for death was.common, with the hero always defiant and boastlid, There

.was no concern about facts or "truth." ne Syrian poet Abu 'I'Ala wrote it th
Century:

"I lilt my wice to utter lies absurd,
Eor when I speak the truth, toy hushed toncg-
scarce i4e heard

A% the culture lichened and then t.clified for centuries under Ottoman rule, the poetry
remained the same,. clinging to the grim models ol the Ilerbic Age. No modern bard
would presume, tok hope, to emulate such pet lection Fhat is, the form and themes did not
change., nor the classic% themselves, but the-teehnique, is adapted to contemporary
situations. Poetry today, as it was 1300 years ago, is a part of everyday life. "People
improvise it by way of a pastime." says I.allin. ". , or quote it as a means of
communication

Wynn cited a modern c,xample ol Arab epic poetry whiel he heard in Yemen after the
first Sue') at in 19'57, when minstrels were chanting tale ol their contemporary epic

k

hero, Gan al Abdel Nasser. I hey told how the great Gamal ". . . stood on the beaches of'
Port Said and plucked the British and French planes out of the sky and hurled them into
the sea." Whether the listener% literally believed it was not important. It was something
they wanted t.o hear: i t created a mood, and built up the stature of the man they needed as
their hero

I his tradition of poen y ha% had the effectrof 'placing great value upon verbal dexterity.
fhe Fraich-Arab scholar Jacques lierque-remai ked, in speaking of1he Middle East:that

the Oriental prelers words to action bi.?.ciLve he,i5ihe has not,yet Mastered the work! of
things.29 ()them Ault) &holars, however, point out rittL even greater emphasis on words.
Ifourani xays tlialilArahs are more eonSciouS of theinkuage than any people in the
worki. "I .anpageiktself is an w:1," he xays. "Even more4 bysaying that something-is so., it
kso. FOr instance. to say an enemy is a murderer b,rings-i,nt conviction that the man,is

murderer: no proof is required. I o claim tO halie inflicrottilt4 toilitary losses on an
enemy makes this a fact, even if no military action whatever took place."rn

otv

Such was the case when the Egyptians claimed in the-press. following their defeat in t,he
Six Day War. that British and American aircraft had supported the Israeli Air Force.
Fhis wasn't literally true, but the Cgyptians felt that in general the 111-.S.A. and Great.
Britain had given more help Ifild syMpathy to the, Israelis, so this was the metaphoric
truth. The precise facts were relatively unimportant,

S 1.4

S.
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The rationale for such a statement is explained by Gibb: "Tha medium in whkh the
aesthetic feelings of the Atabs is mainly (though not exclusively) expressed is that of
words and language upon the A[ab mind the impact of artistic speech is immediate;
the wo ds, passtg through no filter of logic or reflection, whiehmight weaken or deaden
the cif et, go.straight to the head."'l Karpat supports this: "The most frequent form of
persua ion in the Middle East," he says, ". . is to appeal to the emotional and the
person I, rather than to logical reasoniag."2

Nasser was well aware of the effect of language in. the Arab world when he developed
radio into a powerful instrument to unite Egypt and all of the Arabs. He launched "The
Voice of the. A rabs" in 1953 with a tremendons expansion program, and adopted a style
of language which would be most effective in stirring and uniting Arab sentiment.
Combined of elements of colloquial anti classic. Arabic, this "neo-classic" Arabic
possessed ". . vagueness, rich grammar, and repetitive style" which facilitated
exaggeration and the painting of vivid mental images.'1 Nasser's revolutionary program
via the airways produced remarkable results during the next decade. However, the
rhet ca excesses tended to backfire after the Six Day War in .1957, when the
govt. went %yak severely .criticired for .miSlcading the Egyptian people, and the
broadi sting administration was re-shuffled. si* then, there have.also been changes in
the printed press, but the cultural influence of language still has an effect in Egypt as in
other Arab countries.

CONCLUSIONS

Although we have not listed and evaluated in eactit case all of the cultural variables
which might possibly have influenced the nature and practices of the respective mass
communication systems, we have shown how sonic of qm had a profound effect. As
pointed out earlier, the cited cultural variables may not be unique to a particular country,
but taken as weighted factors in thcnvorall eiilturat orientation. they combine toproduce
a .set of- patterns that are unique, and -tend to_ produce unique sytems of mass
cOmmunication. I-his-has been obvious in eXamining Snell diverse cultures as exist in the

I.S. A., the U.S.S.R., and Egypt. The same holds true in such similar cultures as those in
the t S.A. and Great Britain. Here, in addition to some unique cultural faCtors, there arc
a multitude of common ones, both of Which are weightedinid combined in diffdrent ways
o prat uce marked di! ferences in the charaeteristics of the. press in these countries. The

..-American press tends to be more investigative, crusading and:homogeneous, and views
its role a% providing an extra-legal cheek On the government: rhe Iffitish press is wore
varied; with class distinctions and wider political divergencies, and views itself as either
supportive of government or as "loyal opposition,"

Ih Conclusion. then, seems to be clear: culture has a decided effect upo the
development of mass communicatiOn, producing distinctive characteristics withi the
various national systems, even with their advent into the current "communicant s

explosion." What are the implications?

IMPLICATIONS

l'he most obvious implicatioti is that communication (*rom all tiati`ons ot particular
. culturt afeas ideally should be:interpreted and assessed within the context of their
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cultural hel itage I he word "ideally" iC used because it would be impossible to do so,
except when dealing with a relatitely ',mall group of nations with different cultural
bac'kgrounds On a broad inter national basis, however, it would he virtually impossible
for ant person or agenct to be so knowledgeable What hope is there, then, for better
international and intercultural understanding, when 0111' world-wide communications
ar e dependent upon a handl ul of agencies largely dictated to by commercial
considerationsincluding speed')

Ihere is some hope, first, if the operatites of the maj ir 'rnational media
organizations are made hillt aware of the effects of cultur. I differences upon the
treatment of int ormation Some correspondents are thoroughly familiar with this
phenomenon, and make intelligent inter pwtations and adjustments. Others, however,
:Ire not as well-tersed in the QuI till es of the nations front which they may only
occasionallt be icportmg, with the lestilt that they can contribute to conflict arid
confusion rather than to enlightenment. Media:directors and editors should make a
conscious Mort to (it ercome this lack, both in themserveand,wrth their correspondents.
Soine ahead% hate, and should be duly credited, too many do not..

Second. intor matron and media directofs in non-Western nations should be aware of
the nature and needs ot ilk Western-dominated international information networks. The
concept ola "global illage- is already a r cality, and a national leader can no longer m.ake
a sratement f or local consumpuon only:nor can national agencies make use of references
or rhctoiival det ices w Inch may be misinterpreted out of the local cultural context.

(lie motRation for taking these steps will probably not come from within; they Ria y
have to he pr oposed and stimulated through an international organization or agency.. . .

Such a program was undertaken in Beirut in 197,2 by the. Association for Intermitional
Commumeation Seminars, a non-profit i?rganization based in Zurich,- Switzerland,
established to promote the disvussion of roblems in international communication by
appropriate media edito'rs and directors, governinent of hcials and other communicatiop
experts I he Beirut Seminar on FaQ-West CeimMunication convened leading Western
and Arab media and got ernMe-nt representatives in an attempt to' improve both the
amount and quality of inforniation flowing..from- the Middle fast, primarily from the
Arab countries l'he problem concerned compkiints by tile Arabs that the Western
media, because of a lack of )(nowledge of:and appreciation for, Arab culture, plus a bias
resulting from a closer cultural proximityaith Israel, either ignored or distorted news of
their countries Western media person neron the oth.er hand, had complained that the
Arabs issued false or exaggerated statements and engaged in un'reasonable censorship
and news management

While the lkirut Seminar, which was supported through a grant frrim the Ford
I.oundation and organized arid directed by thnoWriter, produced no miracles, it,did have
'some positive results. Some of them invotkred media policies. For example, an e.nd with!
practice of forbidding entry-into an Arab eRnrni ry by,a correspondent who had an Israeli
stamp m her:his passport. Others invillv.ed maw.; coin ow nication practice. Egyptian
officials who attended, the ci r taerence, iodating Ahmed Balla El Din, press spokesman
for President' Anwar Sadt,., ubsequently reported t hat they were attempting to correct

. the weaknesses which theliestern expei'ts had point,ed out, and the change was strikingly
evident during the October War 'in (973. WeMer. n reported that in

.. .4,
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comparison with their performance in the Six Day Way, Egyptian information officials
were far more cooperative in providing access to news and facilities, and provided far
more accurate and straightforward information than previously.

On the other hand, many of the Western media representatives became more aware of
the need to pro ide their constituencies-with more complete background information in
order to put t he ews into a more balanced context. l'he' most outstanding exangt71) e of an_
attempt to fulfill thiyneed was a special 8-page section in the February 18, 1974 issue rti.
the international edition of NE. WSW FEK on Arab culture ,and its contribution to the
West. Ihe editor of the magarine had attended the Beirut Seminar, and subsequently
served on a committee selected to pursue recommendatrons made in the final session.
Such acts can do much to break down international and intercultural misunderstandings.

1 here is strong eYidence to support the contention that the nature and practices of...

mass communication systems m different nations are influenced, sometimes to a major
degree, .Ny the unique cultural development of tfmse nations. The characteristics
produced by this cultural devdor;ment may seldom kobvious, or they may be attributed
to other influences. It behooYes us to exapine cultural influences more thoroughly in
order to inferpret more in elligently the communications of iinother nation, particularly
one in which the cultural ernage is Significantly different from Our own. Experience has
shown that an awareness of these differences. and a eonscientious approach to the
dissemination of information across cultures, can contribute to better international and ..
intercultural communication ai.d understanding.
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CAREER PREPARATION IN INTERCULTURAL
COMMUNICATION
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0
ittle k !limn aliout the ....meet ptepaiation peispecio,e of [mei-cult in al communication I Ins

stunk icpoits a sun %eV l 200 Institut io.ns n.vhich have midi national dimenslons. including pm atc
col pm at ions and pkhlic agenCies Responses to t he imeded questionnaire produced sonic use! ul
advice lot those seek lug In piepare themselves for a caiect !elated to inlet cubit! al
communication Iunlings related to the Is pcs of communication skills needed, the amount :Ind
tv pc of education suggested. and the Is pe int -personal chalactei vales- advisable.

Career preparation is currently a major issue in higher education. Educators are
seeking to determine what skills, specific courses and individual attributes arc most
suited for certain careers., l"his task se6ms sOmewhat easier when one prepares kir the..
traditional roles of teacher, engineer or salesperson. lloweve.r, when the career(rainingtis
interdisciplinary in nature, or is for a relatively new area, the idvntilicatibn of an
appropriate means for career preparation is mire complicated. 'Ore stud ynt intercultural
communication represents just such a cas It is both diversified and still s infancy. In
adidition, increased intercultIral contact, ought abou t. by a changing intErnational
alignruent, new trade relationships, and the ase of travel, ha ve.put added demands on
people who can offer an intercultural dimension to future employees. In short, both
government and private industry are searching for people who have been trained in
intercult unil relations_ But the question remains." what sicould that training include?

In an effort to understand more about career opportunities in intercult u,ral
communication: this study sOught to determine: ( I) what skills are most itnportant; (2)
how much education is needed and in what tnajrri areas students should prepare; and (3)
how much work experience" is necessary.

A questionnaire designed to answer the above questions was sent to institutions which
have international dimensions. "hese institutions 'ranged from private corporations
(East Man Kodak, Du Pont, etcjto public agencies such as the Office
of Mannement and Budget, arid inteffiational associations, suc,h as, the National
Association of Manufacturers. The sadiple was drawn frytn the 300 institutions named ift
Career Oppt,rtunitiev in the International 1'iedd:1 a table Zit random numbers was u.sed to

bylect 200 institutivs. A postage-paid, solf-addressed envelope was enc,losed with a cover
letter, which explained that we were assessing the career preparinion. prqgrams in
Intercultural communication. Responstzs were received from 66 institutions for a
response rate of 33.

Fhe quest iot aire listed twenty-six attributes which are related to the study of"
intercultural c it lication, and respondents.wcre'asked to rate each item on a scale of,
one to five in terms of n w useful or necessary it is; thus, a rating of five represented- a
"very necessary" attribute white a rating of one represented an "unnecessary" attrifiute.
Hie average (mean) ratings are reported in "Fable I in order of their r'anks. Of the ttip
ranked eight attributes, se#11are clearly communication skills, while "high personnel
stress tolerances" is not an attribute directly related to communication. The
communication skills are: the-ability to analyte information, problem solving skills,
empliathetic and critical listening skills, verbal skills, writing skills,.,organiration skills,

9,13
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and small group leadership skills. -two _Other comMunication skills, use of nonv6rbal
codes, and interviewing skills, did not ranirEirh in responses. Business-related skills also
did not rank high: familiartty with .butness procedures ra-nked tweirth and niarketing

;skills ranked seventeenth.

.1 ABU' 1

tt .
RFSPONDFN IS- RAI I GS ANI) RANKINGS

Of. Si:LECH:I) 14RIBIl ITS*

Rank
.._ .

1

2

Mean

4 7

4 6

Attribute
i

Ihe ability to analyie information
l't oblem-solving skills

1

4

4.5

4.4
ympathetic and critical listening skills '
Verbal skills _.....

S 4 1 Writing skills
6 4.1 Organuation skills
o' 4'1 .. High personal stress tolerances

v.

'Small8
.4,

1.9 . group leadership skills
9, 1 0 Sophisticated understanding of United States' values

10 .1.5 Sophisticated understanding of the values of a particular culture
10 1.5 High familiarity with the patterns of thought or'a particular

culture
12 1 4 Ability to jikkederstatid a foreign language
12

12

, 1 4

14

.

SophisticiNK understanding of the prilitical system of a p-articular
pattern - ,
High familiarity with husines procedures

IS 113 3 Ahilio, to speak a foreign language .
,

,

15

17

17

1 1

1 2

1.2

Sophisticated awarenes; of foreign countries residents' percep-
uons ot the United States and us citi/enlv
Abdrty to recogni/e and utiliie nonverbal coas of a particular
culture ,
Inter viewing skills

17 1 2 Statistical research skills
17 1.2 Marketing skills ._,,

21 1.0 High familiarity, with the history of a particular ,culture
22' 2L6

..
Fluency in more than one foreign lanAuirge

23 2.1 Extensive prior foreign travel "
24 2,2

.
_Sophisticated awareness of the liteTature of a particular cultu,re.

,.
24 2.2 . "lechnical audio-visual skills
20 2.0 High familiarity wiffirthe, foods ol a paitieular cultufe -

aa,

A lacfor-analysis was corteuuted- in order to determine 'whether tespondents
conceptually grailpedvarious attritiutes together.' Orie factor, might be callecl
"culture-specific trpinjtig," and it is composed of the following attributes lot a p;urticuilar
culture:the under strinding ol a cultute's value system, familiarity with patterns ot thought
of -a culture; understanding of polittuid system of a cifiture, nonverbal codes of a culture.

9r;
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.. 1 familiarity with history of a culture, and awareness of avcultury's literature. It is curious
that-the use of nonverbal codes was thus relatedsdirectly to this factor by respondents,
rather t4 being regarded as a distinct communication skill. In any case, theAittributespf
the cuIture-speCific training received no consistent rankings by respOndents; the'rankings
rallked from tenth through twenty-fourth.

' / \ '.
A secondjactor that emerged as a pattern was composed of fordign language training.

1 Respo'ndente expectations are ariparently not 'high in this area,'as understanding a
la-nguage was ranked twelfth, and fluency in morvhan Ire foreign language was ranked
fifteentth and twenty-second. \.

"1/4)
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The remaining attributes were apparently regarded as "miscellaneous" by respondents
1anil most were not regarded as importaot. They were ranked as: understanding United

States' values (ninth),, atiderstaAing of foreign countries' residnts' perceptions of the
United States (fifteenth), statistical re'seacch skills (seventeenth), extensive prior foi-eign

_

travel (twenty-third), technical audio-visual skills.(twenty-fourth), and familiarity with
ioods of a particular culture (ranked last).

_ .

This data seems to strongly recommend that com-municationskills would be ayery
valuable assef for one who seeks employment in foreign locations. Some orientation to
such intercultural locations seems desirable: in the..judgment of respondents, but specific
orientations, such as fluency in a foreign language, do not seem to be essential.

-
.../a .

_

. A second portion of the questionnaire focused on the amount of schooling necessary
for employment and 1 e most appropriate major areas of study. Answers to these
questions were, of cou

!;

se, qualified because the varied type of jobs would,delmind
different preparations. Some general trends were apparent, however. Respondents were
asked whether the 'minimum artmunt of college education would be one, ma, three, or
four years for copsicieration of a potential employee. The average (mean) nunther for all
respondents was 4.0 years. Surbrisingly, a number of respondents specified five or six or
MON years and correspondingcollege degrees. Thus, students would be well advised to.,
complete a calege degree before seeking employment in the intercultural area...

The findings regarding the major areas of study did not reveal any clear cut or
consistent patterns. This was due to a lag* extent to thet extremely varied nature of
sampftd institutiois and the types of pos).tions withirrthese. For example, in the case of
separlte institiltions associated with Middle-Eastern commerce, one emphasited the
need t6 major in Middle-Eastern Studies and the other urged emphasi's in agricultural
preparation; in other instances, as might be expected, pow Ctemical urged preparation

, in chemilCill engineering, and the4International ComMission for the ('onservation of
Atlantic Tunas urged preparation in biology, mathematics, and Statistics. Overall,
however, the most frequently recommended Major, was finance o econoMics (or
accounting) jinetecn mentions). International studies (or politics or law) was second in
mentions (f)rteen), and others were engineetVg (nine), marketing (nine), and general
blisineNLitd njnistration (five). Seven respondents indicated that any bachelor's degree
would Te suitable, and four additional agencies strongly irged a broad., genAal
education. Majors" in anthropology, histly, social science and public administration
are just a feW of the other majors recommende1.41ne -respondent indicated that
"Intercultutal Communication tould also 17-a good (iPleal) background."

/1
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ployment in an international_ context is, in *4 sense, an elite and highly valued
position. Thus as wc indicated, it is not surprising to find that cOnwletion of at least a
bachelor's degree is generally a minimum expectatictn. However, respondents in this'
study seemed to agree that considerable previous.work experietke is also necessary. The
questionnaire asked whether the niinim,um experienee.for a potential employee is (A) one

semester, part-time, (B) two semesters,cpart-time, (C) one year, full-time, or (D) more
'than one year, full-time. Again, answers in some cases were dependent upon the specific
employment position's, but of the forty-one responses to this question, nearly half of tbe.
respondents (eighteen) ind,icated a minimum need of more than one year of full-time
experience. Nearly a quarter of respondents (nine) indicated a minimum of one year,
full-time. In a, few cases, respondents indicated that some of these rather severe
expectations might be waived by extensive for'mal schooling. Thus, it would appear
essential that students gain some applicable part-time work experience or participate in a

relevant intertphip prOgram. However, even dfrectly relevant work experience was not
osential to one resPondent -who sought "any work experience villich would tell us
whether a Person has motivation to achieveloals."

A final seetion of our qkestionnaire was an bpen-ended query, "What additional
informition and observatioAs can you offer with regarcrtp careers in the international,
field?" For purposes of reporting, responses to this question are combined with responses

%-contained in cover letters from many respondents. The respondents' advice, of course,
does not fit into established categories and,' indeed, some of ale responses scent to
contradict others. For exapfplc, one l'espondent said, "job opportunities for U.Switizens
in developed areas of the world will decrease," while another said, "opportunities are
increasinR." Nonetheless, s me very useful patterns of-advice seem to Nage film
responses:.

0 t
,

First, United states citizens should be aware of the practice of some institutions of
hiring foreign nat1 in overseas capacities. In some cases, this seemed a elear-cut
policy with little.likelihood of deviation.

Second, som0 respondents put heavy emphasis on an applicant's personal
characteristics which seem principally less a product of formal learned behavior than arc
skills learned from such formal training. For example, respondent.S expressed interest in

the following attributes: mattaily, mobility, ability to adapt quickly to a foreign
cnviAment, an analytical' and logical mind, flexibility, common sense, a sense' of
humor, tolerance, "a spirit of adventure," and the,ability to detach oneself from one's
own cultural background. Another respondent added that "a flexible family is critical."
Finally,one set of observations warrants more complete quotation4The applicant] must
be frce to travel, be aware and tolerate time and food and sleep differentials, recognize
cost differentials attendant to high foreign salaries, and be awarc of changing politics of

the U.S. as well as the foreign employer,"
f:AA

Third, Atile "personal characteristics" were emphasized by some respondents, others
focused on skill development. Them questionnaire had listed many skills but these seemed

particularly important to some. One respondent said, "the development of certain skills
(as in items above) is more important than accumulating knowledge aboul particular
countries;" another echoed, "skills are' the first requirement, and cultUral understanding
is. second." Several nrespondents emphasized particular skills. One said, "I have

98
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emi;hasized the deed for writing skills . . . Iteports.must be prepared at.all levels, both
marketing ahd in the laboratories." Another said: the aOplicae"should 'be sensitive to
other people. and able to relate to inckividuals across racial, ethnic, natiOnal, or religious
tiries.[He/ she] should beable tO deal with foreign nationals on a one to one basis as well as
in.a groug.situation.",Lastly, one respondent replied: "Our emphasis has tended to be `on
the job training' for persons with strong organizational and communicative skills,
relative maturity and intellectual potential rather than an emphasis on a degree in
international affairs."

Fourth, other respondents' ansWers wcre focused on the type of background and/or
training that a potential applicant should seek. There is "limited opportunity without a
graduate degree and experience," said one. Another said that "experience in a specialty,
i.e. markcting, finance, etc., is essential prior to international assignment." Similarly, one
writer advised that "one should'try to develop a feel for a specific area, -then follow it up
academically (U.N., international banging, etc.j." Likewise, another added, "students
should investigate specific areas of. interest before completing their education. Strong
communicative skills, open-mindedness, and 'people perception' are musts.", A very
lengthy piece of advice offered by One respondent seems to metit particular ittention as a
summary statement about training:

2.
. .

Most important .. . is thal a student bave a hroodenough and deep enough experience onditudy.
. .. To have had the experience of ... becoming facile in a foreign language and using iesometimes
seems less useful to us than a student who may have ajored in **English literature," but who has
lived overseas and demonstrates an ability 'to un rstand the more rersonaltlevel of cross
cultural affairs . . . . The *.culture-specife E nowkdge isnot difficult t ()learn on-the-job, if the
new employee has had some previous foreigiii-sesidence. travet or study experience and dhe!she
is "attuned" to thc whole iisue of cross-cultural communication.

4. Fifth, several respondents place0 strong -emphasis on the need for "company
orientation." One said, "with our company it is best to get experience with the domcstic
operation and thenlransfer to the internatiohal division." Two othcr writers emphasized
that "it is paTticularly necesSdry that a person ;have a pod basic knowledge and
understanding of the company and the company's products."

In sumrnarythis.study has produced some useful advice for those seeking th prepare
themselves for a carecr relatedjo some aspect of intercultural communication. Our
analysis reveals that most eitiployers, be they in the private sector or in goyernment,
desire people ,Who possess certain communication skills. In addition, somc
culturelpe'cific preparation seems advised. Further, a four ycar college degree is probably
9ssential, while additional cducation may bc advisable. No single major area of study
seemst to be universally recommended, but there is clear evidence that potential
employers seck persons with a considerable amount of previous work experience. The
survey further reveals a large sct of "persogal characteristics" which potential employers
seek. .

This study might bc regarded a a'n e ioratory cffort to begin to gain an
understanding of career opportunitiel in thç intercultueal communication field:
Additional research could usefully focus on vocationAl positions and specific priparation
for, such positions. Studies could also be condikted to determine if practitioners of
intercultural communication, those in goverpinctit and privattNtdostry, identify the
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same characteristics of intertultural effectiveness discussed .by educators suelihs Ruben,
Brislin,Vedercen, Samovar and Porter:3 Further, a profile of the avai1abi0 of such

°positions for now and in. the future would be useful.

NOTES

1..arry A. Samovar is Professor and Al le Weitzel is Associate Professor in the
Department of Speech Communication at San Diego State Universitus

. 'James E. Knott, Career Opportunities in the International Field (Washington,
D.C.: Georgetown University Schoc) of _Foreign Service, 1977).

2A program of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences was used. Criteria for
scale inclusion was a primary loading greater than .60, with no secondary loading greater
than .40. Only factors with at least three scalgs Meeting minimum inclusion criteria were,
retained. The resulting threeo factor sblution (communication skills, other-culture
training, and foreign language background) accounted for 67.5 percent of the, total
variance.

3For a review of some of those characteristics see: Brent D. Ruben, Lawrence R.
Ask ling and Daniel J. KeMey, "Cross-Ctiltural Effectiveness," in Overview o.f
Intercultural Education, Training and Research, Vol. 1:,Theory, eds. David I. Hoopes,
Pau 1113. Pedersen .4tid George N. Renwick (publication of the Society for Intecultural
Education, Training and Research, 1977), pp. 92-105; and Intercultural Communicotion:
A Reader, 2nd ed., Larry A. Samovar and Riekard E. Porter (Belmont, California:
,Wadswerth Publishing Company, 1976), Chapter 6.
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INTERCULTUACOMMUNICATION:
STATE-OF-THE-ART STUDY

1

GEORGE W. RENWICK

q

4.

a

.
This rtaperllescribes briefly the pur se, Methods, and products of a three-year comprehensive -*
study designed to describe and assess the clirrent status of the field of intercultural communica-
tion. Much of the paper is devoted to a discription of the content of the six products resulting
from the study. The paper cbncludes with a brief discussion of the significant findings of the study

d their implications for the teachers, trainers, researchers, administrators, and other profes-
sionals involved in intercultural eaucation, training, and research. '

, ,-- ) : .

A comprehensive project 'designed to desctibe and assess the field of intercultural
communication has recently been completed. The major purpose of the three-year

,Stateof-the-Art Study was to locate the most significant resources for intercultural
education, training, and research, and to provide direct access to tisese resources for the
many, individuals and organizations.hqw needing them. F rther, our purpose was ,to
systematically 'analyze tile development of fhe field and as'se its current cohtlitron pith a
view to recommend.specific steps for its advancement, purpose of this paper is to
describe briefly the design and products of this study in order that the reader can now
take full advantage bf this comprehensive effort.

The major task in this study was to answer this quOtion: Who% doing what, where,
how, and how well, and What should those of us committed to constructive intercultural
relations establish as our priorities for the next five years? rach phase of the study was
designed to generate information, information which would be revealing and
stimulating, but whith would also be ithmediately useful, Three kinds olpeople can ivy
benefit from t4p results:

I. Individuals interested in entering and exploring the field; for' them the study
provides a map tracing avetiues of entrance and fiescribing possible destinations.

2. Teachers, trainers, researchers and administrators already involved in intercultural
. relations who' are curious to know what their colleagues are doing, what particular

methods and materials tley are using, and- what they can now concentrate upon
'Individually and jointli ift order to reinforce one another's efforts and give direction to

their rapidly expanding field.

3. Individuals and organizations iother fields and professions wanting to draw upon
the resources and services of the fieid; for them, it locates the resotirces and provides easy
access to the variety of services now available.

The study was initiated by the Society for Interdhltural Education, Training and
Research (SIETAR) and the Bureau of Educational 4nd Cultural Affairs at the U..S.
Department of State.1 Several hundred persons have contributed extraordinary time
and thought to the study and, through the study, to the field. Thc products of the study,'
therefore, like all substantial effdrts, are the creations of persons who are not only
competent in their chosen areas but also unusually committed ti.our common tasks.

"4'
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METHODS USED IN. THE sTutly

Iii orddr to gatber the widely disposed' information necessary tp construct a .
comprehensive picture Of the field, it hat; bcen necessa0 to draw upon the knowledgeand.
jridgetitTent of a large number 'o( people thioughout the United States.and in twerity-three
other countries. They have participated in the study through a vatiety of complementaty
methodi. The methods used in the study, the stuOlksign, and the products of the study,
are presented iri.Figure 1. The methods ded inlé study included Ale following:

,

Figurc 1.
STATE-OF-THE-ART STUDY

a.

;

S1ETAR
U.S. Dept. of State,

Kettering Foundation
Office of Naval Research

Illinois Office of Education

it r'l ..
COURSES "

TRAIN1NCPROGR4MS ADVISORY 1977 S1ETAR
MATERIALS 41-.1 INDIVIDUALS .-la ORGANIZATIONS -Be RESEARCH PROJECTS 4- COUNCILS . CONFERENCE

V
I* 4 I * Lr

. Education
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Research

(Bibliography)

Sourcehook

working
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Mery ews:
I. Th4ry
II. Education
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Circles show the methods used in the study
Rectangles show the products of the study
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. I. Three comprehensive sukveys through which informatiOn has been gathered on 700
individuals professionalk involved in thtfield, 500 organizations active in ihe field, and

- 0
-.

30,ctoo intercUltural coUrses, training programs and research projecty .

-.,
.

. 2. A nationwide, conference_ during which approximately 2011 people discussed mid
!reported on the state of the art in major areas- represented in idle field; ,

. , . . . .

3.. An assessment instrument through which 1301ndividuals identified specific,

Atren,gthf-and weaknesses of the field;
, R..

. :

4. Three Advisory Councils, consist
4ing of thitty-six ;professionals around the

cbuntry, ehch of,whom evaluated their sector (Education, Trainin or. Research) and
recominended.specific actioti4 for its further development;2

5. Panel discussions with the Kesearch Advisory Council; and
,

6., Ikterviews wittl many .mgmbeKs. of the Advisory Councils `and other widely
respected individuals in this and related fields.

PRODUCTS THE STUDY
cr.

Six products have resulted from the study. They are theSollowing:

Overview of Intercultural EddcationoTraining and Researéh:

Volume I: ' Theory
. -Volume 11: naining and Education

Volume III: Special Research Areas

Intercultural Sourcebook: Cross-Caltuy Traitung Methodologies,

/

pirectory of Organizations-Actively Involved in Intercultural Education, 'Training
and Research

Siate-of-ihe-Art Report: A Description and Assessment of Intercultural Education,.
Training aZd Research3 ,

With regard first to the OVERVIEW, the three yolumes in this set were drafted before
e annual SIETAR Conferehce in 1977, then discusied and critiqued by coifferenee

participants yepresenting a variety of disciptinary viewpoints, then refined and published.
' The contents of the volumes are as follow:

Volume I: Theory: The basic concepts that constitute the framework for intercultural
communication; included are perception in international affairs, adaptation to new
cultural enviiimments, mental healthltnd culture, conflict in cross-cultural interaction
and cross-chltural effectiveness.
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Volume II:'Training and Education.: The major areas of education And training in
which interculturalinsights and methods are applied; included are teaching intercultural
communication in universities, non-verbal communication and interculttiral education,
intercultural 'awareness in elementary and secondary schools, and intaretiltual training
in .a. variety of contexy: interethnic and race .relations, international billEness and
management personnel, militafy personnel, students going abroad, and teacher training.

Volume III: Special Research Areas: Included here are articles on the evaluation of
intercultural courses and programs, women and intercultural communication, issues of
forced relocation and migration, interoultural dimensions of foreign student affairs,
intercultural writing and interpretation, modernization of traditiorfalCultures, culture
teaching and second language teaching.

Most'of the articles in these three volumes present a state-of-the-ait analysis of,the area
in question. Each ana4isis _presents a .brigf history of the development of the area, the
major problems with which the area deals, the fundamental theories and methods used in
gach area, steps needed to further advance the*a, and the most important resources'
available for people working in the !area (including carefully selected bifdiographies).

These volumes are especially useful for individuals interestedin or entering-a particular
area, therefore needing a concise overview of -the area. They are also useful tok those
alread, working in a Own area who may uottave thoiight aboutatheir areain terms Of its
current condition and future prospects, who need additional resources, or who need a
concise overview of their area th'rough which to introducepidents,clients and colleagues
to the area. .

INTERCULTURAL SOURCEBOOK: This is a comPation of the best materials on
intoicultural training.. Inclizded are, materials on role-playing, simulations, ..the
contrdst American and cultural Self-awareness approaches', culture assimilators, critical,
incidents,. case studies, and area-specific training. The materials are presented in a
practical format in order that they can be wily incorporated into courseg' and training
programs. In addition to the materials themselves, explanations of the learning principles
underlying given methods are provided. Insightsinto the nature of the training process
are also given,-as are ipecific guidelines on how learning materials may be created and
used most effectively. 4

The Sourcehook is a stimulating and very practical manualifor te'achers who.wish to
integrate participative'methods into their courses, and for trainers who wish to learn
more abont the methods they are now using or add other e4Tective methods to their
current repertoire.

DIRECTORY OF ORGANIZATIONS: Thi :eference book prpvides a detailed
description of 472 organizations active in intercultural communication, an overall.
_analysis of them aria a map indicatihg where they are.located. A sample enkry for the
Directory is presented in Figure 2. The Iiirectory provides two indexes. Through ode
index the reader can identify particular kinds of organizations (academic, copoulting,
educational exchange, research, etc.). Through the second index the reader can idehtify
the organization's located in particulaY cities in forty-two states in the United States and
in twenty-tiirpe other countries. ;

1.

'

i 4

4
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. Figure 2.
Sample Entry from the Difectory of Orgareizations

4.

Name of Organization

. SOCIETY FOR INTERCULTAL EIVCATION, TRAINI AND MEMO Address

shIngton, D.C. 20057 - montage of total,
operations devoted to crow
culture! activities

4 Georgetown University, Ma

100 % cross-Cultural:
60 % dissinination of Information
20 reseerch.

5 .tralnlng
5 development of materials ,

50 conferences, seminars, insVIutes
5 program development and adOinletration

ears. Diane L. Zeller, V.IENTS: viva* individuals business',

. .

, Number of staff
involved .

NUmber of years
Involved

'Person
responobW-

Consulting
eervices

Inclose. (or
decree's) in
activities
misspend with
previous veer

3 Stafilt 4
lice

Kinds of cross-
cultural activities

, pro e na , _government, mi !tory, re 1g1kus, keel tit serilces,
nit nizations. No nsultin . PLANS: To continuo reaulur prtifeslional

fun , conduct an con erence, sponsor other conferences semi rs and

0-
Groups with
which organi-
zation works

. .

itutes, and`e
professional
worki
dit

pubq i cations . 1

()elation designed
ntercultural

nary and cross-

ot twat fle
orga nisatione

dealing

serve the ne nterests'of persons

on, training, and mosiareh.21I17WR is inter- .

essional andgives attention to.alt phases of the.

us, wakes *ems from edueational inotitutient, stet
inuaa, governeent, international and do/matte oil/animations

eross-cuttureeqffeirit,*and eanmuAity organisations.:
AR holds an annual oonferencte normally in Pebruariand publishes the

turmational Journal of rnteroultural Rotations ariethe newsletter
in 000poration with the Intrroylturat Network, Inc., the Society aleo s a

'books and)nenographi ofvalye to the field. Other activities inolude sponsering
or 0o-sponsoring seminars, symposia, and institutes& as well aa soloing ae a
elearinghouse and information resource for the fieldo 'The Soctiety is open to
membership oh an individual basis with student a*1 regular meekerehlps and-on
an institutional basis with regular institutional memberships and,sustaining

gemberehlps.

illensior
following vber

urpose and
Wogs of ,
crowoulturelf
activities

S.
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The Directory will be a useful guide fopindividuals and organizatipns both within anti
outsirle the field. For both", it provides specific inforniation on numeroui channels into
and through the field. For,those in the field, the Directory provides information which
may lead to new resources, undergraduate or graduate degrees, employment, cooperative
ventures, or markets for intercultural products and services. For individuals, institutiOna
and agencie's ou'tside thefield, it Provides broader and More accurate information pathe
wide range Of opportunities ind Sehices now avitilable to them, enabling them to begin
immediately to take direct adVantage of the field.

-

. ../
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, STA TE-OF,THE-A RT REPORT: This is the summary document of the whole study.

. It is divided into three major parts:

1. Findings: The first part traces the development of intercultural education, training
and research' since thVirsi intercultural activity on which we have information (in 1932).

This part also provides detailed descriptions of the individuals professionally involved
in the field, -the organizations actively involved, and the wide variety of intercultural
activities in which increasink numbers of individuals and organizations engage: couOns,
training programs, research projects and other intekcultural activities. Descriptive:data
on the intercultural activities include their numbers, locations, funding sources and
amots, methods used, the kind and extent of evaluation conducted, and the resourtes
mogFieeded for each activity. .

.

Data are presented on 30,000 intercultural activities in forty-five states in the United
States' and in seventi-two other countries. Approximately 950,000 students or
participantshave been involved in these activities. Approximately $320,000,000 has been
spent on these activities.

, .

.f. 'Assessment: :This part systematically assesses the three basidsectors of inteicultural
communication (education, training and research) and the eighteen areas of
specialization represented in the (ield (teaching undergraduate and graduate, foreign
student affairs, ihental health, evaluation. of courses and progiams, secdnd language .
instruction, social work, etc.). Assessment criteriewere egtablisihed especially for this
study; this Was done through the Delphi Technique' with the three Advisory Councils.

t4P
3. Recommendations: The third part of the Report recommends specific steps which

edirettors, trainersilirresearchers cair now take to achieve broad-baseduand *rapid
development in the sector,(and steps edch can take to reinforce the efforts oftheir
cofleagues in the other sectors). eel

fb Increasing numL3efs of individuals and organizations are becoming interestea' in
intercultural uco unication. The State-of-the-Art Report fivill enable them to
appreciate tht scope and diversity of the' field, and ilkc.) find the points of entry most
appropriate to them. The Report will therefore be useful to students and others wanting
ib become involved in the field, and to a variety of institutions and organizations wanting

jto-draw upon the insights, skills, materials and other resotkes of the. field. .It will also
protlide guidance for funding agenciei interested in determining the most pressing needs
within the field and the points of leverage critical to the development of the'field..

.'

1
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By describingintercultural coMmunication in considerable detail, the Report will
enable colleagues in related fields to define our field, its.direction, and its offerings. With
this clearv picture, colleagu,es will see exactly whore they can connect with the field, and
where they can most advantageously draw from it, and contribute to it.,,

*The RepOrt iS intended to be esgecially useful to persons already involved in the field
educators, trainers, researchers'and administrators. Each needs tolnOW what the others
are doing and what priorities all should concentrate upon in order to develop the field in a
balanced manner in the future. Each needs a'hense of the whOle field if he or she is to
represent. the field confidently and accuratelyto students, colleagues, potential clients
and others jwho inquire,about it.

Complementing these products of the study (therefore shown in Figure 1), although
not a part bf the studycLsanother basic reference work: A Comprehensilie Bibliography
on Intercultural, Ethnic.and Race Relations.lnitially. funded by the Graduate Schod of
Public and International Affairs at-the Universitrof Pittsburgh, this volume has been in
preparation for the last five years and will list and index all pertinent books and articles
Published. between 1888 and 1978.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Given the comprehensive design of the State-of-the:Art Study, it is not possible to
summarize all of the significant findings in tis article. Generally speaking, however, we
have found th t the developm nt of intercultural cOmMbnication has been due more to,
communication- than to orga izatiori. The organizations long in the field, band those
formed- more^ recently to romote the field have, of course, contributed 'to its
development. Underlying the convergence of large numbers of people, however, has been
the articulftion of an ideal Which tuks becn coinpelling fOr all of them. Consolidation, still

. tentative, has then come about largely, because of their indiv- iduar efforts, their
recognition of cojnmon concerns, and beir exchange of designs, and methods,
frustrations, and hopes. :

As a result, the fied of intercultural communication. has been growibg quitt,rapidly.--
Th. e number of individuals professionally insivlved in the field has been' increasing an ..,
averagt of twelve percent during each of the last ten years. The nutriber of organizations
actively Mvolved.irr the field has been increasing by thirteen percent each year during the
last ten years. Daing th?year followitg the sir rvey, the organizations planned ta increase
their intercultural activities by an average of twenty-six percent. We cn look forward,
therefore, fo Substantial gro'Wth"in the field during the coming years.. a i

.
With regnrd briefly to he intercultural courses covered-in the survey;they, make up

,..

eight.percent of all the int cultural activities coveredztraining programs make up eiihty-
line percent; research pojects one percent and other intercultural activities two percent.

.,

-- Intercultural courses, have been offered not only by universities btu by a variety of
other organizations, as well (the U. S. Navy, for example,' the International
Communication Agency and the E4periment inj International Living). Since the first '
course on which we have infOrmation in 1996, th re have been 2,200 interculturaltourses
Conducted. Thc number of students enrolled in these courses has been 105,000. The
.average .number of students in the courses has been.forty-Ten.
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6inancial information is available on twenty percent of the courses. Funding for each
course ranges from $100 to $300,000; the average.for each course has been ,$19,400.

During the year following the survey (1977-78),- the number -of courses whith the
respondents planned co conduct was isqo. The estimated number of students who Were to
be involved was 1 , . Financial information Was Obtained on twenty-four percenVof
the courses pl ed for that yearjf these courses are representative of the 400 courses
planned that ear, (he total amount which was to be spent on all the courses planned was
apprOxi'mately $12,690,000. The everage,cost of each cottrse planned, therefore, would
ha e been $32,000.

/ tIhe states in whioh the largest number, of interctiltural courses hitfe been taught are
Califortia (thirteen percent) and New York (ten percent). The courses have lasted from
tvio days,to one year. The average duration for all the courses has been 3.8 months.

.

The' findings suggest' that intercultural courses tend to be rather experience-based,
perhaps more so than most other courses. fn eightylnine percent of :the intercultural
coufse, for example, lectures were used less than one half of the time. In thirteen percent
'Of the courses there were no lectures St all. .

2

A nuibber of unexpected findings emerge4 from the study. One of the most unexpected .
is the amount of intercultural research w 'eh is being dont. Forty percent Of the.
individuals professionally involved in the fiel arc engaged in intercultural research; fifty
percent of the organizations active .in the field do intercultural research. These
individuals spend pne quarter of their working time -on this rdearch; thOse organizations
devote one quarter of'their intercullural activities tathis ieserc. I n addition, thirty-three
percent of, the organizations responding, or 107 organizations, provide consulting-
services on intercultural research. Both individuals and organizations' stand to benefit
significantly from knowing more about the topics and the quality of the rerarth which is
being done, and-from direct access tothe methods and results of this research. One of the
major recommendations of thettudy, therefore, is that-intercultural research be further
investigated and that the results be widely distributed. Further recdrnmendatiAs and all
of.the significant findings )of the study can be found in the State-cif-the-Art Reports

The overall purpose or this, study has been to determine thc state-of-the-art of a
professional field. In that such a cothprehensive study has neVer been undertaken before,
the design of thfs project may- be suggestive.to the individuals and organizatidns in related
fields concerned about the-current condition and further development of their fields. The
study may, therefore, become a prototype for similar studies in other fields. -

The field of intercultural communication may, 'itself, become a prototype for'other
fields, Increasing numbersof individuals-in other fields are now attempting to introduce
into their fields the perspeetives and methods of difforent disciplines and diverse cultures.
Fuftherniore, detemined efforts are now being made-to create and establish new fields
which are, at the outset, consciously and consistently interdistiplinary and international.
This s,tudy analyzes an intentionally interdisciplinary and intercultural field at thi early
,stage in its development. By assessing such a field, and by deseribing the cooperation of indi-
fiduals who not only have diverse professional backgrounds but Also represent contrasting'
cultdres, the study should be encouraging to those' embarked upon other endeavors
requiring international cooperation;.it may also suggest to them productive strategiei for
achieving conceptu'al and prycedural integriltiott..

'lI8
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, The field oE intereultural' communication deserves careful 'icrutinY, frequent
.:.. periodic studies. of its development. This studylis the first, and can

begome thd ass point against which ttie evolution of intercultural communication on be
,----- mOsured In'tkftiture. is subgequent readings arrtaken, the pattern of dei,clopment of

an ittteraisciplfty," interalturai fieliShduld lsecotne.clear. Knowled0 of such a pattern
.wal not only be revoling CO thetirists apd practitioners in related fieldsk it will, of course,
-.pr5svicle perspective ana. direction to future efforts in this field.. .

NOTES--r ' ''' ...., .... t '
4 I . 1111 '

; GeorgeW: Renwkk is Vice Preiident of 'the Intercultural Network, Inc:, az. A
.. . _ Pirector Of.S0ecial Projdr.ts.,?The SYSTRAN6?poration. T

. . 1 ..:'' % ' . . .. ..
, ..

. iTwo of the 'peoPie centi;lly involved in the- wliole project have een David S.
,

- Hoopes and TOby'S...F(ank of -thOlnlikrcultural Neiwork, Inc:
, .

2The names.of the membeni of the ihree Advis'orje Councils 'are:
' -41
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James M. Becker .

Indiana Univ.
John Conilon
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Larry Condon.
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Henry Ferguson
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Seymour Fersh
Fairleigh Dickinson Univ.

Stephen Guild
- Univ. of 'Massachusetts.
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LA. Unified School Dist.
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Arisona State Univ.
Jaek Matthews

Univ. of Pittsburgh
Michael H. Prosser

Unfr: of Virginia
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Thom!' C. Dowd
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Roger Nicholson .
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REVIEW'OF RECENT LITERATURE

I .

BROADCASTING IN THE THIRb WORLD: PROMISE ANI5RFORMANCE.
By Elihu Itatz end peage Wedell. Cambridge: Harvard University press, 1977,
pp. xvi + 345, 15.001. ,

I. 11.

This folume is an evaluation of radio and television broadcasting in eleven developing
nations. The volume grew out' of colhthoration Petween the Deplikknent of Adult Mu-
cation at the University of Manchester and the Communication Institute of the Hebrew
Univevity of Jerusalem: Funding was (provided bY the Ford Founilation: The elefren
nations examined were Algeria, Brazil, Cyprus, Indonesia, Iran,bNigeria, Peru, Senegal,

. . Singapore, Tanzania and Thailand. A case study of each was conducted in l973,75
during ashort visit by the authors; personal interVievh were obtained with broadcasting,
officials and others, available data and literature about broadcasting were secured, and
the broadcasting systems were observed. Questionnaire data ab6ut broadcasting were
also obtained from g larger sample of developing natiShs, to complement the elevep ease
studies. 4.

The resulting book is interesting reading, filled with insightful examples and Maitre-
tions documenting the general ilisappointment with.bfoadcasting's performance. High
hopes were held for radio and television broadcasting when these systems were intro-
ddced in Latin America, Africa, apd Asia. Today the picture of television that emerges
is one of a very high-cost system laimed mainlY at anrban-elite aadience in ft nation's
capital city, featuring such imported programming eas "Kojak" and "I Love Lucy," tvith
little room for programs featuring the inherited cultural values of the society. Radio
reaches.rnqpt of the nation, but it coneributes little more than television to national inte-
gration, divelopment, or inherited cultural values. Why is tiroadcasting such a dis-
appoiviment? Katz and Wedeil suggest this is owing t15: (1) too-close copying of the
British, Amrrican, and French. models of bfoadcasting which were transferred rto
developing nations (for example, all net4seasts sound* about the,ee wilrldwide;es'a
rapid staccato account of unrelated events), (2) the high cost onocal program produc-
tion, especially for television, that forces importation, and (3) the need for advertising
revenues from large audiences. Most developing nations feature sifict government

-control over broadcasting, another, possible reason, Katz and Wedell imply, for poor
performance.

a

This book represents a departure from the predominant mode of audience effects-
oriented communication Tesearch of the. past, focusing instead on hoW mass cominuni-.
calion" systems work. Such a ease study Method is advantageous for understanding the'
"whys" of a process, usually without providing quantitive data for generalization of the
pulps. The forte of the case study is to provide insight and understanding; the present
Iflok is an illustration of the benefits ofahis method in skilled hands. Butt one might<,

wonder if eleven nations are too many cases; perhaps five orsix nations, each explored in
twice as much depth, might heve been preferable. It is unfortunate that the authors chose
not to include any of their country case studies (available at cost from The University of
Manct4stei) in the present !look; this reviewer has read several of these studies, and
.believes the inclusion of some would have been a Valuable addition to the book.

.

1 to
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The volume concentrates much m re heavily on television than on radio. Perhaps
Adio should not have been included at all; radio broadcasting systems in thc eleven
nations studied are quite different from their television Counterparts: Instead, Katz-
Wedell might have given more attention to satellite television broadcasting in natrons

such as India, Indonesia, razil, and/ or Iran. Alsv, c Id a theoretical framework have
been developed for .the present investigation?

.

0 Despite thcse several whaCmight-have-been shortcomings, thc preient book is one or"
the most important volumes of rccent ycars about broadcast communication in develop-

) ing nations. It is concise, clear, and ihformative. Undoubtedly it is correct in its conclu-

. sion about the 'wide gap between promise and performance. The authors ,close with a,
chaptcr on alternatives to thc present patterns of broadcasting operations, urging the
managers of broadcasting systems to be morc creative and less accepting of Western.

models.

EVERETE M. RKERs
Sionfora Univeqily

,
3*,

COM MUNICATION.BEIVEEN MAN & DOLPHIN. By John C. Lilly. New York:
Crown Publishers., 1978, pp.,xviii + 269, $I2.95.

Resea4 scientist John Lilly explores a ncw frontier in interculturakommunication
the relationShips bbtween man and thc Cetaceans, the family-that includes dolphins,
porpoiscs and whales. Cannmunielitioniktween Man &,Dolphin istertain to become a
elassic for futurc generations of scholars in interspecies comMunication.

Thc strongest statement in the book is that thc communication barrier between man
and dolphin is about to bc brokcn; that the human, community should pie"Pste itself to
receive, Ovaluate and assimilate thj information to be obtained. Supported by his twenty-
three ycars of research experience, Lilly states his astounding conclusion the belief that

these Cetacea "are more intelligent than any man ot woman." For twenty-nine centuries
mankind has tried to understand the dolphins. Lilly argues that if wt?.devote thc best

intellects to problems of sonic communication (dolphins communicate by complex
underwatei sounds analagous to speech of 'humans, but ten times faster), wc might
expand our horizons "far beyond that envisioned by any other program of !icientifie
research." Wc may learnicftorn the Cetacrans tliemselves of their realitits, their social
competence, their philosophies, their rules tor survival. Thc brain of the Cetactan iS up to

, six timcs larger than the human briiin; critical brain size necessary for language develop-
cd fifteen to thirty mill* years ago. All of this "larger" brain is in the macrobiocornputer
of the silent cortex, that arca devoted to thinking, iinagination, long-term ,goals,
ethics, etc.

.Thc Human/ DoliMin Foundation was established in 1976 at Malibu; California by
Lilly, his wife Toni, and friends Burgeils Mer9dith and Victor Di Suvero. Here scientists
cohducted initial investigations into sonic communication betweenpan and dolphin. In

0
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the "Foreword" to the book, Burgess Meredith presents Lilly's philosophy: "Inthe pro-
- \ince of the mind, what one believes to be true either is-true or becomes tite within cer-

tain limits.-These limits are found to be beliefs to be transcended."

Lilly discusses those sciences and disciplines he deems necessary.for the study and
idvancement of interstlecies conaMunication and includes a Chronological list -of dis-

. coveries about dolphins, a list of organizations interested in Cetacea, an appendix and
illustrations. It is his personal hope that there will be enough informed persons within the
varibus disciplinek to determine the relations among. humans ahd between humans and (
others. fre hoph that such advanees will not be in the service of warfare but will be in the
service of a social evolution. Absorbing, rewarding, challenging and demanding, this
book is very informative a must for readIng. This revieWer became so enthusiastic that *

she rcad all of Lilly's earlier books in sequeue. Watch for his next book!

SHARON WAGNER FAVORITE
Phoenix, Athena

4.

THE CULTURAL DIALOGUE; AN INTkODUCTION TO 1NTERC URAL
COMMUNICATION. By Miclitel H. Prosser7.46stOn: Houghton in CUM any,
1978, pp. xiii + 344, $11.95.

Prosser's book provides ample evidence' of the advances 'and changes in the'. stud
intercultural and international communication during the last.ten to fifteen yeais.. But
also illustrates our 'diltinuing -challenges as we strive to understand human commOnica-
tion in 'general.

Thc book is well writtcn; Prosser's style Takes for easy reading, and the overall organi-
zation of the book is strong. Prosser's.personal concern With tilt importance of tech-
nology and a kind of cultural or social-evolutionism iseeeadily noticeable in his selectiOn
and emphasis on quotations..Asa result, some readers maynot.feel that opposing views
,have bcen adeqnatelywepresented. Howe er, Prosser deals fairly with those authors hc
cites and does so adequately for this intr ductory bopk.

. . 4%

Because of the complexity of the subjcct mattcr, thc term "introductory" prpaably
needs some chirificatiini. fn effect Prosser has provided us with, a basic survey text.'
Whether or not it is as siMple a book as the ierm "introductory" suggests depends on
where thc study of intercultural and iliternational communication Is placed in the cur-
riculum. Students who have bad'. me exposure to psychology, sociology,vommunita-
tion, and possibly even some back nd in anthropology or linguistics should find this
book easy. .Woithout such a bàekgrourI, the material may become overwhelming initste

diversity since Prosoer touches onrnot areas we consider to be important component,
p rts of thc study of intercultural commuitication. One of the strengths of his book is thaf
it equires active ihvOlvement by both Studelirand teacher. A part of a carefullY planned
c urge allowing for thoughtful discussion of varying reactions to the major issufs (for
i stance, the subjectfof cultural -universals), this book serves its a useful introduction.

111
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. Editors and publishers of college textbooks love summarieo at the end of chapters. It

is my feeling that in'this book they are simply a waste of space and that they make no real

contribution. While l'ros:wr does react to a number of issues,-readers would benefit froth

even more personalized reactions or discussions by the author litted on his own insights, s

not merely iiimmarizing qtlotations from well-known authorities.
-7

fhe final_ section of the book also presents some problems. The discussioR of actttal ."---
alcigueSuations involving Japanese and Athericans is interesting, but it is not well'

integrated into the book; certainly this illustrates once more the faCt that subjective
. 1

culture or individual interpretaito of culture has o be*more adequately considered in
this .and most other books on intercultural and in ernational communication. While
Prover touches on the area of subjective culture several chapters, chapter 10, "The
individual Process of Culturp: Subjeptive Culture, '-is disapRointingly brief ana incom-
plete. Human communicati6n requires consideration of a large number of interactive

features and this botik illustrates that fact very well. Prosstr has advanced our approach

to the study of intercultural communication on the introductory level. The author has

also reaffirmed that the study of intercultural and international cOmmunication has to

be an interdisciplinary effort.

FRED li. CASMIR
Pepperdine University

4

THE CULTURAL ENNIRONMENT OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS. By Vern
Terpstra. Cincinnati: South-Western Publishriig Company, 1978, pp, xxiv + 280, $6.95.

. Anthropologist Vern Terpstrit has written this book primarily for students of inter-
national business. Unlike most texts written for business students, this volume focuses on

the cultural environment of ttie business setting ratherthan economic oephysical environ-
..Terpstra repeatedly itren.is that all elements of the business environment are

inierrelated and ipterdependent; that whateyer the country, whatever the context, it is

esSential to understand and learn to work within the framework of thp culture in which

the multi-national organization is located.

Although this text was written primarily for business students, it contains several

therms central to the education of any scholar or student of international or iptercultural
-relations. The most important themes revolve around the relationship between the

sojourner (in this case the multinational manager or professiohal), his/ her organization,

and the cultur n ich he/ she is placed. One major theme is the relationship between

a culture and ts eco y. Another principal theme, more specific in nature, is that of
cultural heterogeneity a d its implications for international business. A third notjor
theme, that which con& nts the reader on the 'most personal level, centers around the

multinational professio al as a cultural change agent vind the concepts of innovation

-vs. conformity.

\ 1 he book is divided into an, introduction and eight chapters, complete with review

tions, chapter conclusions and a wealth of bibliographic information. A basic dis-

-/ 4 1 3
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cussion of the cultural environnient" its nature, itsAelationship to thoimultinational
prganization and the problems experienced therein s provided in the introduction.
Terpstra also disousifes five element&of the yOural environment which can hinder or
prevent the development of 'good .interdaUftural. relations: (I) cultural variability, (2)
cultural complexitit, (3) cultural hostility, (4) cultural heterogeneity and (5) cultural inter-
dependence. Alto includecyin the introduction is a discussion of high-and low context

a cultures. -$\
The"fopllowing chap rs discuss the composition of the gulturalienvironment of 'inter-

national business. Eh chapter is dedicated 'to one asifect of the toial composition:
language, reli'gion, hies and attitudes, law, education, politics, technology and material
culture and social qrganization. Although each chapter focuses on a different aspect of
culture, Terpstra. li,nd his contributors continually emphasize the interrelatedness and
interdependence ( all elements. Each chapter provides readers with. an interesting and
erilightening balince of culture-general and culture-specific concepts and theories. Also
included are specific examples, sets of guidelines which help the reader to identify and-
understand the Cultural differenées.,.pbtential problems,that can arise due to these differ-

485,

API
ences, and possible solutions to these problems should they arise'. Terpstra took a refresh-
ingly interdisciplinary ipproach to include data from anthromlogy, sociofogY, tech-
nology, language and linguistics, psychology, economics, business management, educa-
tion and theology; he also suggests several methods by whi kitudents of 'nternational%
business and intercultural lelations coukl conduct their cn research.

es'

!

e:

There are many strengths and few weaknesses in The Cultu Environment of Inter:.
national Business.' The. author undertook a monumental task incorporate the sm. I
sciences into the study of international business. But a more thorough and specific dis
cussion of interculturn) communication could have been included in the chapter dealing
with language. Also, a discussion bf perception was absent from the text. Although this

book is not specifically deyoted to the discussion and development of interCultural apd
international COmmunication, it add esses most of the elements in a culture. This
examination of culture as it relates to he international business environment makes it

distinct from all others, and provides,a4 excellent foundation to develop a greater under-
standing oi intercultural communicat n. It alsoserves as a valuable resource to all who
with to learn morc about the applicaticai Of intercultural communication concepts to
specific contexts and situations.

,
, ROBIN SAs.Em

Arizona State University
4

INTERCULTURAL AND INTERNATIONAL COMMLNICATION. By l'red L.
Casmir (Ed.). Washington: University Press of America, 1978, pp. iii + 81,4, $21.50.

An adequate description of Casmir's edition would best.begin by telling what is.snot

found in-the work. Most of the essays are not reprints from other editions. Theytire not
based totally upoti etripirieal m'odes of demonstration. They give relatively little linen-.

Lion-tO mass copirtiunications media, expressing a preference for person-to-personinter-
.

11 4
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action. Missing also are 'the plietitudes that mar other treatments of intercultural
communication and that disciplinary defensiv'enesS whiL denies a rounded insight into
interculWfal events.. M issing also is the stream-of-consciousness string-of-episodes style
concerning all author's recent trip somewheret In its placeis a deep but readable collec-
tign of learned speculation on methods, forms, and probable outcomes of intercultural
transactions. ,

Casmir takes an anti-empirical position, at least for the present sta4 of infancy of
intercultural inquiry. He finds empirical inquiry to be narrowing. It is better suited to
lend, finesse Ind precision to an established area of study than to pioneering an area.
Since result§ are reflections of their methods, a variety of mothods is expected to yield
a spread of results that can withstand comparison. Intercultural transaction ireares an
"alternative realm" which passu6 too quickly and is too unique for ready quantification.
Casmir's hurkanigt/ transactionist perspective is predioated upon the view of humans as
constituting an ofien system." Consequently, te who restricts ort\imits human choices or
alternatives for transaction is judged to be unethical and unwisel tasinir opts neither for
an .cmic approach to interaction (ori one's own terms).or an etie one (structured in the
terms of others). He seems to point the.way for a middle approach. -

/.
Casmir consciously cho'aes to emphasiie what ought to- he over what is. To this

reader, however, the need to understand continuities -and regularities (i.e., patterns) is
equally evident. Constructs, "equivalence," and "mechnica I mode" should begenerated
as 'a product of "innate, creative, generative mechanisms." But atil these mechanisms ,

are mere fully understood, who will begrudge the researcher his or her "as if' construct,
so long as kis not reified to resist reassessment in light of new knowledge?.Mental set,

. .
expectation, cultural predisposition and predilection, stereotype, perceptualf iltering and
completion; and other "fixed" features dot the landscape of the human mind, and Cannot
be exorcised by asking that an intercultural transaction "make sense" as though it were
completely fresh and naive. With these reservations, the Ostnir collection may be;
examined for 'its particular essicys.

Geuber and Hepworth offer excellent methodological essays. Criteria for the admis-
sibility of evidence about language, and speculation on the' need for pre-empirical inves-
tigation in intercultural communication are argued very well indeed. IronicallY the Lar-
son article, in the same unit, builds-upon empirical .knvestigation to show the relevance
of differentiatioh theory for intercultural communication. Besides the itarms/ Richstlid
and the Grunig essays, strong analyses ths..it could be better considered in the international
unit, the remaining articles are of little interest to the. interculturalist.

In the "Intercultural CoMmunication" unit,Stewart's'outline appears toshave grown in
depth and breadth of insight over the years. It rcmaim of value to those who want an
-overview of many disciPlinary approa6hes to the intercultural field of stmly.. The
Yamauchi study onaging and the Kraft eSsay 8n worldview are strong essays, along with
research ideas from Condon and a characteristicall9.thorough analysis by (ilenn..The
jointl5, a,uthored Loomis/ Epstein and Chishohn/ von Ekartsberg articles added 'little
of note:

The "International Communication" sectiem is not really distinct Crom earlier uniti. Its
reference to internatipnal organization and diploniatic commnMcation tends to gravi-

24..
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te towards the discussion of informal c9nversation in lobbies and galleries. Mass media
specialists would find only thp Harms/ Richstad, Grupig, Lent, Hanley, and AltsChull .

essjtys of immediate interest. Thc second Pierce article is strong and usefulNs is the
M ee piece on communication in international organizations.. Besides a Dupree article
on ltural exchange, the balance of the collection disousses the stite of the art or promi-
nent theories in specific apical areas. Tberism, little discussed, c5Uld havereceived more
attention.

The collection t.iggests many lines of inquiry for future research. It treats a number of
'topics systematically and in great depth,Thebeginning graduate student would rightly, be 4'
%impressed by these fads, by the excellent bibliogoaphies with indiV.idual atticles, and viith
the collection as a whole. Ile flaws of the work unevenness in quality and in adipta-
tion-to the intercultural theme, typographical errors, diffuseness of coverage, a difficult-
to-pin-down view of methodology, and ,sketchiness about the.nature of an "alternative
system" for intercultural transactants do, not detract from 'the edition's many
strengths. The.work tlegerves a wide readN

.

and a patient one. .

4,

WILLIAM J. STARWI'A
Howitrd Universi6

MASS MEDIA POLICIES IN NGINQ CuLTURES. By George Gerbner (Ed.).
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 977, pp. x + 291, $19.50.

In this book Gerbner aisemoles twent -three essays, most original to this vOlutne, by

a group of American and foreign writers distinguished in the area of international come
munication. The book %tressei international .trends; new directions, and developments
in trends and research,. In Part 1, as in other parts of the book, the heavy American impact
on media throughout the world is evident Beginning with the initial essay by Jeremy
Tunstall, "The American Role in Worldwide Mass Communication," various aspects of
the media are stressed as they fit into the international arena. While there are essays on/
global whoiesale news sellers, film, television and satellite communication, and essays.on
trends in Lalin America, the Middle East and tropical Africa, no broad treatment is
offered in this Section on media in Asia or, for that =tar, thp sodalist societieS. Surpris
ingly, there is no essay in the entire volume dealing with media dpvetopment in tthe
People4s Republic of China. These limitations are compensated somewhat throngh the
inclusion of Jorge Werthein's essay on educational television in "Cub'a in Part 11 ind
Tamas Szecsko's "the Development of a Socialist Communication Theo4" in Part I11.
Concluding Part 1 is Herbert Schiller's provocative essay about the free flow of infornia-
tion, a subject whith has received much attention in other academic -treatments of the
media and a topic" which has come under increasingly sharp criticism among member ,

nations of UNESCO.

The emphasis in Part 11 is on c .e studies involving individual nations and societie4
with eniphasis upon developing soci ties such as Cuba, Peru, India, Malaysia, Thailand,
Nigeria: and South Africa, The South African essay by Randall Harrison and Paul
Ekman is especially interesting since that country is one of the last major Western-
oriented nationg to dei/elop a national television; this Wis due in part to fear of contam-
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jnation from Anierican and British shows, which tend to.be the major foreign'inputs into
'most national televiiions where production resources are icarce. The esiay on Thailand: : .-

, , by Diana 'Lancaster provides a very interesting conttrast hetween tralitional enlertain-
Ment media (such as fairs includin&competing bands, films, boxing, drama, and dancing)

. . .4
and the gradual intrOduction df more contemporary Media. - a

e.
#

.. Intrllucing Part III is a version of Gerbner's earlier essay on comparative cultural. ,.
%indicators which also appea5ed in Commuutcations Technology and .ocial Policy. He
introducesItie concept .of menage systernysis, which is'thf basis for several of the
other essays in,this sectioh. Alex Edelstein's "New VariabkeS for Crop-Cultural Study"
also provides a useful methodology for considering coMparative studies of international

. media. 'Irving Lew& Allen's locial Integratiott is an Otanizing Principle and Michael
Gurevitch and.lay G. linrar's "Mass Media and Political Inqitutions: The'Systems,

,...-------- Apprkiach" also areve useful inodeveloping new methological perspectives,: By and
large, Part lIrcOmpletes a useful addition to the book's emphasis on media and change.

MICHAEL H: PROSSER

University of Virginia

,. , .
i . . .. i,-.

,MASS-MEDIATED CULTURE. By Michael R. Real. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-
Hall, InC., 1977, pp: xii + 289, $8.95. v. .s .

Mass-Mediated Culture introduces the novice to mass-mediated culture wHile provid- .

ing the more advanced student and professional with Valuable infoonatioh and six case .
studies to pand iniiividual perspectives. The rntroduction alid final chapter are offered&

as "holistic erviews" which emphasize various intellectual approaches to contemporary .

mass-mediated cultures, the internal structures of such cultures, and alternatives. The
remaining six chapters present five case studies which examine major areas affected by .

and inter-related with mass-mediated bultUre (education, sports health, politics and
religion), and one case study of a culture which is not masi-mediated. Through examin-
ing a cultural structure which is not mass-media oriented, many precepts and concepts
are more clearly identified and examined. ,..'

,. . .
In the introduction, "Daily firead add Burnt Toast," Real piovides an overview of

mass-mediated c 'Iture as those who "share a specific focus. They tOncern culture in the
form of widespr ad symbols, rhythmi:beliefs, and practicp available throughmedia ...
that transmit i a mak manner from a sih&le lource to many anonymous receivers."

-Media in this 91ontcx t includes television, radio-Al film as well as records, boOks, period-
icalg and all o her forms of comYnunication which affect mass audiences:Current expres- -
sions of mas mediated culture come primarilyfrom the United Stites, Canaaa, Western
Europe and Japan, but are available also through most urban centers and from many
Third World countries. .

With the advent in recent years of mass-mediated cultur'e'come many questions with
which analysts of media, in the United States *e familiar: how Much of contemporary
mass-mediated culture is 'beneficial forindividuals'and for the social system? Pow much

,V;
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is detrimental to cultural values? How does introduction of media from another country
4 affect the cultureof the recipient nation? What Priorities disefrom the mass-cdttscious-

iness mlustry which programs media, and the ecosystem that results from it?

4,

The chapters may be read in whatever order the reader prefers for, "as in a Mosaic, Ste
interconnections between the case studies are complex and multi-directional" rather than
"simple, linear, andsquential." The subjeets are ethnographic in the attempt to provide
clear, descriptive records of selected cases; but each case is designed to go beyond et hnog-
raphy to critical analysikof mass-mediated cultural expressions. Each of.fht five case
studies reflects ale whole of mass-mediated culture, but eachexemplifiesi spie lc theme
or concept. The sixth and outside "control" case study of the Aymara Indian 's offered as
a contrasting exaMple of popular cultureihat is not mass-mediated, Western, literate or
Capitalist.

1., A
Chapter Two, "The Disney Universe: Mocality Play," examines subjective perceptions

'in comparing criticiims of Disney with impressions and influwces of 200 respondents
who collectively spent 6,500 hours in Disneyland. Chapter Three, "The Super Bowl:
MythieSpectacle," explores why that specific athletic event is the most lucrative annual
media event in America. Chaineaouf, "Marcus Welgiapd the Medical Genre," reviews
the inaccurate and miileading fictional portrayal of health care as well as the absehce of

messages from mass media. Chapter Five, "CRP Media Campaigning All the
. President's Ad Men," uses the last Nixon presidential campaign to illustrate how media
' strategies use popular culture and advertising techniques to persuade voters through

propagandizing -rather than through informing. Chapter Six, "Billy Graham: Mask
Medium," studies a typical tlly Graham telecast to identify fundamentals of his specific-
ally-American go4pel. Chapter SeVen, "An Indian Fiesta in the Andes," offers a cOntrast
to mass-mediated cultures. This chapter examines a popular festival celebfated
cendants of Incas near Like Titicaka in the Andes, Current edueation of these people'"'
raises the question of the fate andyontributioni of non-Western, nOnaligned peoples with-
the expansion of American-dommated masslmediated culture. A Selected Bibliography
of Cited.BOoks and, Iddex conclude the volume, providk sources for further reading.

'

Each chapter aims for'a blend of licaaemic thoioughness and general public relevance.
While thjupproach Might offend some "purists," it is an extremely practical and effec- .
.tive,.approach. in fact, this is peptaps the most significant aspect of the work its prac-
ticality! As Real points out, later people today receive their cultural roles and %%aloes
from classical models but rather from popular figures'f, actors, newsmen, pOpular
musicians, sports aNd entertaintnent celebrities. Miss-nitdiated cultureois popular cul-
Jure in that,. people thrOughout the world are generally familiar with many Popular +
figures. Yet despite the popularity of major world events and the effect they have upon
large segnints of theworld's population, relatively little objectivi and comprehensive
data has been obtained about the effects of contemporary mass-mediated culture upon
all of us. The reason for this dearth of systematized examination and analisis needs closer,
cOnsideration, suggests Real. While most man-mediated cultural considerations fall
vithin one or more acadennc1areas, they are simultaneously of great public interest in
policy,making and personal life. Thus many who research and write about popular cul-
ture and mass media are defensive of their subjeci matter and May exhibit "a confustd
love-hate feeling *out it: Thcy liked the Beetles, but not too much." The solution, he
suggests, is to devIgop a multidisciplinary-approach tO deal with such interrelated con-
cepts as'cotnmunication, system, structure; institutions and power.

o'
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This belief should find much ageement among intercultural expertS, many of whom
.occasionaHy or. habitually find their. academicAgerests not clearly defined as "releitint".
pr. "central" to their own-discipline, 'and from communication pnifessionals who still
eiperience occasional difficulty in ekplaining the scope of their discipline to others. It is
probably outsicre the scope of any one volume to tievelop a comprehensive overview
of masS-mediated culture for universal utilization; but eal's book provides an excellent
introduction in examining sp-ecific cases which'illusa*e the importance of conducting
such an examination, while retaining academic respectability. As such, it merits not only
examinatIon:hut reflection from piolessional in. intercultural pursuits.'

WILLARD A. UNbElfWCroD
` Arizona Stale University

: / , ..
. .
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OVERVIEW OF INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION, TRAINING ..4ND
SEARCH: VOLUME TliEORY. By David S. Hoopes, Paul B. Pedersen and
George W. Renwick (Ed1:).:Washington: Society for Intercultural Education, Train-

4,

ing and Research, 1977, pp, iv + 152, .$5.50:-

Because the writing of a book review represents such a thankless task, and because
most reviewers feel uncomfortable evaluating theeffort of their peers, vademicjans-
have-developed a series of clever devices to soften the trauma. Mainly,they have culti-
vated a set of ritualistic stereotyped models that are easy to follow. However, when the
volume being reviewed does not fit the model, as is the case with Overview of Intercultural
Education, Training and Research, discomfort becomes the companion of frustration.
Let- nie explain. Thc volume being reviewed is not an original textbook. It is not an
anthology in the traditional. sense of the word. It isn't even a book! It isa c011ection of ten .

-.original essays on intercultural communication. What is unique aboin the collection is ;-

that it is an outgrowth of th$1977 conference of the Society for Intercultufal Education, `>.
Training and Research. That conference ad a State-of-the-Art Study for its general
theme. It was the intent of that meeting to conduct an inventory of the current statusof'
the field, to report on what'we now know about intercultural conimunication and what
we need to know. Thicirst volume on theory is One of three State-of-the-Art summaries
generated by th.ose discussions. (Volume II detils. with Training and Mucation while
Volume III exatines-Special Research Areas.)

A State-of-the-Art project is a difficult undertaking fora variety of reason. tn the best
of circumstance's it is both arduods an& presumptuous to tr.y to describe and abstract an
entire academie disciPline. When the area in question is 1..mnew andas ubiquitous as
intercultural communication; the butden is cOmpounded. It would indeed tic a plcistint
beginning to4is review if I could offer the.observation that all the problems were sur-
mounted and the results were flawless. However, this is not the ease. Therefore, let us
begin with those flaws and then speak to the book's successes.

-Perhaps the most concise cataloging of the volume's shortcomings is found in the, ,

'preface. The editors note:
.
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'There are gaps, major gaps. There is no full detailed piece on communication,
several of the authors were not able to produce final overviews as' requssted,
some went off on tangents, a nunfber developed formats of their own. There is
too little on domestic intercultural issues. There is someuneven writing. There
are important aspects of the field falling within Some of the subject areas which
are wholly ignored.

. . . . .
, .

I would suggett tnat, in -general terms, the editors av correct in their assessment.
Mainly the problem is one of omission, an undallstandable dilemma of what to include
and what to exclude. However:I find it soniewhat ironical that my major criticism of the
work is.not with the ten contributors, but rather with the ame editors who offered the
evaluation of their own Project. I believe thatAthetWerall effectiveness of the collection
was rrnished by the fact that tV editors failed to meet their dutiei and responsibilities.
First, it appears 'that the editors served only as a clearinghouse for the ten essays. One.
reads the c011ection and can't help but ask if thesditors did anything more than gather the
papers. They failed to write any significant introduction to the entire project. A capstone
piece, Afritten by the editors, would' have'been very helpful in that it could have set forth
the goals of the project as well as advancing the main theme of the volume. We need to
know what key threads are woven in and out,Of every chapter. The readcr is left with the
feeling that the selections are only tangentially related. The overall Perspective is never

- Tully explained and/or developed in any detail. For instance, a reader might haVe some
difficulty in deciding on the relationship existing b ween Juris G. Draguns piece on
mental health and\Robert J. Di Pietro's essay on lan uage. `The connection should be
made by the, editors it was not.

Even with the weaknesses disCussed in the preface, and those mentioned above', the
volume still makes axontribution to the field of intercultural communiealion. The suc-
cesses of Overview of Intercultural Education, riainingand Research aretwo-fold. First,
the c011ection does an excellent job of bringing together, in one place, someof the major
ideas currently being explored by students of intercultural communication. Second, the
boolc profits frtmp the ten scholars who contributed manuscripts. Space constraints do
not allow a detailed descriptiOn and evaluation of all ten selections. However, even a byef k.k

44.

I

1'

listing of authors and topics will indicate the high eliber of the individuals who had a
part in this project.

40P-
. . .. .

The first selection by Alfred Smith "is a 'product of a Iwo-and-a7half hour dis-
cuss'ion by twenty five participants." It reviews the history, clients, assuMptions, ideas,
methods?: resources and future direction of intercultural communication/ After this
rather general selection we are treated to nine good, yet limited, discussiots on values
and beliefs (Strodtbeek), perceptual process in interaction (Brewer), perception in
international affairs (Singer), adaptation in new cultures (Klein), .mental 'health
(Draguns), confliet ( Kam). language (Di Pietro), cross,cultural effectiveness (Ruben;
Alsking and Kealey), and research on cross- ural interaction (Brislin and Charles).
Each of these,authors, in one format or anot r, tells about the current research and
literature in thcir particular area while also disclis 'Mg future needs and unanswered ques-
tions. In addition, each selection ends with a listing of references and materials on that

i
specialized topic.

:._,

,AlthoUgh I have already alluded to the unevenness of 'some of the offerings, many of
them are quite complete. Two. in particular are worth noting. Strodtbeck discusses a

s.-

a
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number of major value peispectives that the student of intercultural compunicatiO will
find very 'useful. Drawing heavily on the wory of Talcott.,Parsons, he looks first at the
.social system approach to valuescand ¢eliefs, thes *,a. value orientation mUel and
finally, citing much of Osgood's research, a cogfiitive (psychological)" perspective
second helpful essay is the oncOn.research by Brislin and Charles. This manuscript dis-,
cusses research history, major concepts, dmpirical studies, research methods and recom-
mendations for the future.' It also offers the reader ri.,ve7 coriqflete listing of journals.,

st. organizations and. resouices in intercultural communication. In addition, the authors
include an excellent annotated. bibliogrrkphy. .

As a statement or affirmation regardingthe. state of intercultural 'communication, this..
first vOlume is something of a disappointment. We are much morithan what is Ammar-.
ized in this ccallection. k,Whr2ptere is good, and it is pleasant to see SIEWAR movev ay
from}ts Obsession with trarrOng; however, the editors should have taken'timeto di uss

their omissions as,wMas their inphtsions. I believe that a more appropr)ate.title.might
have been "A Pahial State-of-the-Art Project." .

a

.. a

LARRY. AfSA4WAlt
San Diego State University

,

OVERVIEW OF lIttTR.CULTURAI, EDUCATION, TRAINING AND RE-
', SEARCH: VOLUME II: EDUCATION AND TRAINING. By David S. Mopes,

Paul B: Pedersen and George W. Renwick (Eds.): Washington: Society for Inter-
cultural Education, Training and Research, 1978, pp. 147, $4.95.

L

A
The parent study from which this volume derives,was sponsored:by a variety of govern-

medal and private institutions 'to explore the state of intercultural education, training
and research activities: It .is a %much needed effort which .seeks.to pull together many

tdiverse e r deavois into an approximation of a comprehensive'whole. Given the present

. state of d versity in directions, vocabularies and disciplinesinvolved, an accurate "over-
.

''.'. view" will quite correctly indicate a fragmented picture.4rIs however, an important step
toward greater cross-4tilization among those involved in these areas arid will bring
greater coherence to.the field. This volume, Edueatiosn and Tr ning, the second in this

a series (Vaiume I: Theory word Volume III: Special Research Are , exemplifies both the

problems and aspirations Cxpressed above., 1

The Stirvey has good breadth in covering ditfering types of intercultural training melts

. . and approaches of a variety of organizations. There are examplei.in education (higher;
secondary'and elementary school levels andleachcir training), in less formal educational

( areas (as in -orientation of US students going abroad), in government (foreign service,

. - military and Peace Corps) .and in the private sector (missions, business and industry).
, Both academicians and practitioners will find.fodder here but probably will wish there

were more of it. .

The person tcaphing for specific direction ih putting together programs will be only
partially satisfie& Some of the articles have been specific to the point of appendicizing
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syllabus outlines (e.g. LeviS) hut most concentrate on a mord genera4ize0 'critique of the
, .

..work in their area of the lielà. Such program developers, however, will find many useful
insights and bipliographies (sortie annotated) and lists of films, materials and resources
of considerable value. The articles reference and put into historical perspective much of
the research in a Rumba of disciplines that bear On cross-cultural education andtraining.
More impoitantly, they point up the lack of research baie for much of the training that is ,

going on and call forgreater intrchange among scholars and practitioners. Thirre are

,
many activities and assumptions described that should be tested and problems identified

, ..L, requiring further,exploration. .
. . %\ ti,

The introductory Chapter (Barna aneklain) brings into focus some
d
of the controversy ,

over the nature of Cross,-cUltural inttraction and the spectrum of approaches to its un4er-
tttig. Teaching methodology is discussed 'with particular reference to.college level

cours s'.. Becker's article stresses .the weaknesses and rtlfnocentricity of the- limited
attention given crosS.-cultural education 'at secondary and eleMentary .school levels.
'Earlier attempts to, bring "international understanding" into the classtholn are alsO .i y

tre : teviewed: Mayesouggests several elenients needed in teacher training W. crosstcultural
...

effectiveness and questions the balance oFiltese elements in pres'ent programs. He is_
particularly concerned with the lack 'of training in corning to know one's oyvn culture. ..

.* Batchelder provides an historictil view of thp Orientation students have received inprA!-

,.parliqg Tor effective! functioning abroa'd. Included are many-specific and practical.sugges-,:
tions suck as. involving .students in systems of self-orientatipii. . ,.,

*;" . .

A review of some, of-the' research literature relevant to vari6us types. of training ail.-

. maches is provided in Myles eft*: HC.stresses the tenuouslink.. betweentheory and
.prattice. He also laments, as do many,*the.minimal amount of evaluation that isdone. In
his discussion of training in sovernment organizations. Downs smpports Hayle'S con-

cern about tat.iry and practice relationships.. He suspects ,t hat preoccupation with train,,
ing method logy, may often be a defense for a limited theoretical base.and that goals maY

be selected t fit the training method instead of the other way around.

t he Peace CorpS has been the mostevtAsive practical laboratory in the histOry of
crosscultural training. Chaffee leads usthrough the tortnous,and 'changing course of

approach to cross-cultural preparation in this organization. Studies are discussed in a ,

detail that provides insights into praCtiCal vonsiderations of training development th,aV
one does not often get from more academic evaluative,approaches.flt would be tistfUl to

have a similar exposition on the cross-cultural training experience of national volunteer

organizations of. :other COuntries (e.g., the German DED, the Canidiap University'
Service Overseas arid the Japanese Overseas Cooperation,Volunteers)..;

Dowd follows the evolution of cross cultural training o f missionariel from tin emphasis

ow preparation of Ihe message to preparati of the messenger, A point of very wide
applicability is his discussion of the tendenc o rganizations to assume that, once their
man is in the field there is no longer any nee orcrosscuIturai training. I4ghu ath

describes a set of organizational development stages through which'iirnatitAaf corpora,
tiorp with international operations may move to become a truly tdinStititional entity. For
ea& ofthesd stages he sees the organization's personnel as having diftirgin functions and
needs and requiring scimewhal different cross:cultural skills and trainMg.

, 41.

,
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All of these artitles are very,interesting and provide a:great deal of' useful inf4rmation
including bibliographies and lists of materral and organizational resources. Though theyt
represeni the spect'rum of educational,.governthental .and private ttaining efforts, the
reader will probably wish that each aiWi had been eXplored morelhoroughb?. Some
unifying and analytical comment from the editors of .the OvervieW s'tudy and .mcire

-articles would have been welcotne. For the ambitious nature,of thtundertaking, this shm
volume seems not quite ,stifficient,

,
0,..

. itoBF.RT C.:MORRO
I'Miciugan-Sffile Unimemy,11

OVERVIEW OF IINTERCULTURAL EDUCATION, TRAINING AN.D RE-
\ SEARCH: VOLUME III: 'SPECIAL RtSEAFCCH AREAS. By David S. Hoopes,

Paul B.,Pedersen Ad Gorgc W., Renwick (Eds.). -Washington: SocietY for Inter-
cultural Education, Training. and Research, 1978, pp. iii + 147, $4.95. .

11.
....

4.

This volitime consists of nine'artielesOn selected, special areas of intercultural alma--
, . ,tion, training and research. Like Volume I (Theory) and VOlume li *(Eca'ication and

-

iTraining), this volume is based on the Sta -of-the-Art Study and the 1977 annual
conference of the Society flizr Intercultural E cation, Training artd Research (S1,ETA R),

kMost ot the articles in this volume present a state-of:The-art analysis of the area examined.
Each analysistpresents a brief history of the development of the area, clients or persons -

relevant to the area, underlying assumption's and eheories, maiA approaches and methods
, 7:nsid, major issues,and problems i vOlved, directions for future et search, and the most i

'... important resources available for eople working in the area..Let.us examine each article
.,segaratdly. , ,, 4 *

4
4

The first article deals with e aluation of intiefuftural 'courses and prOgiains. In this
irticle, Albert Wight and Neil Boyle have presehted a very thorougdiscussion,of the
hjstory, theories, methods; probidms, reseatch needs, and resources of intercultural

"evaluation. This is one of the most useful articles in the area of intercultural evaluation.
1

.") '
.. In the second article, Ruth Hill Useem presents a brief historical development of the

"new cultureS" and the major issues and problems involved in "building new cultUres"
' arbilhd the world. AcCording to Useem, "new cultures are continuously being crated b),

humans as they surnmariZe their extierienees: bring,soterioutof chaos:and develop new
moral orders out of the happenings of everfda9 life as thcy interact with formerly
unknown, or unrecognized people of other cultural heritages." These new culture's az
also called "third" c:ultures. In this relatively short article, the author presents many intat
esting. ideas for discussion, rereareh and action concerning new cultures.

4. ,

6644 w4* e
.. The third WKtick, omen, ultur,c\and ornmunication," presents several ideas
concerning the intercultural communication among womep, the development of women
within culture; the culture of worned, and the.basic prOcesses ohntercultural communi-

,:: cation relative to the culture of, women, Although most of the ideas are praented in an
,

. 2 3
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.
outline form, the article suggests many itresting questions for, further discussion',
research and actiOn in;this relatively new area of "wbmen, culture, and communication,

0
. !it

In the fourth article, Reginald Smart has summarized the present "state-of-the-art" of
dealing with the explicitly intercultwal aspects of foreign student affairs. According to

. the author, "it is the ffrst time that anyone has attempted the near-impossible task of pro-
ducing a synoptic view ofyhat we khiw mild do, and what,we need to know and do if we
are to optimize, the intercultural value of student exchange." Like her articles in this
volume, most of thc ideas are presented in an outline form. The aft icl very comprehen-
sivot in coveripg various intercultural dimensions of foreign student ffairs.

, .
,

The next two articles deal with the area .orforeign.Ianguage inslruction. Iris G. Gon-
4lez, inr her article entitled "Culture Teaching and Second Language Instruction," pre-'
Ants sevcral.useful idea's concerning the teaching of culture to Students ot'a sccond langu-
age. This article is quite systerhatic and comprehensive in outlining various dimensions of

,

culture teaching along with second language,instruction. in the next article, H. Ned
Seelye has summarized six publications relevant to foreign language teachers interested
in the, study and teaching of "the cultural context of intercultural cominunication." As
the author states, the paper is limited to chronologically "summarizing 'the suAnaries'
of the six sources that constitute the best introduction to the field. This article is a useful

.. .

supplement to the preceding article. These two articles, used as a unit, provide many,
useful i'dcas and resources for persons interested in incorporatiitg cultural dimensions
,into the foreign language instruction, /

,.

.. <., ....._

The next article provides an overview of the newly defined.field of intercultUral writing.
According to V. Lynn Tyler, the author of this firticl6, the field Of intercultural writing
encompasses all forms of translation (written, edited) and Interpretation (oral transla-
,tion) and any other form of cross-cultural transfer of "in7pript" messages. Thc article
provides a systematic and useful discusSion.of history, clients, fundamental assumptions,
boncepts and theories, alternative methods, bask resources, and steps necessary to the
development of relevant theories and practices of intercultural writing. .,

In the next.article, Joseph E. Trimble presents a brief discussion of the issues of forced
relocation and migration of cultural \groups. The article presents a number of brief
scenarios that.merit serious consideration, particUlarly as they relate to the deplorable
consequences to.. groups fprced to Moye because of overriding interests of dominant.
institutions. Although thhirticle does not deal with intercultural communication aspects
of forced migration, itse ryes a useftil purpose of bringing this relatively neglected area to
the attention of intercultural communication scholars.

The last article in this Volume deals with thc effects of the modernization of traOitional
cultures tón the individual. The, article presents a very useful review of cUrrent issues in
modernization research,,conceiflual models toliccoynt for Atte effects of Modernization
on.the individual, the measurement of modernization and modernism, research strategies
for invdstigating modernization effects, the psychological and behavior sonseq uences of
modernization, and recommendatiuns for future research. It is One of the most,comnpre-
hensive oveMews in thii volume.

s,

a

Overall, the, volutne is t significant contribution to our knowledge of intercultural

i 4
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educition, training, and reiearch. It provides systematic am/comprehensive overviews of
the eight selected areas of intercultural work. The diverse naturc of thiareas included
reflects the richness and multidimensional nature &the intercultural field, but represents
only a small sample of the very large number of "special area?' within t4 broad field of`
intercultural educatiOn, training and research. In this sense, this volpme should not be
viewed as an all-encomAssing or exhaustive overview of all the special' areas of inter-,
cultural work.

This volume shouW be quite useful for individuals interested it( or enteking a particular
special arca (includea in this publication), thereforeineeding a cdricise overview of the
area. Most overviews 4re good startinkpoints- for such persons. Individuals already
warking in a given area would alsofind this volume useful for assessing the current status

. of the area, for identifying research needs, and for pursuing further research, discussion,
and action.

NENti C. JAIN
Arizona Stale University

RADIO FOR EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT. By Dean T. amison and Emile
G. McAnagy. Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1978, pp. 224, Hardcover $15.95, soft-
bound $7.0.

Radio for,Edlication and Development satisfies a current need of practitio9erS, policy
makers and researchers concerned with the role of mass media ifi developme6t. Radio in
particular offers an exclusive possibility for tbe diffusion of new ideas to .otherwise
isolated pdOUlations, and for the extension of educational services. Thc stated pu/pOse of
the book is "to provide an iknalytical summary of how radib has been and can be used
in efforts to improve the lives of people, especially in lovAncome countries." The objec-
tive appears td have been satisfied by means of a comprehensive reView of literature and
a heuristic classification scheme uhdbr which seVeral case studics arc identified.

The book contains six chapters, references and three apPendices. The introductory
chaptr provides the motivation for thc book anskan Overview of the contents, In this first
chapter, the reader is introduced to a taxonomy of objectives and delivery !nodes of "A
National Communication System." It is argced that the services of national etimmunica-:
tion systems aan be reduced to four' main greas: (1) formal education; (2) develoPMent
communication; (3) interactive communication; and (4) enteitainment: Chapters 2jnd
3 deal with the role of radio in formal education ind development communieition
respectively. Interactive communication is examined briefly with development commun-
ication, and entertainment as a function of radio is ignorid at falling"outsidtthe Scope,.
of this book."

'

,

Chapter 4 discusses the cost of radio in tbree major sec1ions:19 eOl ' elginefttv(2) ' '
methods of cost analysis; and (3) (eximPles of aPplicatiduiof. *methods,- ClIftptct.5. ..
analyzes differenftypes of constraints on implementing radio strategies,,e4.: extefiud.
And internal constraints to the effective i mplementation qf radio strategies.theilixth.and
final, chaptei constitutes the conclusion.and surnm yiKthe bOok. ; --.

..-.

... ..

.. ,f.'4."-...
ii,

.
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Following the core of the text and an extensive reference section are three appendices.
The first appendix lists the titles of the case studies which constitute the maid data base
for the book, including author names and addresses. The second appendix is it listing
of radio transmission and reception facilities of the countries of the world, and the third
is an annotated bibliography of literature on the use of radio for education and develop-
ment.

In providing a critical review of the contents described, the reviewer is constrained
to suggest ways in which the text might be more useful to academicians and practitioners,
acknowledging that it is easier to criticize,than to write a bgk of the magnitude and
scOpe of the work reviewed. In the first place, this text seems to o, Ierlook or de-emphasize
the importance of large-scale radio' projects such as the Basic Rural Education project
in Guatemala, when several evaluative volurnes were already available at thc time the
book was written. The criteria for consideration 'and space allocation to different pro-
jects are not clear,, and one' may question the scope and IneralitY of the conclusions.
Second, the exclusion of the entertainment function of radio in developing settings is
taken for granted too quickly. According a) the stated objective of the book, entertain-
ment can be viewed 41s, a tool for improving the lives of people in low-income countries.
Behavioral, .attitudinal and affective effects of radio entertainment cannot. easily be
ignored when a mat deal of liteinture noW availablft emphasizes`the potential of this type;
of content for modifying the culture and aspirations of peasants. The book also over-'
looks the potential. of entertainment for enhancing educational and developmental
effects, when this type of potential has already been investigated. Third, the political con-
straints enumerated fig the implementation of radio strategies seem naive or at best
unspecified. Politically, radio for developmentseeths to have the potential fAt restructur-
ing the social,system. This restructuring possibility may bc a more powerful deterrent to
the implementation of radio strategies than cost, the diffusion of political ideologiei
contrary,to the status quo, or the mobilization of "the largomass of the rural poor." Long
tend restructuring may be more threatening to politicians than more obvious short term
dangers of radical change. Fourth, the study could have been enriched by the inclusioniof
a section dealing with the quality, substantial and ftatistical significance of the findings of

, the reports and case studies reviewed. The conigusions can be taken seriously only, when
the merit and overall trustworthiness of the results of the studies cited is made explicit.
'Fifth, but perhaps more importanf than the above considerations, is the lackc of discIA-
sion of cultural factors that affect the ways in which radio strategies can be universally
applied. Radio projects in Tanzania and Guatemillatan be highly effective but due to
quite different cultural determinants. What arc theyorld views and belief systems, as well
as languages and other cultural faet rs that must be considered'when planning for a radio
project for education and/ or develo ment? Some consideration could and should tieve
been given to these cultural aspects. ixth, cost effectiveness is perhaps one of the most
prgssing practical considerations implementing radio strategiatThe authors could'
have enriched their work ,by suggesting cost analysis for behavioral Ando economical'
outcomes of radio, Projects and 'not only for the reach of pceivers or cost per student-hour.

P.

Delpite other'minor inConsittencies in thi tcxt, Jamison and McAnany offer a very
appropriate starting ipoint for considering future avenues of impleMentation and the
evaluation of radio phjects to aid "low-iiicome" countries in achieving their educational
and developmental Oafs,.

. \ FELIPE KORUNNY
Michigan State University

,
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RCADING BETWEEN THE LINES: LANGUAGE INDICATORS PROJECT.'

By V. Lynn Tyler and James S. Taylor. Provo: Eyring Research Institute. 1978:
.4

Reading Between the Lines is an interim research'summary of thr Language Indicators
'Project concluded by V. Lynn Tyler and James S. Taylor. It is withkxtreme cautio tithat I
undertake the writing of a critical review of an interim report. Howeyer, it seems appro-
priate to review this document 4pspite its developmental nature, because of its compre.

,hensive and unique approach to thc study of language usage in its cultural context.

This report is divided into thrce major categories. Section one'cintains the project
summary consisting of boic orie4tations to language study, rAodels for sysfems develop-..
mcnt, statements of theofetical pri ticiples'and guidelines, detaileddescriptions and a ppli!
cations 'of methodology, and recommendations for futurf research. Section two details

. thc concept of language indicators,and suggests series of themes and thesauri which form
the basis Of atwksis. Themes arc representative of cultural*aits in general. This report
introduces a vahcty of thefts, but largely analyzes social and political ones. Thc thesauri
focus on language contekts and linguistic usage occurring within themes. Within this
scction culture-specific themes characteristic of thc United Statps, Iran, Japan, and
Mexico are discussed. Thc final section presentsa compendium of resources in language
and intercultural'communication.

Reading Between the L es intro& es thc concept of langupge indicators as a way
of predicting "hiddcn impl ations messages crossing language and cultural boun-

.

daries." The underlying ass tnption of this analysis lies in the notion that messagcs
originating within cultures contain cultural information as well as 'content. Sincc Ian-
guage is used,within specific and readily identifiable contexts, thc researcher may isolate
"clues and wip.to meaning which could be lost . . . through lack of cultural perception
or an inabilityTo express what is 'different' (y. disturbing to ones own.system." By estab-
lishing .descriptors of thc cultural patterns possessed by one communicator, and con-,
frasting these descriptors with other persons possessing contrasting cultural patterns
it is possible td identify, through the analysis of language in full context, the potential
points of confusion, culturally hidden units of meaning, misperceptions. unfamiliar per-
ceptions. and commort perceptions in messages transmitted across Cultures.

4")

In theory, this model is a logical extension of linguistic relativity suggested by Sapir-
Whorf and the Ethnography of Speaking paradigm suggested by Del Hymes in. 1972.
What is unique and significant in the present work is the attempt to identify potential.
areas of message interpretation which are culturally hidden and to' develop a functionali,
coding taxonomy of language in full context. Such a taxononiy is a substantial step to
computcr assisted analysis of language contexts and patterns. Thc consequences of this
model increase the reliability of attributions of cultural patterns and perceptual traits
based on linguistic analysis. z

Characteristic of this work is extensive descriptive text with suppoiting figures to
graphically Oepiet concepts and relationships. Many termswere inventea for this.project
and require the acquisition of new meanings by the reader. Much of the theoretical dis-,
cussion assumes extensive existing knowledge concerningthe nature of "culture, the
process of lantimge ineluding morphology, syntax. senutoties and appropriate lan-
guage 'and social psychology approaches. These include attr ution theory. content

e
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and discourse analysis forhsr,ijunction grammar, an d models developed by the Language
and Intercultural-Kesearch Center at Brigham Ydung Univeriity. While the authors
attempt a review and orientation for persOns lacking background, the complexity of the
text ahd models precludes this report from having utility for ageneral professional audi-
ence. To be appropriate, revision might .include more concrete descriptions of key
terminology and relatioiiships7a reduction in those theoretical and methodological con-,

'siderations which ire .only peripherally related to the main impact of the study, and an
attempt v) restructure those few sections of the coding taxonomy of linguistic indicators
which appear to be highly jargonized, lacking distinct operational definition, and some-
what 'redundant. The authors acknOWledge the developmental nature of their taxonomy
and recognize the inherent difficulty of attempting clear and definitive listing of com-

. ponents appropriate to a comprehensive analysis of communicative indicators of mean-,
ing in cultural contexts. Despite these problems, it must be noted that the linguistic
coding taxonomy is a substantial contribution that is worthy of academic attention.

'Section Two reports on cultutt-specific themes and thesauri frorn American, Iranian,
Japanese, and Mexicam research samples.'these themes and thesanri of terms, when con-
trasted to American connotations, may be used for detecting cultural miscues. These
examples of culture-specific comparisons are useful in describinipotential interpersonal

,

communication problems among persons of differing cUltures. This analysis also indi-
cates the necessity for a more differentiated discussion of American themes. I found
myself generating sometimes dramatically different connotations for words than the
researchers .suggest as being representative of the "American" perwictive. Considering
the utility of this analysis lies in the accuracy of the comparisons of foreign connotations
and "American" concepts, meanings 'generated by the various culttlral, ethnic, and
language communities within the United States must be analyzed separately to improve
the accuracy of the contrative analysis. diven Me research on the social stratification
of language usage and perception, the necessity of cultural differentiation is highly sus-

. pected in the foreign cultures as Well. It should be stated that the methodology suggested
in this renort is readily applicable,to this type of differentiation. The results of this
reSearch produces not so much an "American way" but a series of ways, which potentially
produce substantially different connotations.

4.

A

The final section suggeits a highly useful and classified set of references for further
study. The bibliography is comprehensive and classified accoillink to degreebf difficulty
ahd applicability to general nudienceopolicy makers, analysts, translators, editors, and
businessmen. My of the citations are annotated for further utility.

,

Overall, this .volume presents the first conceptual and research applications of a
significant area of language and cultural study. The comprehensive nature of the project
is highly commendable, and specific problemi extant in the present rcport seem to pe
developmental rather than inherent cdnceptual or methodological weaknesses. Pro-
cedurally and theoretically I have found this retearch report most exciting and stimulat-
ing., 'rite potential implications of this project for understanding the relationship of.
language; culture, and communication are most significant.

t-

4

WILLIAM G. DAVEY
'Arizona State University
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, READINGS IN INTERCULTURAL COMMUNWATION, VOLUME II,'
TEACHING INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION: CONCEPTS AND
COURSES. By David S. Hoopcs (Ed.). Pittsburgh:. Society for Intercultural
Education,-Training and Research, 19.77, pp. 129, $4.95.

During the past4en years, intercultural communication has been one of the fastest
growing areas in the field of speech communication. Often associated with such rapid
growth is the developmenrof many diverse and frequently disjointed idgas, approaches,
and curricula. This has been especially true in the arena of intercultural commimication.

.. Whether one is dealing with contmunication between people engaged in international'
business or diplomatic negotiations, or wbettler one 'is trying tO communicate with a
minbrity group at odds withor in conflict with'the majorit.y cultural group, the patterns
of interaction often have been called intercultural. The obVious outcome of i'his has ban
the devglopment of many curricula for intercultural communication courses that meet
individual perceptions of what these courses ought to be or that meet unique situational
needs. Nedlless to say, a need exists for the disseininatain of information-about intent
cultural communication curricula that can lead toward a degree of stability in the con-
tent and a proachof intercultural communication courses through the tradingof curric-

4r-

ular ideas nd yiewpoi ts.
. .

David Hoopes has compiled volume that helps meet the above need by provid ing an
opportunity for ptactitioners a d teachers of. intercultural comnitinication to examine

..
their Own ideas and approachmaswell as those of nianyothers who are actively eng ed
in .thc, field. The collection of essays and syllabi Hoopes provides giveS an exèjt
portrayal of the developmental state achieved in the field of intercultural'commurikation
edwfat. n to dale. The volume dontains a representative survey of how intercultural eom-

United Stat The richness and diversity of the field is clearly shown through the myriad
mdicatio is conceived and taught-at over 25 colleges and universities throughout the

apprciaches and concerns reflected in the various syllabi, a

.

Although there is much merit in displaying this richness and diversity, the main value
of Hoopes' book js having, .in a single 'collection, a representative sampling of inter-
culturaJ4mmunication course syllabi. This prdvides an e'xtremely useful tool to those
who ish to c9nstruct or to modify courses of instruction in intercultural ommuriica-
t . And because of the ,wide diversity of aPproaches and Concerns exhi se
course outlines, there Wan abundance tif 'useful ideas that may be adOpte in èTping
or modifying.syllabi for intercultural communication.' ,

Hoopes has divided the volume into three useful ggctions. The first is a series of three
articles on the teaching of interCultural comMunication highlighted by William S.
Howell's "Can hitercilltural Communication be Tauight in the Classroom?" Although
the obvious answer is "yes ilittan," Howell serves us ttg...by defining thescope of
intercultutal communication.that can be taught and by specifying both what one may
expect to accomplish in the classroom situation and the circumstances attendant to

'attaining those objectives. The other two artkles by Winston L. Brembeck and by bean
E. Arnold and Norman Frisbey deal with the development nnd teaching of intercultural
communication and cultural aviareness in classroom situations. From these three per-,

_spectives come an excellent overview of the state of intercultural communication teach-
ing at its current level of development, as well as thNspects of culture amenable to

4 classr m learning.
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The second section is a compendium of 26 syllabi of actual Courses Its they are or have
been taughtin.many colleges and universities United States:The yalue of
this section is its richness and diversity in terms of tyPes urses and styles of apprOach.
The syllabi vary from brOlid-based general courses covering both international and
domestic dimensions of intercultural communication to ones dealing with specifie 6111-
lures, such as Indian, Black, and Mexican-American..The approachest range from devel-

-4
oping understanding of human-communication processes in intercultural environments
to specific value orientations or.to interracial perspectives. Each course outline gives the
reader a unique framework from which intercultural communication may be taught.
Although there is considerable overlap between syllabi, there also Ire many unique

.,___.dimensions and opproaches Of Considerable value to people interested in teachinginter-
cultural communication.

.

A second and very import& value of this section is its'extensiVe bibliographi listing
Not only is a variety of textsused in courses reported, but more importantly, books and,
articles used as auxiliary resources, outside reading, or as a basis for dais reports, discus-"
sions, or simulation exercises are listed. This bibliography istextremely valuable, to those
who are new to the field and offers insight and ideas to those who have been interested

"
in intercultural communication for extended periods as well.

Section three focuses on five couries that deal primarily with communication, develop,
nient, or social change within cultures. These syllabi tend toward mass media concerns
abOut information diffusion in.a variety of cultural arenas. The approach4 are essen-
tially international in scope and focus on issues of conqern to those who are working with
developing natiOnsn. leachers of inteicultural communication who'deal extensively with*
students who will be working in other coUntries, whether in "Peace Corpsv type cipac-
ities,or as adVisors or consultants to governments of emerging nations, can profit from
these course outlines. These syllabi are. resplendent with resource citations.

This book is a must for anyone whcr is at all involved in teaching intercultural commun-
ication. The rich and extensive bibliography is in itself more than ,worth the cost of the
volume, but its.real value is its collection and presentation of a wide variety of approaches
to intercultUral communieation, In thii book,,one may find ideas and materials from
which a course in intercultural communication may be planned or from which one may
gain ideas for modification and improvement of existing courses. Because 'this volume

-provides a vehicle for -curnmiinicatIon 'among intertultural communication specialists,
'it offers new opportunity for improvement through the sharing of ideas. .

,RICHARLI E. PORTER

California State University Long Ban*.

%la

SEX IiIFFERENCES IN .1-IUMAN COMMUNICATION. By Barbara Westbrook
t Eakins and R. Gene Eakins. Boston: Houghron Mifflin, 1978; pp. xi + 217, $6.50.

Within the last decade, courses OP feniale-male comthunication have been developed
in many speech communication departments. A 1975 summer conferencc2f the Speech'
Communication Association and research presented at recent nationeftnyentions

of
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atlest further to professional aclivity in exploring the impact of tex differences on our
communication behaim. Eakins and Eakins have attempted t4ynthesize the body of
research into a textbook based on the assumption ".. . that all of us, male and female, will
do a better job of managing our communication habits after we have examined the verbal
and nonverbal behaviors that compose them."

ip

The first six chapters are devoted primarily to.reporting the differences between the
sexes. Catchy titles cleverly identify the topics: (I) "The sexes: discriminations without
differences and differences that discriminate"; .(2)"Poweri sex, and talk"; (3) "Why can't
a woman be more like a man? communication between The sexes"; (4) "Sex patterns in
sound"; (5) "When words speak louder titan people: the language of gender"; and (6)
"Silent sounds aid secret messages." The assumption.persists throughout these chapters
that to recognize the extent of stereotyping in our society will raise our cvnsciousness and
motivate us to Change-. The stereotypes and differencesin female and male communica-,
tion attitUdes an'd behaviors are thoroughly explored. Specific guidelines for judging and
evaluating such behaviors are, howevei, often absent.

The final chapter, "Speaking up: communicating with confidence," is admittedly
priescriptive,as the sexisr barriers of our society are identified and attacked. I was
disappointed to find-this chapter rather brier( I 2 pages), and overly, simplified in its
advice. I had hoped that instead of fMding the separate lists of "d os and don'ts" for males
and females, a guide to functional human_communication could be proposed that would
*anscend the sex role barriers. *

My major negative criticism must be directed at many of The drawings and captions
that appear throughout the text. I fear that they May wOrk against the authors' purpose of
helping freem.of the stereotypic barriers that exist. Unless the reader completes a reading,
of the full text, he or she may feel that the normative'behaviors cited are those expected
of one or the other sex; such illtistrations of sex-typecl behavior taken out of context
coufd reinforce self-fulfilling' prbphecies of differences. The writing style is appropte
fot undergraduate students, maintaining intcrest through the .use of contemporary
examples while maintaining authoritative documentation to available research. The
suggested activities-included at the end of each chapter appear adaptable to classroom
experiences 'and can increase our awareness of the irtipact of sex differences on oui.
communication. ed.

-

As part of their conclusion, the authors state: ?We intuitively Teel that, if at various
points along this interlocking chain-(of communication variables), some positive aitera-
tions are made, the whole communication network will be changed for the bitter." With

..-,r. the authors, I look forward to the* time what our research and our goals for personal
change are, more exact. I believe that the authors have 'assembled the body of research
into an understandable, commendable work. Hopefully, they have spurred out thinking
into 'concrete hypotheses for appropriate communication behaviors that transcend sex
role stereotypes. ' si. -

BOBBY R. PM1ON
Me University of Kansas
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STRATEGIES OF PLANNED CHANGE. By Gerald Zaltman and Robert Dundan.
New York: Wiley-Interscience, 1977, pp. ix + 404, $20.50.

The authors, recognized authorities in organizational change, bring with them a
unique set of experience: both pave written extensively off6ehavior chinge in organiza-
tional settings, and both have wide experiences as professional change agents in the
United.Statel and abroad. In their book, Zaltman and Duncan merge the relevant litera-
ture on innovation; diffusion and organizational change. Using a social-psybhological
approach to planned change and innovation, this is accomplished succinctly and effec-.
tively at.tlfe theoretical as welt as ipplieft- levels, altkough the major emphasis is on the
practical aspects bf planned change.

40,,

.0!

Four categories Of change strategies are presented: facilitatiVe, reeducative, persuasive
and power strategies. The authors provide numerous examples and suggestions for
actually implementing each type bf change. Zaltman and .Duncan utilitt materials from
diverse fields ranging from thettl: S. Longshoremen's Union's action on a legislative issue
to a vasectomy campaign in India. Particular emphasis is gii.en to issues concerning resis-
tance to change, definition of social...problems, research utilization, values as well as
ethical considerations. In addition, the major actors in planned change, the change agent
and agency, Thetindividual and organizational client are discussed. At the end of each
chapter .a summary of basic principles or guidelines tor planning change is' presented.

The autbOr's are interventionists; i.e., they are prescriptive with their ideas, something
that was not the case with earlywriters in the area of planned c4fIge. They argue that the
change agent has..to evaluate costs and benefits of change strategiei.

<

It is implied, therefore, that the use of power and coercion, sometimes even decep-
tion is acoeptable. The concerns of the titrget group become secondary since the
change agent has his/ her job Oa do. This interventionist's position is a considerable
change from earlier writers on this topic. Itshould be noted, however, that the authors.do
not suggest change agents shouldbe insensitive or unethica u either do they sub-

. scribe to an ideology of democriti,c self-determination, n rality and openness in client
relationships as was professed by yriters of earlier phases.

tiraiegies. for Planned C'hqnge is a theoretical and practical guide for individuals con-
cerned with inducing internal or external organizatio'nal change. This book presents
thorough and coinprehensive review and synthesis of research and guidelines that are
available elsewhere only in the form of articles and chapters from numerous dispersed
sources. The authors present solid and well:organized ,work; for example, over seventy-
five, profesSional change agents were interviewed to secure source material for this book.
Students as well as practitioners of planned change will considerSirailgies for Plumed
Change a must for then' reference. library.

,

Roll: T. WIGANI;
Arizona Male Univer.yily
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-TOPICS IN.FOILTU RE LEARNING: VOLUME 5. By Richard W. Brislin and Michael
, P. Hamnett (Eds.). Honolulu: East-West Culture Learning Institute, 1977, pp. 173.

Any, serious teacher, student Or fesearcher will find this fifthyolume of Topics in
Culture Learning. worthy Ot careful perusal. It consists of a series of heretofore unpub-

\ lished artiles that are timely, credible and rich in resources. The book is forthe scholar,
not the trainer orthe casual reader.

.4) 6

The articles can be roughly divided into tivo groups: those of speCial inter9t to the
educator and those focused on investigative trends. and strategies for the researcher. A
short review of ildw the contents of this hook 'can provide help for both groups follows.
The first section' focuses on topics of educatiOn, beginning with an article which recites
the feats of an initiaied Micronesian navigator, educated in the old traditional fashion,
who sailed from Hawaii to Tahiti in a "rformance leccurate" replica of an ancient Poly-
nesian voyaging vessel. This was accomplished in thirty-onedays with a Crew of seven-
teen, withOut, Western instrüments or outside navigational information. Non-sailor.s will
skip the details; but everyone will gain a fespect for the ability to navigate by walepat-
terns and "the feel of the whole sky." It becomes abundantly clear, as stated, that "literacy
is not a necessary adjuiv to a learned man."

,Two articles offer the challenge to avoid theoretical orientations that are'culturally-
.

bound and relative. Margaret K ing adapts this to the study of popular culture and Amar7
jit Singh stresses the need to study the "sociology of sociology" in an excellent article
which,includes the contrast of thrsee theories, the "conventional" theory, the dependency
theory and the critical theory.

Nat Coletta answers the question of how important formal schooling is in the historical
process of culture contact and foreign dominance, He writes of how fourdifferent foreign
rules of Ponape effeeted,change in lifestyle and a discontinuity of the peoples' own skills,
values and identity through the school system. Interestingly, of the four imposed styles,
the Japanese system of rote learning, harsh discipline and the use of shame wer more
acceptable to the Pompaeans than the more permissive-U.S. system sinCe Alosely
matched their own cultural ways.

-f
Two articles focus on the emotional and cultural aspects of learning a second language.

Otie is an interesting personal account of learning in cofitext the study of Hebrew in an
intensiVe ulpan Jinstructon.) in Jerusalem. The other consiits of advice and exercises
designed to increase sociolinguistic competence, offered by two TESL instructors from
New Zeala ndo Two Other specialized articles complete this section, the descriPt ion *of the

Kamehameha Early Edutation Program in Hawaii and an exploration of the concept of
expectancy in psychotherapy research and practice'this lattcr. article by Howard Hig-
genbbttom includes the relationship of the cultural belief system of a client to the expec:

..tancy process, and the powerful social influence pr?ccdures employed by therapists.

The first four articles in the second section deal with general issues inthe design of
cross-cultural research. One by B. James Starr (who alsdits this section) and Suzanne
Wilson considers data collection and codification and examrhes the divergent epistemo-
logical views of the universalists and the particularists. Another by:Norman Dinges takes
a realistic look al the obstacles present in interdiscilinary collaboration. Differences in

33.,
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personality ,types and !cadetship styles, the myths of omniscience, the subtle constraioti
that disciplines idace upon members, guid use of different levels of analysis are mentioned
as baying the potential for serious problems. Unfortunately, the solutions that the autiior
gives fall into the categoty of reddcing the differences between cultures and discill nes
instead of methods 'of coping..This is not a vote of confidenCe for intercultural communi-
cation training. Eleanor Elequin counters with recommendations for organizational
forms for collaborative research, plus examples of specific projects. Arine-,Katrin itcker-,
mann provides a detailed account of the nature, rewards and limitations of the'partici-
pant observation technique as a research tool. This is enlivened .with examples from her'
own experiences'among khe Aboriginal 'people of Queensland, Australia. The last ailicle
in the research section selects onCconcept that has been the basis of much cross-cultural
research: anxiety. Sagar Sharma summarizes the major studies and tools that welused,
cites the research. difficulties, and makes a plea for scale's specifically designed for cross-
Cultural uses . .

The brevity of_this review does not do justice to the consent of the articles ort he exten-
sive bibliographies that are present. There is rituch subitantive material here for the
scholar. What's more, it's the biggest book bargain there is: one copy free for the asking.

LARAY M. BARNA
Portland State University

USIA INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION COURSE: 1977 PROCEEDINGS.
By Michael H. Prosser (Ed.). Washington: International Communication Agency,
1978, pp. xv + 367.

This volume is a collection of abstracts, tentative and semi-spontaneous working
papers by the speakers, and assignments completed by participants during the tenth
annual Intercultural Commdnication Course conducted by the United States Informs-
tion' Agency (USIA), in Washington, D: . from'September 6 through October 14, 1977.
This material represents a brief sumhiir of the vast amount of material covered during
the six weeks course coordinated by Micha 1 H. PrOsser, editor of the Proceedings. Guest
speakers and resource persons for the cours Included several prominent scholars, teacht
ers, trainers, administrators, and practitio ers of intercultural communication and
related areas. Seventeen officers of diverse ba kgioundswere selected to participate in
the course: "The six wcomcn aqif eleven men ncluded Foreign ,Service Information
Officers and domestic employees, and represente all four media offices, the Personnel
Office, and two geographic areas. of the'domeso employees,five were writer-editors
andrthree were involved with foreigobroadcasts for th Voice of America.... (The partic-
ipants) Were professional' communicators in .the proc s of becoming communication
professionals."

The editor expressed the purpose of the course well when h said: "This course enjoys
4' a reputation as being among the pioneering efforts in the Unite States to link theoreti-

cally-inclined academics with practically-inclined official internati al communicatots."

According to the editor, this publication is intended primarily for tra ers and teachers
of interculturOommunication. Its, major usefulness is not as a text ook but as

1 34
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resource( for instructornit gives you a taste, Ind you may then decide if you want more,
information: The voltime is organized into seven main sections. The first section is an
overview of the fieldof intercultural communication, focusineon research design, social
science inquiry, and field research methods. This section provides background inforip-
tionand a foundation for procesiing and further eyaluation of the field of intercultural
communication. This section proides even the notice with a basic working knowledge of
intercultural communication.

The second section .examines,culture and communication including value systems,
cultural orientations, ana interpersonal dimensions; Severalcommunication inodels and
their applications to training programs are alsci presented. In this section the reader is
offered the diversity of topic areas which come under the heaaing of intercultural corn-.
munication and .their appropriateness to training situations.

.

Research methods contrasting Eastern and Western value systems, bases for commtin-
ication, and public opinion,are the topics of the third section. This takes the reader-out of .

the realm cif theory and into the practical realm, where this information cantbe helpful
to both' research and diplomacy.

The fotirth section includes the thought patterns oftture, sociolinguistic dimensions
and individual perception; this part complements the previous.sectipar-T-qough\an in-
depth understanding of various patterns of thoughtlfrotp different cultures, the inter-:

cultural practitioner may expand perceptions .aniskills. This section is particularly
important when one realizei intercultural commtfnication is the continued prOcess of .

expanding our awareness of the diversity of' percerions, sociolinguistics and though,
patterns of peoples arotind the world. '

Media, in all its forms; is the topic of the fifth section. Included are such topics as the
past and future of media, African talking drums, communication andchange in the Phil-

lipines developinent strategies and issues of the seventies, communication develop-
ment in India d Africa, political and social implications for communication satellite
applications in veloped and developing couptriesAorld communication as a special
construct of reali the media and national unity. Since it is largely through media
that we learn about ferent peoples and different ideas, itjs important that this section is
included; -too' o readers or textbooks in intercultural communication give only
passing reference t media.

The sixth section includes preparing the foreign trainee to return home, selection and
training of personnel for overseas Postings, and lifelong adult education. These topics are
particulaiiy valuable because they teach one how to put theory into practicif one does
not praCtice new skills, they may be lost. This section gives practical advice about how
tc: achieve this goal.

Finally, the seventh section presents selected research studies and nine book reviews
by course Three pilot field studies were included: "Lines of Communication
in the U.S. tion Agency," "Looking back at Leisure: The Foreign Serviee in
Black Africa did Western Europe," and "NONEneish Broadclists: -WhO's Listening."
In this section the reader can see immediate results from this course; it is also a fornm for
the particiPants to demonstrate their knowledge and the applicability of this kind of

;information.
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The PrOceedings exposes the reader to m ny prominent people in the field, with many
different views sand approaches. The authors of the included papers came; from diverse

. disciplines such as psychology, sociology, political seience, English, maSs media and
linguistics.% Also represented were who rs, researchers, teachers, trainers, practitioners
and administrators. The Proceedings pr es the intercultural participant.with a review,

, and the non-participant with an overview of the material ,presented in this course. The :
value of publishing.,stich proceedings is tO stimulate instrodors, teachers, and .practi-
tioners to undertake research or to do further reading and 'qudy: Each offering is brief, :
allowing the reader enOUgh information to,make an intelligent decisfon about whether

, or not to pursue the subject.

127

The book has a few limitations. First, the use of sexist langu y most contributors
is disappointing Second, the work-lacks transition between apters. Transition para.,
graphs ,would help relate the diverseqopics and infOrrnation4 Also; within the framework
of a course a Oynatnic developi. When reading the Proceedings, one is not aware Of this,
dynamic;, a paper describing the dynamics of the coursecould have been included. Over:-
all, the volume &presents a valuable contribution to the field ot intercultural comMuni-
cation. Teachers, trainers, Scholars, researchers,.and practitioners di intercultural com-
munication will find it useful for a good overview of the field and for identification of ,,

ideas for further research and, discussion.

_a
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LARA COLLINS WITT
4 Arizona State University
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.0
voLumES I-V; 1974-79

NEMI clAIN and WII:LARD A..UNDERWOOD,

PART 1: TABLE OF CONTENTS
t

r
titles.of attiiles and lxkok reviews apleating in the Table of Contents are listed

volume by volume. They # numbered consecutively, so as to makepossibleothe useof

the 'Sub./e'er Indgx and the Author Index wltich appear later in this Cumulative Index.

VOLUME 1, 1974 (Editor: Fred L. Caser)

1. Adapting Communication Research to the Needsof International and Intercultural

Commtinications Lorand B. Szalay, 1-1§
4

to
2. Subjective Culture and Interpersonal Communication and Action Harry

:friandis, 17-23

i. An 'Explication and Eyaluation of Cognitive Anthropology Je'rry L. Burk, 24;.38

4. Increasing Intercultural Commtinication: The Peacesat Experiment, a Study in the

' Social Benefits of International Interactive Exchange by-Conimunication Satellite

.John Bystrom, 39-43
S

.

,
-

. The Communication of Culture Through Filtn:' Focurfor Research -- Sharon k.
. ..,, . Ruhly, 44-Yi 4

v , .

6. Crois Cultural Communications Training for Mental Health.Professionals Paul

Pedersen, 53-63

a.

5
.

.
,

..---,-- 7. Mmensions,Perspectives and Resouices of l' tercultural Communication

Vernon Lynn Tyler, 64-73 . . 'A
^,.

. .
. .

.,1. S. 'Some EmPirical Considerations forCross Cultural Attitude Measurements and

*,,- ..
rersuasive Communications.: Janice C. Hepworth, 74-81

4.

i

4. Culture and the Expression of Emotion , Jerry D. Boucher, 82-86
I'

10. The Influence of Speaker Dialect and Sex on Stereotypic Attribution Michael

G. RyanA87-101 .
.

14 ,#
I L i

, +
1 1., Beyond Tolerahce: World Communication Technology and the Loa Cultural.

Structures of Man ---:: L. S. Harms, 102-109. . .1.

et C I 4" .0

12. A-Critical Revitw of Recent Literature -:- William J. Starosta,- 110-127
.
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,

'12A, Intercultural Communication: A Reader by Larry A. Samovar and
Richard E. Porter (E4s.), 1)0-113
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121): Intercultural,Communication by.L. S. Harms, 113-115

129.

I2C. Readings in Intercultural Communication by David S, Hoopes (Ed.),
115-116 . ,..

12p. Intercommunication Among Nations and Peoples by Michael H. Prosser
(Ed.), 117-118 4t

v.

-12E," Speech Commuication by William D. Brookci 18

12F. Experiences in Communication by Wayne Austin Schrope 118

I2G. InteractioT An Introduction to Speech Communication by Fred L.
Casinir, 118

'12H:. Inter,Cultural Education in the- Community of Man by John E.
Walsh,..119

-121. Through Navajo Eyes: An Exploration in Film, communication, and
Anthoropology bit S. Worth and J. Adair, 119-120

II. DevelopmentaLCoMmtiniattion (Infomation Diffusitm)

12J. Comtnunicationtof Innovations: A Crbss-Ctiltural Approach by Everett
M. Rogers and. F: Floyd Shoemaker, 120

12K. Mass Media and National Development: The Rok of Information in'
the Developing Countries by Wilbur Schramm, 121

12L. Communications and Political Development by Lucian W. Pye, 121

12M. CoMmunication and Change in the Developing Countries by Datiiel
Lerner and Wilbyr Schramm, 121-122

12N. Commurfication -and Development: A Study of Two Indian Villages
by Y.V.L. 'Rao, 122

120. The Practice of Mass Communications: Some Lessons From Research
by Y.V.L. Rao, 122-123

12P.. Using Commercial,Resources in Family Planning Communicati
Programs: The International Experience.by Michatl McMillan, 23

12Q. Communicaang for Change With the Rural DisadVantaged: A ork-
shop by the National Academy of Sciences, 123

I2R, yass Media and National Integration in Communist China by Alan P."
L. Liu, 123-124

..
III. Media Capacities (Symbolic and Instructional)

I2S. *Media and S;tmOls: The Forms of Expres.iion, Communication and
Education tiy David E. Olson (Ed.), 124-123 ;
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121 . 'colmniiiiiicatkms Technology and Social Policy.' unders.tanding the
4ew.'Culitital..;Revoliition' by George Gerbner et. al. (Eds.), 124,125

. .

.. . .

.,..-:12U.r:':.Wqrki...COmmunkation, Threat or Promiser A Socio-Technical
AiVaach. by Colin Cherry, 125-126 1,5

13i/riireet04.0 Organizations Concerned With Internaiional/ Intercultural Communi-
;catkin Stky, Teaching, Research, Practica Sponsorship Corinne Ks. Flemings,

. 11451 .

.--)
4.. Intercultural CoMmunication Development of Strategies for Closing the Gap

Between the Is and the Ought-To-Be .A Special Cornmittee Joint Proipct for
International.Cornmunication Association Intercultural Division (V) and Speech
Coriimuniaition Assodation International/intercultural Commission, 152-160

15. Implications
'1-8

4.. -

VOLUME II, 1975 Frcd L. Casmir)

of Cognitive Normi for the .tudy of Social Change

1

4111'

Rosalie Cohen,

,i;r'16. The Study of Communiation Messages and the Conflict Over Global Eco-
- 'Patience Donald G. Douglas, 9-19

.

17. .Language.alti Ethnicity in Intergroup Communicatiot Edna L. Koenig, 20-29

18.H:InterculturalCoMmithication Vistas: Description, Concept, and Theory Jerry
.. 1-- L'Alurk -311;o9

19! -ResearCh Meth;olbgy in Another CultUre: Some Precautions Henry M.
-Brasheili.4043

0,::!.P.prception of Self and Others:- An Approach to Inteicultural Communication
Eiletn Newmark and Molefi K. Asante, 54-61'

t.

-.1.rtiplications of litte'rcultural Cominunication for Bilinitial and Bicultural Educa-
.090,..,.Nobleza, AsunciOn-Lande, 624'3 .

2 the muitIOtiphiti BUsinesS Organization: A Schema for the Training of Overseas
PersonnellivOtimmunication FatQi,S...Yougef and.Nancy E. Briggs,"74-85

Minoritarianism and EthnicGroups Communication Robert L. Nwankwo, 86-97

.24. A Model for the Study of Intercultural, ComMunication in Colleges and Universities
of the United States William S Howell, 98-101 A

5. A Two-Week International' Workshop in Cross-Cultural Counseling Paul

fccietstm.,02r107

26-. 'Critical Revievi of Reeent Literature William J. Starat`a, 108-12g

I. Developmental CommunicatiOn
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26A. Communication Strategies for Family Planning by Everett M. Rogers,
108-112

Y
26B. The Media and Family Planning by J.,Richard Udry (Ed.), 112-115

II. International Education and Culture Learning

26C. The Role of Communication in International Training and Develop-.
ment: Overcoming Barriers to Understanding the Developing COuntries
by Ernse14. Sinauer, 115-118

- . 26D. There is a INfference: 12 Intercultural -Perspectivat by John F. Fiegand
Johii.G. Blair, 115-118

'IA 0- ''.
4.. I '

26E. Culfure Capsules byl. Dale Wier et. al.; 118-119

26F. The Peace Corps Reader by Office of Public Affairs of the Peace Corps,. ,
119'

27, Directory of Organizations Concerned With International/ Intercultural Communi-
cation Study, Teaching, Research, Practice, Sponsogthip Corinne K. Flemings,
129-140

VOLUME'Ill, 1976 (Editor: Fred L. Casmir)

28. Language and Information Processing: An Approach to Intercultural Communica-
tion Duane D. Pettersen, 1-10

29. The Major Triad Revisited: A potential Guide for Intercultural Research
Sharon Ruhly, 11119

3Q. The Effects of Ethnocentrism Upon Interopltural Communication :Jerry L. Burk,
20-34

31. Role of the Holy See Observer to the United Nations as In rcultural Communica-
tion. Andrew Ruszkowski, 35-43 .

A

32. Intercultural Differential Decoding of Nonverbal Affective-Communication Gai
M. St. Mrartin, 44-57 .

33. Woman and the Mass Media in a Venezuelan City Richard R. Martin,
Olga J. Mayorca E.,`and Stelien MeDerrnott, 58-69

V
34. Intercultural Education for Multinational Managers Philip.R. Harris and

Dorothy L. Harris, 70-85 4.

,---

35. A Modell of Group 'Development for Intercultural Communication Workshops.--
Wiilitim B. Gudykunst, 86.93 ;

*. , . . .
. . . . . .

36. Theoretical Premises for Analyzing thp It hetoric of Agitation and Control in Latin
- America Sluirry tievereaux Ferguson, 94-99
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